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urcpe vrrill never be the same again after
November 9th, 1989. On this point, there is a
brcad consensus across all political camps. It is
not so much that the Berlin Wall has been
breaclred in itself whictr has brought about this
rare unanimity, it is how it was breadred and the
international context of the breakthrcugh. After
all, divided Europe managed without the Berlin
Wall, whidr was built in August 1961,, right
thrcugh the heights of the Cold War: if anythin&
its constmdion was a qFmbol not of the division
of Europe as suctr, but of the acceptanoe of this
fact by both sides and of the immutability of the
stattrs quo.

But the Wall lvas brcught dov,rn again,
politicrlly speaking at least (since the actual
physical stmcture is still there), not by some sort
of agreement between Washington and Moscow,
or even Bonn and East Berlin. It came crashing
dovrn as a result of a political revolution in the
GDR. The East Ge{man politbum quite simply
could no longer hope to stay in porver while the
Wall remained. It rvas as if the hundreds of
thousands, the millions of demonstratonr in the
streets of Berlin, l*ipzig and Dresden had alt
pushed against the concrete blocks urtil they
mortar cracked. The ioyful faces streaming
thmugh the border crcssing points were not iu$
those of people who had iust been granted leave
of absence frcm above, let alone those of
refugees: they were the faces of victory.

East Gemrany is in political hrnnoil, and
when East Gennany is in turmoil, the Gennan
Question is back on the agenda. Quite a
spectacle was offrred by the Western press in the
first frw days of the post- wall era: when the
cold wirr cries of "Freedom at last" had been
exposed as hollow by the dignified return of
virtually alt the East C,erurans and the total
absence of any anti-Sovietism or anti-socialism
in the streets of the GD& the tune changed
abruptly. It was nolv the spectre of Gerrran
reurification that was raised: will it be all reich
on the night, as one British newspaper asked?

The Crerrran Question has haunted Eurcpean
politics ever since Gennarry wa$ divided into
four zones of occupation in '19ffi and the Cold
War split the anti-Hitler alliance and hence
Gennany. In fomral, grammatical terurs, it has
always been about the reunification of the two

post-war Creruran states, if not the restoration of
the Gennan Reich in its frontiers of 7937. But for
much of the time the rhetoric had rather a hollow
ring about it, as neither of the Geluran regimes
nor any of the maior nrorld or European polvers
had arry reaI interest in German unity. krhaps as
a result of the total collapse of the other side, but
since that was not to be expeded the reality was
that the entire edifice of the European post-war
order was built iuound the division of C,ennany.

|ust twenty ye.rrs, even ten yeans tgo, the
present situation would have been unthinkable.
For a start, Moscow would almost certainly have
cnrshed any such mass upsurge in the GDR.
Today there is little prcspect of that, be it a$ a
result of the Soviet Unionls internal weakness or
by political design. At the s.rme time, a ruurited
Gennany acting with independent vigour as a
great central European power between East and
West has that mudr more plausibilrty today than
it had in the days when American hegemony
over Western Eurrope was still unquestioned.

Certainly the demise of the Berlin WaIl has
come at a time when the future of the established
order in both halves of Eurcpe hangs in the
balance anyway. Alrready the debate over the
future direction of the West Eurcpean
Community has acquired an entireIy nerv
dimension with the mere possibility of
German/s disengagement, while the foee
marketeers in Hrurgry, Foland and elsewhere
find encouragement in the "Europe of concentric
circles" schemes sprcuting from the think-tanks
of the botr4geoisie.

Exciting times indeed for those with
commercial and strategic enterprise, and
desperate times for those wedded to the status
guo. But what about the l,efr? It is only just
waking up to the realisation that that the goal
posts have been moved. Gone are the cosy days
when Eurcpeanism was about getting the Social
Charter adopted in Bmssels, and peace a
question of detente between the blocs. Europe is
in the prccess of being reconstmcted W fiortes
beyond the control of the parliamentari:rns and
trade union negotiators, and if the l"eft is going
to play any rule in shaping its fuhrc, some bold
thinking beyond the faniliar landscapes is
required.
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-The reappearance of the Geruran Question on
the political agenda should help concentrate our
minds" It is tempting to see this simply as
coming to tenns with the fact that something
which nras always supported in principle,
namely Geruran murification, now suddenly
appearing as a practical proposition. But the
question of a singte nation state for both East and
West Germans should not be the main issue for
the socialiS left. National identity and self-
determination are alt very well, but hardly the
essence of socialism. A united Germany, should
that indeed be the outcome of the present crisis,
would be a capitalist Germany, and it would
come as the prelude to the re-absorption of
Eastem Europe into the international capitalist
market. Do we want that? Do we nrelcome it?

This is not an abstract question. The
capitalist prcss had such a miserable time this
November because the reality in Bertrin did not
fit its prejudices. So far, the East Gernrans have
shown little appetite for b"iog annexed by the
Kmpps. A capitalist united Germany is not the
inevitable outcome of their revolution against the
counterfieit socialism of Utbricht and Honecker.
Not only "objectinely", but subjectively, in the
conscious Tyill of millions of East C,emrans, a
democratic and pnDspefl)u$ socialist state on
Gerrran soil prcvides a real alternative.

The left has become accustomed to viewing
the unfolding crisis of Soviet and East European.
Stalinism with fatalistic resignation" The pull of
the flee market appeared irresistible, the socialist
vision irretrievably discrcdited, the rcsurgence of
dark forces such as religon and nationalism all-
conquering. If this Tvas always too pessimistic,
considering the very real resistance of the
working class to any substantial marketisation in
Poland or the Soviet Union, it is completely
untenable with regard to East Germany. This is
the tme significance of Berlh, 9 November 1989:
it has opened in earnest the struggle between
capitalism and socialism over the future of
Eurcpe.

hr fiour decades, this has been a phoney war
between two artificial edifices imposed on
Europe by the military relationship of fiorces that
resulted frcm the Second World War It is novy
turning into the real thing as West Eurropean
capitalism is shedding its dependence on
America and Eastern Eurcpe the Stalini$t
straightjacket. The Eurcpean left rnust
completely emancipate itself from both to be
able to play an independent rule in all this. For
forty yeans, social democraqy has been wedded to
Atlanticisrn and communism to Stalinism. The
socialist left which rve need nolv must be
uncompromisingly anti-Atlanticist and anti-
Stalinist. In the transition fmm the post-war to

the post-wall era, the best possible beginning
can be made by unflinching solidarity with the
stmggle of the East Gemran mas$es for a socialist
democracy in the GDR.

But that, in itself, is not enough. A socialist
democracy in East C,ennany could not sundve in
the long tenn unless embedded into a socialist
Europe. Without that, it would be a short-lived
glimpse of the historic possibilities in the current
situation, a sort of Hrris Commune of the 1990s.
And a socialist Eurcpe is more than the sum total
of socialist govemments in so many individual
Europan states. Most of all, howeveq, and once
again the GDR with its 4fi),000 Red Amry troops
and dose economic relationship with the USSR
will not let us forget this point, the Soviet Union
muS be an integral part of a socialist Europe.

Throughout this centurlr, the relationship
between Gerurany and Russia has been at the
heart of European politics. Iust as it is
inconceivable that a future European order could
be la*ingly based on the division of Gemrany, it
is inconceivable that the Soviet Union be locked
out from it.

The Soviet Union, io arry case, needs Europe.
It may be many times larger than Eas[ Gennany,
but it cannot solve its social and economic
prcblems in isolation any more than the GDR
c.ur. If Gorbachet's slogan of the "common
Eurcpean house" means anythin& it is surely
that from the military-shategic, economic-
technological , ecological and cultural
standpoints alike the interests of Eurcpe cannot
be divided into two, but fioror a complementary
whole. The only real question is: what kind ot
Europe?

Vt[th e\rery month that passs without
perestrcika showing the desirad economic
benefits, the voices demand.iog either a more
radical marketisation of Soviet industry and
agriculture in efftct, the reintrcduction of

dictatorship are growing louder in Moscow. At
the same time, the ptessure from the West
increases, and $o do the centrifugal tendencies
both in the USSR itself and in what remains of
the "socialist carnp".

Alt this could lead to a terible carnival of
raaction, but such a disastrous outcome is not
inevitable. The capitalist re-conquest of Eastern
Europe has barely begun in earnest, the Stalinists
are on the run, and the labour movement
remains shongly entrenched in Western Eurupe.
The building blocks fior a socialist common
house of Eurcpe are there, the important iob nonr
is to get brcad agr€ement about its architecture
before the constnrction work can begin.

Giints Minnerup
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G
ermany had not seen a popular movement like this
since the 191.8 revolution which ended the First World
War. At times, motre than hdf of the entire East German
population appeared to be on the streets of Leiyzign
Dresden, Hale, Magdebuqg and elsewhere in the
German Democratic Republic. The huge demonstration
of over one million in East Berlin on Saturday, 4
Novembe{, was far and away the laqgest rally that the
old imperial capital had ever seen. General Secretary
Honecker had already been forced to resign on 18
Octobef and on 9 November travel restrictions werc
lifed and the Berlin Wall opened up. The GDR had
experienced the first stage in a momentous political
revolution, and the pople had won.

Between three and four million East Germans
streamed across the former Ircn Curtain between
Thursday night and Sunday. On Monday morninp the
vast majority of them were back at work in the GDR.
But the nevolution was not finished with the celebration
of victory in its first great battle. By Monday night,
lnipzig which had been at the vanguard of the
democracy movement fiom its beginnings in
September - saw another huge demonstration for free
elections. The revolution continues.

Honecker falls
There should be no doubt in anybody's mind that what
\Me have seen in the German Democratic Republic is
indeed a nevolution. This is no carefully stage-
managed reform frcm above a la Gorbachev. The SED
(Socialist Unity Paty, the East German Communist
Party) leadership had absolutely no intention of
emulating perestnoika and glasnost in their nepublic,
and this was made crystal-clear as recently as the 7
Octobef when the Honecke{, on the occasion of the
GDRt 40th anniversary and in the prcsence of the
Soviet leader himself, presented a 

'cynically self-
congratulatory picture of the SED's achievements:

'The GDR coilunemoraEs its tmth anniversary as a
state with a functionin& efficient socialist system which
has turned human rights into r€ality... The material and
cultural standards of living of our people have reached
a high level... The citizens of the GDR are justifiably

proud of what they have achieved together thonrugh
their work and consider their active dedication to the
interests of the socialist German state as their personal
contribution to the implementation of their own
interests. Convincing proof of this are the millions of
votes cast in favour of the National Front and of our
policy of socialism and peace at the local elections held
last May... Everything with the people, thnough the
people and for the people, everything for the good and
the happiness of all citizens of our socialist German
Democratic Republic.'

The SED's chief ideologist, Kurt Hage4, had told a
West German magazine that " just because your
neighbour decides to change his wallpaper does not
mean that you are under any obligation to redecorate
your flat, too.'. The German-language Soviet monthly,
Spttnik, once required reading for pffiy cadtes, had
been taken off the list of approved publications and
thus effectively banned. By contrast, Ceausescu's
Romania and Deng's China wene praised extravagantly,
the latter receiving effusive congratulations on its
Tiananmen Square massacre frcm Egon Krenz, then
C-entral Committee secretary for security.

It is now widely claimed that Gorbachev's visit for
the anniversary celebrations provided a turning point,
and that it was Gorbachev who forced Honeckey's
replacement by openly attacking him in front of the
entire Politburo behind closed doors. Gorbachev did
indeed barely bother to hide his distaste for Honecker's
style of leadership during the celebrations, and may
well have spoken some strong words in his discussions
with the East German leadership. But by then, it was
already too late for a managed reform from above. The
pfity had lost the initiative to the popular movement
from below.

It all starbd with the suruner exodus of tens of
thousands via the now open border between Hungary
and Austria and the West German embassies in
Budapest, Prague and Wansaw. The news of the
Hungarian reforms and the dismantling of the Iron
Curtain in Hungary had made such an exodus almost
inevitable with 

-the 
onset of the holiday season: for

many years, hundreds of thousands of applications for
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Demanding free
elections outside

the GDR

exit visa had been pending in the in-trays of the
bureaucnry, and despair over the Honecker
leadership's refusal to endorse the Moscow reform
course had recently swelled that figure to, according to
estimates of the Protestant chwch, somewhere between
1 and L.4 million - out of a population of just over L6
rnillion.

The demonstrations inside the GD& in turn, wer€
sparked by the regime's reaction tro the holiday exodus:
the ending of visa-free travel to Czechoslovakia and
curtailing of tourist traffic to Hungary. Czechoslovakia
was the only country in the world which East Germans
had been 

-able to travel to without lengthy visa
formalities Poland having bcen restricted since thc
rise of Solida.ity in 1980181 and GDR citizens were
now effectively hemmed in within their own frontiers,
at a time when the winds of change were blowing over
msst of the rest of the "socialist camp". The unrest,
coupled with growing dissatisfaction over an economic
situation suddenly deteriorating because of the acuE
labour shortages, spilled over to the streets.

There was no oqganisation behind the mass
upsu{ge, but the Protestant churches and the milieu of
youthful activists which had formed around the
churches into the peace and ecolory movements
plovided a natural focus. Suddenly the token proEsts
of this hitherto isolated opposition were joined by
thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands.

emigration, democracy and free
elections. The overtly political
natu-ne of the mass movement
was one of ire most breathtaking
features: conventional wisdom
had always assumed that
political cainpaigning was the
exclusive domain of the
intellectuals, and that the
working masses would only
become involved under
economic slogans once the
economic situation had become

dine enough to compet the workers into action. In the

five of the working population. In the ranks of the SED
Gorbachevism had found a strong echo and the
'Gorby, Gorby!" chants quickly established a cofiunon
denominator between party and non-pafry
demonstrators. As a the political pillar of the Honecker
regime, the parly simply collapsed.

Somewhat conveniently under the circtrmstances,
the General Secretary happened to be of ill health,
having just recovered frcm a serious gall bladder
operation, rmd advanced age anyway. In an attempt to
salvage the situatiory an emeryenry Central Committee
meeting was convened where Honecker resigned and
Egon Krenz was elected his successor. Krenz had been
Honecker's heir apparent for some time, with
impeccable hardline cnedentials. Some Western
conunentatons (an4 incidentally, some of the Polish
Solidarity press) even misread the situation badly
enough to claim that Krenz as General Secretary
reprcsenEd a victory for the old Stalinists over the
dithering Honeckeq in prcparation for a decisive
crackdown! But even if Krenz had entertained such
thoughts - which appears unlikely - the pressurcs for
reform for overwhetming: not just fmm the streets, but
from within the party oryanisation as well.

At this point, it is as well to remember that the SED
is not only a mass ptrW, but one with considerable
political rcots in the East German nursses. In some
respects, there are stnong similarities with the
C^zechoslovak Communist Party: but while the KSC is
almost equally as strong as the SED in proportion to
the size of the counby even today, the historical rcots of
socialism and communism in East Germany are
considerably stronger than in Czechoslovaki+ and,
above ail, tfre SED las not gone through arytfring like
19ffi and its aftermath. The reform wing of the KSC
was pulverised by the Warsaw Pact invasion and its
aftermath and the party is but a pale and demoralised
shadow of its former self. The SED by contrast, is only
now entering into its first ever period of genuine reform
and open debate: for four decades, the pressure fmm
West Germany and the "siege mentality" engendercd
by it had submeqged its considerable reformist potential
in an iron discipline and unity. It took a popular
rebellion to break this unity, but at the sarne time there
is enough vitality and eneryy left in the ranks of the
SED for it not to simply crumble but be able to respond
politically.

The speed and decisiveness of the party's moves
demonstrated this. The media changed fncm one duy
to the next, with East German television, run by the
sarne people as before, suddenly producing output of
such quality and interest that even the West Germans
are clamouring to receive it. The opening of the frontier
was an inspired gamble, removing one of the chief
causes of the unrest and at the sailre time
demonstrating the commitnrent of most citizens to the
GDR.

The other main demand, howeve4 is still waiting to
be met: free elections. The blahnt manipulation of the
local election result in May 1989 had been a focus of
widespread prutests, with Krenz suspected of direct
personal involvement in the fraud. A new elecbral law
has been promised, rtrith actual elections following as
soon as possible (certainly in 1W0), but the real
significance of this issue lies not in the formal rules of
inter- party competitiory but in the history of the SED
itself. The party \^/as formed in 1946 from a not
entircly voluntdry fusion between the cofiununist
(IGD) and social-democratic (SPD) parties in the then
Soviet-occupied zone of Germany. This part of
Germany had always been the stronghold of the left,

event, economic demands were very much in theparliament background, and there were few calls for market
reforms. To the dismay of some Wesbrn cold warriory
there was little noticeable interest in neunification with
the Fbderal Republig and the tGd Army only figured in
appeals for help against Honecker...

The size, determination and discipline of the huge
demonstrations left the staE security apparatus, which
had previously launched some vicious attacks on
smaller protestg helpless. Orly a slaughter of
Tiananmen Square proportions couJd now have
checked the growing democracy movement. Krenz later
spnead the word that it had been on his instructions
that the army and police were held back, but other
evidence suggests that local cofiunanders and parly
leaders were well aware of the risks of nepressive
intervention and had already decided to rgnore any
such instructions frcm Berlin.

The role of the party
A srgnificant proportion of the marchers con$isEd of
members, even local functionaries, of the SED. This is
hardly surprising given the mass nature of the party: it
has 2.4 million members, equivalent rcughly to one in
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and both parties were of
appnrximately equal strength
(600,000 members each) at the
time of the fusion. Even now
fotr decades and many pu{ges
late+ there is little doubl that [he
SED harbours a substantial
social-democratic element
not only SPD veterans, but also
younger activists attracted by
the SPD tradition in their
disillusionment with the
Stalinism of their leadership. At
the stune time, nobody doubts
that the majority of the East
German wor.king class
continues to lmk to the West
German SPD for political
leadenship and inspiration. One
of the big questions of the
forthcoming struggle within the
SED will be whether or not this I

social-democratic tradition ,; :,,,::

finds independent * r.,, , ll 
:_

oryanisational expression again, ; '",'' ,* , '

If it does, it will split the 3fO :t *'' -o,'i -: #.
and reduce the party to a conununist rump within
weeks. If not, rt the SED leadership should be
successful in containing the inevitable resu{gence of
social democrucy within its own oryanisational
structurcS, its chances of suryival will be considerably
enhanced.

An opinion poll conducted for a West German
magazine immediately after the opening of the Berlin
Wall returned the following voting intentions in the
event of free elections:

SDP (East German social democrats) No/o
SPD (West German social democrats) 15o/o

New hrum 14o/o

SED 13o/o

CDU (West) 11o/o

LDPD (East German liberals) 9o/o

tDP (West German liberals) 8o/o

Greens SYo

CDU (East) 2o/o

Despite the relatively small sample and otherwise
questionable methodology of the poll, the results are
probably reasonably representative in so far as th"y
show the SED in a minority, but an overall broad
majority of essentially pro-socialist currenb (SDR
SPD New hrum, SED Greens) over openly rightist
and prc -capitatist forces.

The opposition
The banners and slogans on the mass demonstrations
clearly showed that, for the time being at least, the
traditional non-conununist parties have been clearly
eclipsed by the new groupings to emerye frcm the
opposition, above all the New Forum which now
claims more than 200,m0 members. If immediate
elections u/ere held with New Forum participatin& it
could well overtake the SED itself on the cnest of the
present wave of popular mobilisation. Howeve4 not
only are the promised free elections likely to be a few
months away, it is also by no means certain that the
New Forum would contest them. Its leadens al€ clearly
split as to whether the movement should confine itself
to the rcle of a non-party prcssure group for

democratisation or seek to transform itself into a
political parly.

Uke the New Forum, the other and much smaller
opposition groups (sometimes with overlapping
membeoHp) Democraqy Now (Demokratie leet),
Democratic Renewal (Demokratischer Aufbruch), and
the Social-Democratic Party of the GDR (SDP der
DDR) - have their roots, and draw their leaders, from
the churrch-centred peace and ecology groups of the
lab Honecker era. Probstant pastors still constitute a
significant section of their leading activists and
spokespersons, as do academics and young people
with little political and oqganisational experience. Their
authority in the democracy movement is largely a
moral one and little is known of their detailed political
views.

The most striking feature, howeveq,
especially in contrast to the Polish and
Hungarian oppositions, is the virtual absence
of any open sympathies for capitalism. The
SDP alone has included a call for a 'social
market economy" the ideological formula
for the West German 'economic miracle"
popularised W Adenauey's CDU in the 1950s

into its founding statement, but its
spokespersons have subsequently made clear
that their underetanding of this term has little
in conunon with Western-style capitalisnr.
The dominant ideology in the opposition
appears to be a kind of mixture between
Gorbachevism, the radical ecologism of the
West German Greens, and the pacifism of the

r
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The citizens of
Leipzig demand:

dlalogue not
violence. tore

more

Forum!

oriented peace movement. There are alsq howevery a reformer Giinter
church- Politburo

Schabowskinumber of more explicitly socialist, Marxist grcups
which cnoss the thin dividing line between the ruling
SED and the opposition, such as the United Left group
which claimed several hundned active members in
factories, pafiy cells, colleges and churches even before
the mass upsu{ge, ild has called for the GDR to
present a socialist alternative to the market-oriented
reforms in Hungary and hland.

On the other han4 the predominance of highly
political sbeet demonstrations has so far meant that the
working class, the hegemonic force in East German
society, has not yet found an independent voice of its
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own. kw genuine working-class cadres ane yet to be
found among the two to three thousand members of
the SDR and independent trade unionism has not
taken off after the formation of a break-away union
trnder the name "Reform' in an East Berlin elechonics
factory. Until now, at least, the activity of the workers
seems to have been direcEd primarily at the structures
of the official trade union FDGB, which has alneady
experienced a series of pu{ges from top to bottom and
is doing its uhnost to distance itseU from the SED
leadership and the old regime - no doubt mindful of
the fate of the official hlish unions in 1980.

The dvnamic of reform
The finsf phase of the East German revolution is
compleEd, but what now? The prcgrantme of the new
government and the newly-adopted Action
Programme of the SED are full of the phraseology of
economic reform and political democratisatiory but few
have a clear idea as to what the GDR may look like in,
say, five years - or indeed whether it will still be there
at all.

In terms of poticy-makinp the SED still has the
initiative. The special Party Congress scheduled for
December is thus of the utmost importance, as in the
current turmoil nothing can be taken for granted. Since
the leadership will be unable to control the selection of
the delegates in the present climate, the congrcss
should grt e a reasonable reprcsentation of the currents
in the parly. Krenz will be fighting for his political life
against the reformist tide, with Gtinter Schabowski, the
respected East Berlin leade+ waiting in the wings to
take over. Two issue will be at the cenhe of the debaE:
the relationship with West Germany and the extent of
the projected marketisation of the economy. Hovering
over it all will be the twin spectnes of reunification and

social democracy.
The dilemma is the following: if, to

address its economic pnoblems, the GDR
thrcws its doors wide open to West German
capital, the rationale for its existence as a
separate German state will quickly be
eroded. Yet to resist the lure of the West
German embrace and tum the GDR into the
sort of socialist state that comes close to
Honeckey's anniversary phantasies, the
most radical social, potitical and cconomic
experiment since the Paris Commune will

and
the bureaucracy to jump onto the capitalist
bandwagon, it is certain to drift into that direction. On
the other hand, much of the party rankg including
those who would call themselves social democrats
rather than corununists, will instinctively nesist that
trnd and can be expecEd to mount the sort of socialist
challenge which the dejected rcmnants of the Polish
and Hungarian parties are no longer capable of.

As to the other goveurment parties the Liberals
(I*DPD), Christian Democrats (CDU), Farmers (DBD)
and National Democrats (NDPD) - only the Liberals
and Christian Democrats are of any independent
significance. Th"y will form the more or less open pro-
capitalist wing of the rcgime, materially and
ideologically aided by their West German counterparts,
as they shed the handcuffs tieing them to the SED and
rebuild their political and organisational identities.
Both, howeveq, have only a slim social base to
reprcsent, as the East German middle classes have long

r{

Ghim - Local elections - Krenz?
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Hans Hodrow,
new Prime

Hinister

Ilot Krenz alone, Hodrow must come in

l.

Free elections
Rehabilitate Professor Robert Hayemann
He who lies once will neuer be belaeued agnin

Concessions are not a turn!

since emigrated to the West. Neither a (non- existent)
small-holding peasantry, nor the (culturally margrnal)
Protestant church will provide substantial allies, so the
national question will be the main card for them to
Play.- 

The key to the future of the GDR thenefore lies with
the working class and the opposition. The workers or€,
by and larye, well aware that capitalism is no land of
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milk and honey. They view the socialised properly
relations as a positive achievement and are imbued
with a strongly egalitarian ethos. Nor are there any
significant prc-capitalist, or pro-reunification,
currents in the opposition grcups. But the broad unity
of purpose uniting the New Forum et al at present will
soon grlre way to the emeryenc€ of different
perspectives and tendencies. But this prccess of
ilarification will not be solely, or even primarily, an
intellectu al - i deological prccess.

For there are very concrete issue to h resolved: in
the economy, the management of enteqprises and the
setting of pnrduction taqgets. One of the gravest
problems confronting the GDR is the appalling record
of the old regime on envitonmental matters, but to
break with the tonnage ideology of the Stalinist
planning s1spm, especially under conditions of
economic crisis, requires a radical reshaping of the
decision-making structur€s. More or less the sarne
applies to the education secto$ cultural life, local
gbvernment, the mass oqganisations. The GDR is
fortunate in many respects when companed with its
East European neighbours: it is much more
homogenous socially and ethnically, with no national
minorities or pronounced class differences. It is a fairly
small and, at the same time, wealthy and developed
society. There ane few complicating distractions the
immediate and burning issue is that of political power
and democraqF.

The stakes are high
A socialist Germany, the industrial powerhouse in the
heart of Europe, has always been the dream of the
labour movement. The Bolshevik rcvolution was built
on the premiss of that dream being rcalised, Hitler's
Nazis were unleashed to ensure it was not. In a sense,
the CDR symbolises in its existence all the victories and
defeats of twentieth-century socialism: the military
advance of the Red A*y to Berlin, the suffocating
weight of the fat bureaucratic arse sitting on the
workers it claims to represent. O*ly half of Germanlr
and only half the way towards socialism.

Yet if the GDR was to be reabsorbed into Wbst
European capitalism under the g,rise of German unity
now, this would be a terrible blow for socialism. Of
counse it was the division of Germany and the paralysis
of the German working class brought about by the
imposition of the Pax Americana and Stalinism which
luy at the heart of the post-war order in Europe. It
remains true that even if such reunification under
capitalism were to be the outcome of the present
upheaval, it would still be preferable to the
mainEnance of the GDR by force of arms. But the
breathtaking power and discipline of the mass
mobilisatiois this autumn, the dignity of the millions
visiting the West and then returning home to build a
better future for themselves, coupled with the historic
hegernony of socialism in Eastern Germany and the
fact that capitalist properly and the capitalist class have
already been puryed frcm GDR society, make it
possible to aim higher: for the creation of the first living
example of smialist democracy in an industrially and
cultuially advanced counbrSr. Literally within months,
East Germany could be rnore democratic than any
capitalist state, and more ProsPerous than most. The
consequences for the political climaE and the terms of
potitical debate in Europe East and West would be
incalculable. l[
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United Left
The folluuing tut u)as adopted fu a gruup of wral

hundred socialist Chistians, unrlcers and SED mentbets in
Srytanber 1.989, and has become knoum as the Biihlen
Plntform aftq the small town where the meeting took place.

A For a united Left in
the GDR!

Faced with the continuing economic stagnation and
deepening political crisis in our counhy, we address
this appeal to all political forces in the GDR which
favour a democratic and free socialism. A left
alternative concept for change is ever more necessary!

We are very conscious of the difficult starting
position: the discrediting of a socialist perspective by
what the rulers hene have deformed into a caricaturc of
the old aims of the workers' movement has produced
more disillusionment and passivity than courageous
and problem-oriented thinking and activity in the
population. And yet there are not only waves of
emigration but also growing numbers of people who
yurrt to stay here and change things. For this reason, it
is nou/ mone important than ever before to build a
broad consensus among the left and to draw up a
realistic, politically feasible and thorcugh prograilune
for the socialist transformation of the GDR. This is true
for several rcasons:

To begin urith, the process of nenewal in the USSR
shows that deep reforms of 'actually existing socialism"
ane not only necessary but possible. On the other hand,
the dangerous political turbulences as a result of
starting the social renewal much too late speak a clear
language in the USSR and Poland: The conflicts in the
USS& now out of control because th.y have built up
over decades, or the effective neutralisation of
coilununist, socialist and even social-democratic
thought as a result of the bankruptcy of the PUWP and
the still unsolved Stalinist heritage of the Communist
Parties are clear demonstrations of what happens if
delayed change coincides with the absence of viable
socialist concepts. The example of Hungary also shows
how under such conditions an improvised borrowing
from the arsenal of market economics in order t6
promote economic reform can itself crises and social
diveqgence. If we in the GDR also allow the
accumulating political, economic and social pnoblems
of overdue reform to turn into dramatic panic moves,
the dangers of a sell-out to capitalism or of a neo-
Stalinist military dictatorship u/ilI become very rral.

Howeveq, the GDR and C-zechoslovakia offer the
best economic and political prcconditions for a
successful radical sociaf change ir, a socialist directiory
if the strong socialist potential can be mobilised again
for such a perspective. If it is these two countries which
appear to rcmain far removed fiom today's
developments, it is not only the political bureaucracy
which is to blame. There is also the relatively
favourable economic situation, enabling the rulers to
continue their conseryative course based on a few
elements of economic reform for as long as the social
tensions remain manageable.

We consider that the GD& in particula4, is facred

with a historic opportunity for the radical rcnewal of
the socialist vision of society. If we delay, the

consequences would suspend the prcspects of a society
that is socially just and guaranEes free development b
each individual for a long time to come.

The external conditions for radical renewal are
complicated enough: under modern inErnational
capitalisffi, the disillusionment of the working people
with the ineffectiveness of the social-democratic model
of the welfare state fosters the continuing neo-
conseryative turn to the right. The trade unions have
their backs to the wall. The decline in the influence of
the West European Communist Parties and their
galloping social-democratisation must be called
dramatic. The internationalism of the communist nuss
parties has effectively ceased to exist, even when
compared to the still functionin& but nonetheless
pathetic, internationalism of social democrary. The
fascination with the encotrraging escape of the CPSU
frcm the ghetto of stagnatiory Stalinism and power
usurpation is gradually gving way to concern that the
growing centrifugal forces may break mone than just
the obstacles to a socialist development. The economic
transformation in the reformist countries does not work
or uses dubious methods. The deficits in the radical
renewal of theoretical ideas based on Marxist
foundations are catastrophic.

And yet there is a chance: a sovereign turn in the
direction of socialism would today no longer be
threatened by the military intervention of 'fraErnal
allies". Due to the desolate economic situation, the
dangers arising fnrm the political intervention of the
West via the channels of 'economic cooperation' are
much laqger. The decisive question remains the social
base, the political maturity and the programmatic
seriousness of the socialist forres in the counby itself.
For us, this means b by and regain this base under the
conditions prevailing in the GDR. The conditions are
unquestionably more favourable here than in the other
socialist countries irrespective of the continuiqg
political rcpression which extends to left-wing forces,
toq and in particular. The left in the GDR cannot afford
sectarianism. It must be the driving force in a coalition
of neason which is based on the multitude of socialist
political and social forces in the GD& but is also
capable of offering a perspective to all social and
political gnrups. A uniEd left must therefore within a
very short time elaborate a prcgrarnme for political and
economic transformation which can attract broad social
support in its realisation. Nobody, and that includes
members of the SED who wants to take part in the
process of renewal must be occluded fiom it. On the
other hand recent experiences have again shown what
an unprincipled social philosophy can lead to. We
therefore stnongly reject the "replacement' of the
politico-bu-neaucratic repression by capitatist
exploitation.

The I.eft must unite on the following principles
o social ownership of the means of production as

the foundation and perspective of socialist
nationalisation;

o extendirg the self-management of the producers
in the course of implementing the real socialisation of
all economic activity;

o the uncompromising implementation of the
principle of social security and justice for all members
of society;

t political democracy, legality, realisation of all
human rights and the free development of the
individuality of each member of society;

o the ecological transformation of industrial society.

n
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TRAVELUNG IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA these days
engenders the most peculiar feelings. On the surface,
the structures of neo-Stalinism remain firmly in the
place they have occupied for the last twenty years. But
everyday the country appears more and more like a
historical museum, a fascinating monurnent on the
verye of collapse.

The collapse of party authority in East Germany has
had an enorrnous impact on both the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia (I(SC) and on the opposition. 1990
looms threate.irgly for the present leadership in
Cz.echoslovakia as it desperately seeks for ways to
maintain the party's leading role. This is almost certain
to be undermined beyond repair over the next yeag but
as yet nobody is quite sure whence the impulse for
change will come.

Unrest in the party ranks
The parly faces four majof and ultimately intractable
problems. The finst lies within the structures of party
control. InErnally, evidence is emeqgi"g of rank-and-
file dissatisfaction with the leadership. During the
recent annual plenary sessions of the basic
oqganisations (ZO), there was widespread criticism of
the Crntral Committee's campaign against the
opposition's appeal Several Sentences (Nel<olik wt) and
against some of its signatories. Several basic
oqganisations agreed that a political battle with the
opposition was justified but that the repressive
measures were inappropriate.

The actual mood and contents of the ZO meetings
was not reporEd in the press except in coded form, but
there have been some striking manifestations of a slow
ideological fragmentation in the parly and associated
oryanisations. Tomas Hradilek, one of the current
Charter spokespeople, who is under close police
scrutiny, has rcportrd how in the Moravian town
Up.ik nad Becvou, where he lives, party activists have
vigorously defended his rrght to contribuE at public
meetings of the local National Front (NF) when the
chair attempted to eject or muzzle him. There is
considerable ferment, by Czechoslovak standards, in
two of the t(SC's allied parties in the NE the Socialist

Farly (CSS) and the People's Party (CSL). Despite
heary censorship, their two newspapers, Swbodne Slotn
(The Free Word) and l-idow Demolcracie (Popular
Democracy) bear obvious witness to this" A growing
faction in the CS$ grouped ancund the bulletin
Demosaf published i:r Pragtre, is openly tatking of the
deep alienation between the pary leadenship and the
population. It demands a thorough democratisation of
society, implying the necessity of a dialogue with the
opposition.

M*y journalists on Saobodne Slwo and Lidwe
Demoqacie wcrc among the original 110 writers who
signed the petition demandirg the release of RudoU
kman and Jiri Ruml, the two editors of the opposition
magazine Lidme noainy, who face chaqges of
subversion. Even more striking than their signatures
were those of journalists working on Swboda,, the daily
of the KSC in Central Bohemia, and Ttmedelslce noainy
(Agricultural News). It has also been rumoured that
two writers on Rude Pratn signed the petition but
requested that their signatures be not published. Many
opposition activists wer€ particularly encouraged by
the cooperation between party and non-pafiy
members on the kman/Rtr*l p"tition. Until now the
opposition has been searching rather hopelessly for
striking up contacts with rcformist party members. The
petition is the first example of ties between these two
groups developing.

The leaderrship must be aware that opposition is
growing at the middle levels of the party apparatus. It
has two weapons with which to contain its
development, one passive, one active. Firstly it can rely
on the general fear of reform, often bordering on terroq,
within the KSC (which, it must be remembered, is a
la{ge oqganisation - one in five Czechoslovaks belong
to it). Almost nobody in the country now believes
(particularly since Honeckey's resignation in the GDR)
that the KSC can maintain a significant role in
Czechoslovak politics if it attempts to search for a
legitimaq beyond the Soviet invasion of 1968. Should
the cracks in parly unity at the ZOs become obvious,
then the outward sotidarity in the Presidium would
also collapse rapidly. Already there is a split in the
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party's leading o{gan between Milos fakes, on the one
han4 who controls seven membens, and Ladislav
Adamec, the rather spineless technocrat Prime
Ministe4, who has the support of four members, on the
other. hr the moment, hovrcve$ this split remains very
much behind closed doons.

Threat of stinction
Dialogue and reform means the end of the KSC as a
significant political force in Czechoslovakia. In 1!)68 the
party still enjoyed enough authority to regain the mass
popular support which it had cotmted on in the
immediate post-war period and then lost during the
fifties and- early siities. But the experienc6 of
normalisation and the refusal to adapt to the changing
potitical climaE in its four socialist neighbours has
meant that any residual affection for the I(SC has been
more or less wiped out. That more than 10 0m citizens
are not prepared to demonstrate in Prague on
annivensaries reflects the partial success of the IGC in
maintaining living standads whene Poland and
Hungary have failed. But as East Germany
demonstrated quib clearly, economic security cannot
guaranEe endless toleration for the suppression of
democratic and civil rights.

With the thneat of extinction hanging over them,
many party membery in particular nomenklatura
cadres, prefer tio fight on the side of the devil they
know. Conversely, of course, there are members who
recognise that change is inevitable and in order to
survive in the future they are slowly reassessing their
position.

The main t€ason why the reformist wing of the KSC
remains small and uncoordinated can- be laqgely
explained by the rigid contnol which the Presidium
maintains over the Central Committee and by exbnsion
the CC over the regional and district oqganisations. In

Demonstrators
confronted by contrast even lrrith the SED there is absolutely no

police in Wenceslas individual within the broad leadership of the KSC who
Square looks remotely likely to questibn the current

Presidium's control. The cautious optimism which
greeted the appointment of the 43-year-old Mircslav
Stepan to the head of the Prague party oryanisation
(and consequently to the Pnesidium) has been
compleEly wiped out since he identified himself so
closely with the police violence employed against
demonstrators in lanuary this year. In the most recent
demonstration, prctesters poinEdly chanted "We don't
want Stepan!" for a good five minubs while the riot
police were bearing down on them.

The opDosition
Whil; .ofitiir,ing internal dissent, the party is battling
with the opposition on a second front. The
demonstrations, which began on 21, August 1988 and of
which the last one took place on 28 Octobeg contribuE
to the insecurity which the party leadership feels but
they clearly do not represent a serious threat to its

position. hr the moment it is always the same 5,00 to
iO,Om faces which brighten up We-nceslas Square and
the old town on the days of the demonstrations. Brnq
where there is a lot of lively opposition activity
otherwise, can barely musEr a few hundred while in
Bratislava there have been no demonstrations since a
single act of defiance W 20[10 Catholics in March 1,988.

Provided the size of these demonstrations does not
increase and provided the riot police avoid killing
anybody (although this cannot be ercluded), this type
of proEst is unlikely to set the ball of change in motion.

Besides Charter 7| the main opposition groups are
HOS (Hnuti yo oburalau xnbodu - The Movement for
Gvil Freedom) comprising laqgely liberal CharEr
signatories like Rudolf Battek, Ladislav Lis but
importantly also the Catholic national activist, Ian
Carnogtrsky; the NMS (Naaoislc Mirrx Sdruzelri -
Independent Race Association) whose leading figtnes,
like lana Rtnova, Hana Manranova and Tomas Dvorak
are young liberal and socialist democrats; Obrcda
(Renewal), comprising ex-conununists still identified
with left social democraqy and euno-conununism
(Milos Hajek, Venek Silhan et al). Within Charer there
are also identifiable gnoups around Dubcek, Vaclav
Slavik and CesUnir Gsar; |iri Dienstbieg Vaclav Maly,
Vaclav Havel and Vaclav Benda although some of these
informal groupings are quite fluid. In addition there
cure, of course, broad-based expressions of solidarity
like Nekolik vet and petitions in support of persecuted
individuals.

As liri Dienstbier has recently poinEd out in LN,
the opposition lacks a cohesive political programme. It
is clearly failing to generate active support among the
masses and is also unable to allay the fears of the parly
rank-and-file and its middle apparatus that it can
offer them some political perspective for the future.
Informal discussions are underway between several
groups about how their work can be coordinated, but
this has yet to bear fruit.

Although oryanised opposition has swelled
percgptibly in the last eighteen months and attracts
passive support from the populatiory it is not yet
sufficient in itself to force the party to alter its
fundamental hostility to these social fonces.
Nonetheless, the opposition has drawn great strength
from another of the party's major problerns
developments in other socialist countries and will
continue to do so.

The East German events prove to everybody just
how quickly even the most enEenched neo-Stalinist
system c€ul now disappear in EasErn Europe. It is a
frightening example for the I(SC. But it has a further
and equally worrying implication. Both Poland and
Hungary have now denounced the 1968 Warsaw Pact
invasion of Czechoslovakia unequivocally. If the GDR
were to add its voice to the condemnation, that may
well be enough to persuade the Soviet Union to do the
same. The CPSU has akeady prepared a reassessment
of the Soviet invasion. It has not yet published the
document because to do so would lead b short-Erm
political chaos in Czechoslovakia for which the CPSU is
apparently not yet prepared. But C-zechoslovakia and
the fate of the t(SC is definitely high up the Soviet
foreign policy agenda. Since August this year a ntunber
of articles critical of the current leadership and the
events surrounding the invasion have appeared in the
Soviet pr€ss, and not just in the liberal journals but in
Izvestia and Praoda as well. This publicity culminated in
early November r4rith a documentary on the Prague
Spring broadcast by Leningrad television, which
included an interview with Dubcek. hr Soviet viewers
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this may have been just another Sipping example of
glasnost, for the I(SC it is just short of a death
sentence.

According to sources in Czechoslovakia the Soviet
hrergp MinisteU, Eduard Shevardnadze, has been in
the vanguand of those pressing for the reassessment of
19ffi to be made public. On A Octobetr Adam
Michnik's inEryiew \,vith him was published in
Solidarity's daily, Gazeta Wybotu,a. Michnik clearly
spent some time pressing Shevardnadzn on
Czechoslovakia. His answers were predictably
ambiguous. Rude Pmw quotrd him and suggesEd that
his remarks amounted to absolute support for the
I(SC's position. Shevardnadzn pointed out that,
because six members of the Warsaw Pact had been
rctively or pa:sgively involved in the invasion, thel f{y
revision would need the approval of all sides. While
this conveniently side-sEps the issue, it implies that
the Czechoslovak interpretation of 1968 is by no means
the only one. In fact, the only position that matters is
the Soviet position as Shevardnadre is well aware. The
question is what is the Soviet position on 79ffi? At the
momenf it is a defensive positiory but probably the
most important thing that Shevardnadze told Michnik
was that "C-zechoslovakia is a difficult, delicate and
complicated problemo, i.e. it is not the closed book that
the I(.SC Presidium would have us believe.

The final difficutty confionting the party is the
economy. There is no doubt that the Czechoslovak
economy is considerably healthier than ib counterparts
in hland, Hungary and the Soviet Union. In recent
months, there has been a staggering increase in the
amount of short-term tourist traffic from these three
countries into Czechoslovakia which has become the
centne of black market activity and soft currency
speculation in Eastern Europe. In the short term, the
party must maintain the flow of consurner goods into
the shops b prevent the economy from contributing to
the political crisis. This has been threatened by the
wholesale purchase of goods by Hungarians, hle+
Soviets and Yugoslavs which are either unavailable or
more expnsive in their own countries. The
Czechoslovak authorities have nonr introduced
emeqgency customs regulations which prevent the
export of all basic goods, including petnol and
foodstuffs, unless they are paid for in hard curnency.
The regulations would have had to h introduced
under any political circumstanc€s, but having done so

the government runs the risk of starting a trade war
with its allies.

On 1 january 1;9Do, prestaoba (perestnoika) was due
to start in eamest with most enteqprises being forced to
go over to the system of self -financing. The
concomitant dangers of inflation and unemployment
which Czechoslovak economists have observed in
hland and Hungaty have now, howeve[ percuaded
the government to maintain strict central contrrol over
those enteqprises which employ lu€" numbers of
workers. The aim in doing so is clearly political. The
opposition may not be able to mobilise workers in laqge
numbers, but social and economic insecurity certainly
will. The l(omarek R.po.t, a long-term economic
analysis prcvided by the Prcgwstw ustao (Institute for
hnecasti.s) in Prague, has made it crystal clear that, if
the czechoslovak economy does not underyo an
extensive overhaul and reform, it is likely to go into
reverse growth by the lab 19Ss. ALthough it does not
say so explicitly, the l(omarek Report implies that the
leading role of the party is the main contributory factor
to the country's economic stagnation. Subjectively the
economy affords the party an important sense of
security at the moment. It is the highest card that it
holds. Whether it is enough to outtrump the rest,
which appear stacked against the pafty, is another
question.

Slovakia
With the exception of the reassessment of the invasion,
all these problems facing the parfy are exac€rbated by
the national question. |ust as a neglect of Slovakia
provided a key impetus for reform in the 1960s, so it
does now. Neither the pffiy nor the opposition have
come b Errrs with Slovakia properly. There are bnrad
ar€as of cooperation htween the Czech and Slovak
opposition which remain unexplored laqgely as a result
of Czech ignorance and disinErest concerning
Slovakia. The pafty in Slovakia is now running a risk of
mobilising new sourres of resistance by the staglng of
trials against leading opposition figures there, most
noticeably |an Carnogursky and Miroslav Kusy.

The pall of normalisation still hangs suffocatir,gly
over all C-zechoslovakia, but nothing can stop the
growing belief that the end of neo-Stalinism is now in
sight. It is a question of when and, even mone
importantly, of how. Under which particular pressure
or prcssures will the t(SC finally buckle?

*FROM BEI.A, KLJN rO IANOS KApAn
Seventy Years of Hungarian Communism
Mikl6s Molnar
Transhted from the French by Arnold llomerans

Fhom the Commune'of 1919, the long dark period
undcr Horthy, populist democmry, the bloodiest
Stalinist totalitarianism, the anti- StaUnist revolution of
1956, to the tlungarian model' of the refomr era,
Molnar presents an in-depth analysis of the changc in
the Communist hrty, the difficrrlties it o<perienced
during the early stages, its development and internal
stnrcture as well as its relationship with Moscow and
the l6mintem.

Ianua{y 1990 ca. 336 pp. bibUog., indo<
0 85496 599I cloth f,30fi) net

YUGO SLAV IA I N TRANSITION
Choicm and Constraints

Edited by |ohn B. Allcmk, John H. Horton & Marko
Milivoioric

At a time when it is gene-lly agreed that Yugoslav
sociefy is plunged into a d*p crisis, a stock-taking
dfort is required whictr gocrs beyond the fashionable
themes which attract the attention of the prcss. This
volume looks at the possibilities for choice facing
Yugoslavia in the light of the complec economic,
poUtical and crrltural constraints whidr have been
created by Yugmlavia's past.

Summer 1990 ca. 336 pp. maps, diagr., tables, bibliog.,
inds<
0 83196 net

SOCIAL CONTROLAND THE I-AW
IN POI.A.ND
Edited by Jeny Kwasniewski and Maqgaret Watson

ln this volurne some of Poland's leading social scierrtists
are reprcsented, offering a fascinating insight into the
social mchanisms of a centralised society from within.
The authors e<amine official policies in crucial aleas of
social litfe and discrrss the question of state control in
Foland and people's attitudes and reactiorrs to the
authorities' measnresi.

Summer 19n ca.304pp. bibliog., inde<
0 &1196 580 7 cloth f3izffi

77 rlotr.Il Artnuc.
ftftrd OXr ll*Q
TrL {fi65} t$r0r
lrr CIN60 ?n16t BERG PUBLISHERS
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The dlfficult
path to the future
The political struggle through the eyes of a sociologist

The author, a leading mmtber of the independmt srcialist m@ernent in the Sooiet Union and
the Moscow Poptlar Front, was awarded the lsaac Dattscher Mernorial Prize this ymr. The

follouting tut is pan of a fortluonting collection of asays by Kngarlitsky to be yublished by
VercoBoolcs.

by B ORrS KAGAR LITSKY

P erestroika is not bearing its anticipated ffl,rits. This
assertion, which until recently would have seemed
heretical, has today become banal. Perhaps the
significant part of Soviet society, which greeted the
changes with enthusiasm, was, like many figures in the
country's top leadership, initially unaware of the scale
of the apprcaching difficulties. But, in any case, in the
fourth year of the transformations, we ar€ encountering
the aggravation of numerous social and national
conflicts and we can verrfy both the slippage of the
reforms and the half-hearted and inconsistent
characbr of the measures adopted. The well-known
economist, Otto Latsis, has comparcd the Soviet
economy to an aeroplane which cannot pull out of a
dive and is hurtling towards the earth. So what is really
going on?

At first corunentators attempted, in the pages of
thick literary journals and fashionable progressive
weeklies, to explain all the tnoubles thrcugh the
ideological heritage of the past and complained of
"Stalinism" and "conservatism". The more confused
and disturbing the present and our uncertain future
became, the more space was devoted to history in the
pages of the press. Unquestionably a counhy must
know its own past. The concealment from the people of
the truth about the events of the 1930s and 1940s was in
itself a crime. But when stories about the past gradually
become a substitute for honest discussion of the
present, when the latest publication of Stalin's evil
deeds takes the place which should have been filled by
information about the curnent moment, when
newspapers reporting the news from thirty years ago
decide not to write about what is happening before our
very eyes, then this leads to worrying thoughts. The
evei-tengthening lists of posthumoul nehaEilitations
and so belated posthumous condemnations explain
nothing and do liftle to help people standing in queues
by empty shelves. The long drawn-out trial of history
does not bring us a step closer to a genuine historical
analysis of the past and present.

It is however essential that history is indeed
addressed. In order to understand one's own society, to
explain who is acting today and for what, one must
return once again to the past, but looking at it from a
sociological and not a moralistic point of view.

coming acrCIss some instance of bureaucratic idiory in
another part of the globe, does a Soviet person exclaim,
with a laugh of delight and irdigration: "How awful;
just like us!". Soviet commentators continue to
demonstrate to their readers that the "administrative
system' of governing society and the economy was
exclusively the fault of Stalin and his entourage in
destroying the magnificent edifice of l€nin's New
Economic hlicy. At the s6une time it remains an
indisputable fact that, throughout this centuqy,
analogotrs processes have taken place in many other
countries, completely without Stalin's intervention.

In Eastern Europe in 1945-49, the Soviet model was
copied thanks to the prcsence thene of our forces and
advisers, and also thanks to Stalinist contnol of the
fraternal communist parties. Both Yugoslavia and
China, howeve4 developed comparatively
independently but repeated a great deal of our
experience. And so it is with Mexico where structures,
amaztngly similar to those in the Soviet Union,
beginning with the one-party system and ending urith
administrative management of the economy, formed
ftom the 1930s to the 1960s, while ideologically and
strategically this counfiy irvariably remained part of
the Western world. How does this explain the universal
inctination of African countries, on gaining
independence, to copy our patbrn (the more so as this
applies in equal degrees to regimes orienting to the
USSR and to those receiving support frcm the West).
Why, in the 19ffis and 70s, did the South l(orean
regime, which has consistently adhered to anti-
conununist ideology and a capitalist orientation,
increasi.gly resort to utilising techniques borrowed
from the arsenal of "administrative" planning (five-
year plans, centralised state investnrent, staE
intervention into the formation of the oqganisational
structure of co{porations, strict control over financial
institutions)? And, incidentally, how is the massive
interest in our administrative methods in the West in
the late 1950s and early 1960s to be elplained? A
description of the structure of the capitalist firm of that
period is strikingly similar to a description of our
ministries and deparhnents at that time - a fact which
served as €u:r initial impulse to the appearanc€ of a
theory which is so fashionable here at present, that of
"converyence' the drawing together of the two

The Statocracy
Shaken by the sca6 of the experiences
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of the most advanced states of the West in some
branches, seem mysterious. Another circumstance,
which seems no less strange fnrm the standpoint of the
now generally accepted approaches, is that wherever a
poliry analogous to our NEP has been introdu@d, it
has either been wound up over the course of time (for
example in China in the 1950s) or it has led to
stagnation and crisis (the classic example being
Yugoslavia).

All this leads to the idea that the processes occurring
in our country can be explained not only by "political
mistakes" or 'unique' circumstances but also by
definie general laws. These laws have been traced in
part in the works of radical Western economists or
touched upon in the publications of some Soviet
researchers (primarily M. Cheshkov).

The fact is that countries which have started late on
the path of industrialisation have everywhere found
themselves in no position to repeat the "classic'
Western European variant. The formation of the
English bouqgeoisie took centuries. The conditions of
the epoch of primary accumulation and great
geographical discoveries, which gave rise to capitalist
industry in the West, c€ul in no sense be reproduced in
the twentieth century. The laE-starters have not only
had to develop at other Empos, but in quite differcnt,
rather less favourable conditions; in essenc€ they have
had to travel a completely diffurent path. The weak
national boqgeoisie has almost everywhere proved not
b have the power to carry out modernisation; it has
not sustained its tempos and has been in no position to
ensure competent management. The situation has been
exacerbated by the fact that the traditional structures of
market capitalism have been subject to crisis even in
the West itself. The role of the state has increased,
bureaucraqy has expanded big national, and then also
intemational, monopolies have formed, which has
made the position of the 'novices" and the "weak" on
the world market extremely difficult and limited their
opportunities for growth.

The prcblems have accurnulatrd more quickly than
they have been solved. In such situations, crises,
shocks and revolutions have occurred almost
everywhere, the victim of which has been the old
privileged classes which, having undertaken the
modernisation of their countries, have been unable to
achieve it. The transformation of lran's "economic
miracle" into a totalitarian hell is only the latest
example of the failure of capitalist modernisabon.
Russia was the first.

The defeat of the old ruling classes in the counse of
revolutions and overturns could not, howeve{, mean an
end to the transformations. There has been no return to
the patriarchal past. Once it has entered the modern
world, a country must live by its laws. Thereafter the
continuation of the changes could only be the statr's
affair. This has happened in a majority of countrieg
which have aspired to catch up with the industrial
lAbst. It was here that this pnocess assumed its most
finished forms.

New people and new groups have come to power
but the state apparatus, which frequently only grew
and became stnonger during the revolutionary
upheavals, has remained the sole force capable in
practice of resolrit g the stratsgic tasks of development
on a country-wide scale.

The most natural methods of management for the
apparatus have undoubredly prcved to be precisely
adininistrative. If reliance on the market produced
undeniable short-term resulb by helping increase the
supply of conunodities in the shops and by initially

strengthening the people's confidenc€ in the new
powe4 then it could not resolve a single long-term
task of modernisation. The shortage of invesbnent and
modern trchnology has been maintained, rates of
growth have remained insufficiently high and, most
important, extrmely unstable. In the end, the new
elite has been able to achieve its tasks most effectively
and quickly precisely through administrative and not
market methods. This has enabled forces and r€sources
to be concentrated on the principal paths of
development in order to find, in Stalint expnession, the
"decisive link" and thene secure the "breakthrcughl For
the apparatus, the cost of this success has remained a
secondary question.

Our conunentators, absorbed in dispuEs about
centralised planning and the market, have avoided
paying attention to the question of the social essence of
the new bureaucraqy. But it is precisely the interests
and conditions of existenc€ of the new state stratum, its
class nature, which have pnedetermined the choice of
one method or another. Turning the state into the
monopoly owner and prime conductor of economic
development has decisively alrcred the role of the
bureaucmcy. In the classical feudal or capitalist society
described by Marf the "bureaucrary" is above all the
executivc apparatus of the ruling ilass. But, it does
have its own interests and, at times, it escapes contnol,
gving rise to absurd situations in the spirit of a Franz
Kafka novel, but it still remains only the executor of
strategic decisions formulaEd elsewhere.

In the new conditions, howeveq, when the
bureaucrz,q becomes the sole privileged group in
society, when all economic and political power is
unavoidably concentraEd in the central oryans of the
state, the essence of the bureaucracy changes. The past
rather than the present makes it like the caste of old-
style officialdom. But it is no longer simply an
apparatus but a 'class-apparatus', a special social
group standing above society. Some sociologists have
even introduced a specific term: "statocracy' ('etakratia
from the French "etat' - staE) so as not to confuse the
apparatchiks of the new formation with the old
officialdom. Can one speak in this case of the origin of
a "new class"? Perhaps some very important
rcscryations should bc madc hene. It is unclear whether
it is possible in general to speak of "classes" in the
traditional sense of the word in such a society.

Engels wrote in his time that, in seventeenth-
century Germany there was not a singly fully-formed
class (although, naturally, there we(€ oppressors and
opprcssed). A society, which has experienced temog
wars ond, last but not least, all the social effects of
forced modernisation with the mass resettlement of
people from the counbyside to the towns, the
eradication of all the old ties and traditions, becomes
for a certain period a society of declas#s. Temor and
wa$ hunger and political upheavals have done their
work. The people have become socially alienaEd.
Millions of peasants, relocated in towns and placed at a
bench, have not yet formed a genuine working class.
The pnrportion of hercditary town-dwellers and
hereditary workers, not to mention hereditary
intellectuals, in society has fallen continuously over a
period of many years. The mass of workers has had no
opportunity independently to elaborate either its own
traditions dr its own ideology. In the counbyside itself,
the old patriarchal way of llfe, which had existed for
centurieg collapsed. Sociologists have talked about
'de-peasantisation , of the loss of the link with the soil
and of the disappearance of the last vestiges of the
village corunune (bbshchina).
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Ilikita Krusihchev
- triumph of

bureaucrrclr?

The comparison with Germany at the time of the
Thirty Years War shows that we were far from the first
declass6 society in the history of mankind. An expert
on China has Ermed ancient Eastern society a 'saCk of
potatoes'. Each potato is separate; they are united into
a single whole only by the sack - the state. The greater
the danger that the potatoes will spill out, the tighter
the strings of the sack are pulled. Between the
individual and the state there was no intermediary. All
the structures that could fuIfil this rcle - trade trnions,

parties, social oryanisations had
themselves become part of the state.
kople appeared and disappeared in
the barracks and communal quarters,
but neither the appearance of some or
the disappearance of others altered the
customary ordeg which was dictated
above ull by the needs of the state. The
state provided work and bread,
guaranteed elementary survival and
took what it deemed necessary b take
(and even the very lives of its subjects
when required).

If this state, with all its prisons,
planniag departments, repressive
apparatus and educational sysEm,
which combined the Eaching of
lircrary with the inculcation of the habit

statocrary, did not possess its own social structure
differentiating it frcm the structure of the apparatus of
power. The developed classes in bou4geois society
easily withstand crises of the political system. This is
not simply a matter of private properl.y', but of the
complex system of mutual ties and traditionq which
socially consolidate both the higher orrd lower orders.
In our case, howeve4 any political crisis turns into the
threat of social catastrophe. Frcm this derives the
statocracy's natural conseryatism and fear of any
political reforms. But this has the reverse effect: any,
even the most moderate, attempts at reform have
turned into political and social crises.

"Khrushchevism" and
"Btezhnevism"
To deny the successes of the "ad.ministrative systern" is
as naive as to deny history itself. Centralised
management has assisted the concentration of
resources for industrialisation and forcing the pace of
growth. Rep,ession has been essential to keep the
masses under contnol and to make them endure the
adversity and social disasters wrought by such a poliry.
This goal was served by the "propaganda of hate"
towards both genuine and imaginary enemieg on to
which was transferred all rcsponsibility for the
sufferings experienced by the people. Different varieties
of the formula "centralisation + repression" have been
applied in a majority of the countries, from Mexico to
South Korea, that have attempted shaqply to accelerate
industrial development. But, in our case, one of the
conditions of success has been the dynamism of the
ruling elite, which had been formed in the course of

revolutionary transfomrations. Veterans of the
revolution were exterminated by Stalin; the old party,
which originated in the course of the democratic
struggle of Russian society against autocrary, was in
fact destroyed, but the revolutionary impulse was still
presenred. Both upper and lower onders were
convinced they wete building a new socialist society.
Within the statocracy itself a kind of "natural selection"
took place. The struggle between groups and
departments cuhninaEd in the physical elimination of
the vanquished. The people who survived in this
system might have been evil-doers and criminals but
they were almost never passive non-entities.

Nevertheless, society could not exist for long in such
conditions. They became intolerable even for those at
the top. Moreove{, the decisions that enabled industry
to be rapidly cneated "in a blank space" were no longer
appropriab to running it. The economy was swiftly
becoming more complicaEd. The era of the scientific-
trchnical rcvolution was approaching. The time of
"storm and onslaught" had been replaced lqy a time of
normalisation. If Stalin has fof us become the
embodiment of the first period, then the second is
closely rclated in the public consciousness with the
narne of Khrushchev. It is therefore possible to talk
about 'Khrushchevism" with as much justification as
there is to talk about "Stalinism'.

hradoxically, the cessation of repression under
Khrushchev was accompanied by the sharp grcwth of
bureaucratism in the economy. Under Stalin the rights
and obligations of enterprise and department leaders
were very loosely defined, Stalin embodied absolute
floweq, but every minisEr was a little Stalin in his
department and every director was the living
incarnation of the "leader of the peoples" in his fuctory.
This despotism gave very brcad opportunities to
leaders at every level. They could pay with their lives
for failure but, in the event of success, nobody was
interested in the violation of some petty instructions
even if such exisEd. Insubordination to one's superior
could cost one's head, but it was possible to get away
with it, or it could even prcve a virtue, if the top chief
was unexpecbdly transferred from his office of state b
a prison cell.

The end of despotism turned out to h, at the sarne
time, the triumph of bureaucratism. Thereafter the
leaders" powes their rights and obligations, had to be
strictly regulated. The ordering of relations between the
links of the system was accompanied by an
unprccedented grcwth in the number of officials, the
complication of business conununication and, in the
end, still more bueaucratic muddle.

The curtailment of "natural selection" within the
ranks of the statocracy led to a sharp fall in the
effectiveness of its actions. Decisiveness'and brutality
were replaced by conformism and the avoidance of
risk. l(rrushchev attempted to maintain the apparatus's
dynamism through continual oryanisational
shake-ups, but this was contrary to the natural logic of
the process of bureaucratic stabilisation begun by
I(hrushchev himseU. The epoch of liberalisation was
replaced by the "epoch of stability" os as it is now
usually called, "stagnation". In place of Khrushchev
came Brezhnev.

Although these two figures are now always
counterposed to one anothe$ in practice, Brezhnev
only drew the necessary conclusions frnm the
experience of his predecessor and tried to avoid the
contradicbry vacillations in counse that were typical of
Khrushchev. Shake-ups of the apparatus ceased at the
sarne time as social shocks to the lower orCers. The
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time of univensal comprcmise had begu.. For two
decades the country did not know wag terrnr or mass
resettlements. The flow of people moving from the
countryside to the towns slackened somewhat the
human resources of the village had, in fact, been
exhausted. The urban population stabilised; the
number of hereditary town-dwellens, including
hereditary workens and intellectuals in their second
and third generation, b*g* to grow. The policy of
"stabilisation" of cadres engendered a semi-feudal
system of local and deparbnental 'allodia' with their
apanage princes and vassals whose positions were
guaranEed for life. This sharply decreased the
dynamism of the ruling group but, at first, the country
only gained from such changes. Living standards
improved, stability reigned at both top and bttom and
no one tried to eliminate anyone else. A few dissidents
were easily isolated, exiled or subjected to nepressiory
but for the majorif of citizens, pnepared to fulfil a few
generally accepted norrns, life remained completely
safe. It seemed everyone was contented, but Brezhnev's
'historic compromise" bore the seeds of its own
destruction.

In order to maintain socio-political stability, it was
essential to ensur€ increasing consurnption, rising
li ri.g standards, an expanding number of bureaucratic
posts and also a growing volume of invesfunent so as to
satisfy the needs of the buryeoning number of
ministries and deparhnents. It was, consequently,
essential that high rates of growth be constantly
maintained in the economy. At the same time, it was
impossible to ry and increase the efficiency of the
economy thrcugh any serious reforms as this would
inevitably damage the "policy of stability". The limited
reforms undertaken in 1965-69 were curtailed. As it
was impossible to lead everythirg from a single centne
like in the old days, and it was simultaneously
impossible to to alter the balance of forres between the
different links of the apparatus, the Brezhnev
leadership followed the path of creating more and more
neu/ parallel "centnes" - specialised departments. This
'decentralisation at the centre" confused the situation
even more ond, in the end, generated new
contradictions and conflicts. The only means of
maintaining economic growth was to draw a constantly
increasing quantity of resources into prcduction. Russia
had always been rich in resources. Massive resen/es of
raw materials including oil, which was becoming
dearer in the West, enabled it "to keep afloat". But even
in such a rich country as ours resources are not infinite.
The economy began to "overheat" and shortages arclse
of virtually all forms of resources. Despite all efforts,
rates of growth began to fall. The painstakingly erected
edifice of the social compromise began to show cracks.

The years of stability had, me€u:rwhile, passed to the
benefit of society. It was not just a question of the
growth of living standards and the education of the
population but of the strengthening of social ties, the
consolidation of literally all social gmups and with it a

consciousness of their own interests. The declass6
nature of society hgan, little by little, to be overcome.
In the exprcssion of philosopheu M. Malyutin, "the
potatoes hgan to germinaE'. A multipticity of
'informal" links enhanced the solidarity of the
apparatus but also strengthened the capacity for self-
organisation among society's lower orders. In the last
analysis, this signalled the end of the initial alignment
of forces between the 'people" and the 'system". The
'inErmediate strata" the technocrary and Soviet
managers also became conscious of their interests.
Naturally, the nearer the top, the mor€ opportunity

there was for self-oqganisation: the intellectual elie
and 'economic leaders' were the first to raise their
demands. Solidarity along national lines was also
reinforced. Nations had never been destnoyed to the
s€une degree as social classes. Now, in conditions of
stability, national solidarity, particularly among
members of small peoples, became a serious political
factor. National movements back in he 197Os werc the
first form of mass social movement. The national-
republican bueaucracy began to assert its interests
against the encroachments of the Mosow "centre' and
the intelligentsia carne out in defence of cultural
traditions.

The years of stability prepared the conditions for a
severe social, political and cultural crisis, which no
preceding shocks could equal. The elite had discovered
earlier than othens that they could no longer rule in the
old way. But the first attempts at reform also revealed
that the lower orders did not wish to live in the old
way. Changes became unavoidable. But what sort of
changes?

Perestroika
It is quite natural that, in a society where, for decades,
the lower orders had had no experience of social self-
organisation and self-activity, the changes were begu,
frcm above. The universal support for the
ffansformations was also natural. Almost everyone
apart from the most corrupt officials acknowledged the
inevitability of renewal and, as M.Saltykov- Shchedrin
wrote in his time, even the plunderers of state properly
bega. to complain that soon there would be nothing
left to plunder,

The general enthusiasm for the changes cneated the
illusion of popular 'uniqr' on the "platform of
penestrcika", a conviction that we were all in the same
boat. Meanwhile, the course of events quickly showed
that different social groups wer€ setting themselves
different objectives. No one desired a return to the past
but each understood the future in their owrr way.

The first to claim their rights were the intermediate
strata: the intellectual and scientific eliE, and the
technocracy leaders of the biggest modern
enteqprises and associations. Pereshoika meant for
them primarily a rcdistribution of rights and,
frequently, privileges within the existing social
structurc. The hrty apparatus had to share powe{, and
administrative methods of management had to gtve
way to rnarket mechanisms. The experiences of
Yugoslavia, China and Hungary have graphically
demonstrated that, despite serious difficulties
connected with the implementation of such reforms,
they do not undermine the statocrary's power. Market
reform does not, in and of itself, increase the workers"
chances of influencing decision-making. Enterprise
leaders, who only recently had been devotees of grcss
output ('val), are becoming the servants of profit. The
plitical apparatus, while giving up some highly
criticised privileges, has retained the function of
control. Turning "bosses" into shareholders only
rcinforces their position and protects them from any
assault "fiom below". Unpopular measures price
increase+ inflation, a drop in living standards can
fnrm now on be ascribed to "the objective laws of the
market". The qystem is becoming more rational and
more dynamic. The vacuum, which is being formed in
the course of the structural alterationg is automatically
beirg filled by foreign capital, which is occuPying o-ne

strategic position after another in the economy. HiSh 
_

ranking officials ane beginning to sit on the boards of
international "mixed" companies and to defend the
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companies' interests in their own country. Power is
gradually turning into ownership.

In essence the utilisation of capitalist methods is the
statocracy's last resort, its last chance to avoid the
genuine democratisation of society. Such a solution
does not give the masses hope that they will enjoy even
a part of the freedoms and benefits enjoyed by workers
in highly-developed capitalist countries. The crcation
of an efficient capitalist economy requires a civilised
and powerful bou4geoisie, the formation of which, in
Europe, America and lapan, took centuries. If this is
lacking then capitalist methods in conjunction with
"Asiatic" affangements and traditions c€ulr lead to
nothing other than dependence and barbarism, The
aggravation of social irresponsibility at the top is of no
assistance to stabiLity at the bottom. We are apparently
returning to the beginning of our drama. The statocracy
has been unable to carry out successfully all of the
woik accomplished by capitalism in the advanced
countries but neither can it return to the capitalist road
without subjecting the people to new misfortunes.

This model has alneady been put into practice in
many countries beginning with Mexico and ending
with Eastern Europe. Nowhere, howeve4, has such an
approach led to the crisis being overrome. The Chinese
"miracle', which for a long time captivaEd our
reformers, is today turning into a nighhnare literally
before our eyes: rampant inflation, growing poverty,
food shortages and increasingly brutal reprcssions. The
market only reveals the conjuncture that has taken
shape. Ecohomic disproportions, formed over long
ycars, bcsr to have a painful cffcct on cntcrprisc
collectives. In turil, the central bureaucracy divests
itself of any responsibility for what is happening. A
paradoxical picture emeqgesr the state first'push6s a
factory to the veqge of bankruptcy and then declares to
its collective that it must save itself through "self-
financing".

If the redistribution of power in the course of such a
reform suits the Echnocrats, then the mass of the
population is obliged to take upon itself the enthe
burden of the crisis. This provokes protest and
resistance. The defenders of the " reforms' ane thefl, h
turrr, constrained once again, as at earlier stages of the
modernisation, to resort to brutal measures in order to
suppr€ss the discontrnt of the "backwand' and
"conseryative" masses. The old idea of movement
through repression towards prcgress and the cult of the
"advanced minorit!', which claims a certain historical
truth known to it in advance, so typical of the ideology
of Stalinism, are also reproduced in the new theories of
the "free market". The apparatus finds a new place for
itself in society: without its finn hand the "r€form"
simply cannot be i*plemented. The logical outcome of
such a course is not democratisation but its direct
opposite : MARKET STAUNISM.

The paradox of the market solution is that it can only
be comparatively successful in conditions where the
economy is developing well as it is, i.e., the conjuncture
is objectively "working" to boost it. Alas, in such
conditions conservative Endencies at the top are, as a
rule, triumphant and no one particularly needs r€form.
And vice vensa: when the crisis is being exacerbated
and those at the top are prepared to support the plans
advanced earlieq those projects no longer have any
chance of success. Thus the 1965 Reform was wound
up despiE outstanding prospects while the ideas of the
1950s began to be diligently and unsuccessfully
introduced in the sharply detrriorating situation of the
late 1980s.

The more the crisis affects the lower orders, the

morc they become active. Demands begin to escalate.
Everybody wants something. Writers talk of publishing
their own bmks and factory gain the right to be
unrestricted masters in their own entelprises.
knsioners begin to demand an increase i, persions,
housewives an imprcvement in supplies, and workens
the right to limit the tyranny of the bosses. The more
radical demands fiom below turn yesterday's radicals
into frightened conseryatives. The crowds of many
thousands, which first appeared on the stneets of
Yanrslavl, Ifurbyshev the Baltic States and
Transcaucasia, ore now becoming a regular sight in
Moscow the Ukraine the Urals and throughout the
entire countcy. hlitical reputations are swiftly made
and destnoyed. kople are moving frpm apathy to
activity, but this is n6t quite the same activity 

-b 
which

they are sununoned in the pages of the newspapers.
The heterogeneous and uno{ganised character of

society and the absence of developed social classes
creates a multi-coloured political mosaic. Voices
aqguing with each other turn into a chaotic cacophony.
Such "pluralism' suits above all the traditional
apparatus, which can single out from a multitude of
incidental voices those that arre most useful to it and
declare them the 'voice of the people".

A part of the intelligentsia sees salvation in the
founding of political parties along Wesbrn lines. But
such parties, formed by small groups of ideotogists and
not growing natually out of the mass movement and
daily democratic practice of the majority of the
countryt citizens, cannot become t uly viable. The
thousands of peoplq who carne onto thc strcets of
provincial Russian cities in the sununer of 19ffi,
demanded not a multi-party system but the
elementary rlglt to participaE 

.rn 
resol"ps political and

economic prcblems. This requires not the formation of
several dozen 'parties" bickering among themselves
(we can already observe something along these lines in
present-day Hungaqy, not to mention Thid World
countries) but a Popular Front: a nuss democratic
movement on a socialist basis. A movement that is
patently opposed not only to 'conseryative
bureaucmtism" but also to pnogessive plans to get out
of the crisis by reinforcing inequality a.d redistributing
power among the privileged strata.

The Popular Front
The slogantf the Popular Fnont was first popularised in
Estonia, although for nurny of the republic's inhabitants
it sigffied not only the democratic unity of the workens
but also the opportunrty to defend the inErests of the
indigenous population. In Russia, on the other han4
the hpular Fnrnt began to take shape above all as a
social movement, a form of workers' democratic self-
organisation.

The actual establishment of a bnoad popular bloc
advocating democratic reforms proved a dfficult
business. It was essential that at least a portion of the
intermediate strata was able to overcome its social
egoism and, rejecting attempts to pick up an even fatter
slice of the social cake, unite with the lower orders.
This would srgndy a nepudiation of the distinct maErial
benefits gained for them in the conditions of market
Stalinism but would, at the sarne time, guarantee a
freer and safer existence. In many cases solidarity is
more beneficial than egoism.

The mass movement can only be constructed on the
basis of a compromise between different social strata.
But this compromise is precisely the condition for
successfully overcoming the crisis and possibly
founding a new socialist and democratic state structure.
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Thrcughout the whole of the first period of
krestrcika "the question of plan and market" sewed as
a substitute for anothe4 rather more important,
question: the question of power. In essence, concealed
behind the disputes between the supporters centralised
planning and defenders of the "free market" were the
contradictions htween different grcups in the
bureaucmtic and managerial apparatus, but neither
side wished to acknowledge this obvious fact. As it
happens, any modern economy needs planning, and
any economy in which there are corunodity-money
relations cannot exist and develop normally without
the market. Finally, all theoretical approaches have
their weaker aspects. lf, for example, science is
compleEty financed frum the staE budget, the
stimulus to applied research disappears; if it is
transferred to self-financing then fundamental
elaboration suffers. Every attempt at a "combined
appncach" in turn engenders certain difficulties that
cannot be reckoned with. Thus a real and complex
pnrblem consists in firdi*g the combination of plan
and market that is optimal for society and in
determining the correlation between the different
factors of development.

Alas, any solution that is optimal today proves
obsolete tomorrcw. Methods that were effective for
forced industrialisation became a brake in the
conditions of an industrial society; measures which
help to find the way out of a crisis become
inconceivable when the crisis has been overcome. In
other words, economic development requires
constantly changing apprcaches. It is not simply a
matbr of discarding once and for all the "extnemes" of
super-centralised planning and the uncontnolled
market, of condemning \irith equal decisiveness both
the fetishism of gross output and the fetishism of
profit, but of genuinely reorienting the economy
towards people. This means that, irnespective of other
considerations, any reform must meet certain moral
criteria. Solutions that inflict damage on nature,
threaten the freedom of the individual or condemn
people to poverly must have no chance of success.

How can this be achieved? Who can say what is the
optimal correlation between plan and market at a given
stage and how to guarantee the interesb of the
majority? Who will be the judge of all these questions?
The state? The political bureaucracy? But this is a key
principle of SIALINISM. Experb perhaps? But
wouldnt it be dangerous to entrust our fate to a bunch
of 'wise men', who also characteristically make
mistakes? Who will determine the competence of the
experts? An4 firully, whose interests will the "wise
men' judge to be of paramount importance?

It is quite clear that questions about societyb future
paths of development must be decided by society itself.
This starting principle of Marx's conception of socialism
becomes crucial in the formation of an economic and
social strategy of change. Otly a democratic decision-
making mechanism at all levels can guaranEe us
against a repetition of the tragedies of the Past.
Ownership must become social, not in word but in
deed, and this means that it is essential to luy the
foundations for workers" self-management in the
enEqprises, in academic institutions and at home.
'Higher" oryans of management must be formed by
the self-managing collectives themselves on a

democratic basis. The power of the soviets also remains
a fine slogan until they are granted extended rights,_

including rights of ownership of an important part of
the enterprises operating on their territory. The
Supneme Soviet will only become a "socialist

parliament" when national inveshnent strategy, fiscal
and budgetary policy, major pnDgranunes of economig
technological and smial development are considered by
democratically elected deputies, expressing the
interests of the different groups of the population. We
have not yet attained democracy by increasing the
numhr of candidates for each place. The will of society
will only be exprcssed when the masses are
democratically oqganised.

The hpular Front movement creates the possibitity
for such a broad oryanisation" The principles of self-
management and democratic decision-making allow
very different social groups to come togethea laying the
foundation of a new historic compromise. The unity of
the progressive socialist bloc is an alternative to the
outburst of national passions and grouP egoismq
which prepare the ground for "normalisation" with the
aid of rcpression.

Although hpular Front oryanising committees have
formed in various parts of the country, spontaneously
and independently of each othet they have almost
always started out frcm the need for such a broad left
bloc. In Yarcslavl, Kurbyshev Moscow Sverdlovsk,
I-cningrad and Minsk, wherc by the spring of 1989 the
movement had already reached a significant scale, the
work in creating the Frpnt had enabled non-party
people and Communists who support democraff,
believers and non-believers, youth and pensioners,
activists frcm socialist groups and ecologists, to be
united. It is not a matter of founding a new parly; the
movement has had to concerrr itseU not only with
politics but also with a mass of other; apparently
"non-political" questions (consumer problems, the
preservation of architectural monuments, the working
and training conditions of people, who are not beirrg
defended by the official trade unions, etc.). The
Popular Front must not and can not have a monopoly
in the democratic movement: far from it, every group
and social stratum is in a position to support totally the
historic comprcmise and they also need to defend their
own interests through their own oqganisations.

Nevertheless, the course of events demonstrates that
the hpular Front movement is capable, to the greatest
extent, of mobilising the democratic potential of the
masses. The Democratic Union, founded in sPring 1988
by groups with a pro-capitalist orientation, has been
able to create all-Russian structures but has not gained
ffid, most probably, is not capable of gaining authority
among the masses because of its economic and social
prcgramme. Various nationalist groups (who also
frequently use hpular Front terminology) have
achieved certain successes but this can scarcely assist
the cause of democracy.

The deErioration of the economic situation, the
aggravation of hostilities between nations and conflicts
between opposing political grouPings cannot but cause
us anxiety-about the country's future. Our traditions of
unfreedom a(e too strong and the obstacles on the rcad
to any serious democratic activity too great to be able to
speak now with any confidence of the triqmph of the
ideals of humanism and justice. But it is also clear that
our country is no longer as it was. Every step on the
path towards the masses' self-oryanisation, however
difficult and insignificant it has been, inspires in us
hopu that our children will have a future other than
that of slavery. a[
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First Con ss of the
ovement for the
ction of Ukaine

Ukraine, the srcond laryest rqublic of the USS& has been the sleqing grmt of perestrailu,
largely untouchedby the plitical upheawl elseu)here in the Swiet Union while still in the iron
gnp of Volodyruyr Shcherbytsky. The reprtbelsu) was wittenbefore Shchubitsky's dismissl.

by I.V. KOSHIW
n the 8th, 9th and 10th of Septrmber 1989 in the city of
Kiev capital of the Soviet Republic of Ukraine, the
impossible happened. Over mm poltical activists
opposed to the rule of Moscow held a congrcss to
demand an independent Ukrainian state. The delegates
reprcsented regional (oblast) oryanisations of the
hpular Movement for the Reconstruction of Ukraine,
or Movement (in Ukrainian Rukh). The hall of the Kiev
hlytechnic Institute was festooned with the hitherto
forbidden blue and yellow flags and tridents. Delegates
covered their chests with badges of these symbols of
Ukrainian independence. Outside the hall stood laqge
crowds of supporters with blue and yellow flags
listening to the prcceedings bnoadcast thnrugh
loudspeakers. The Kiev militia, with special riot tnoops
at the ready, stood by. hr the first time in KieV no one
was arrested for displayi.g a Ukrainian flag or badge.

After three fuil days of explosive and chaotic
debates, which at times threatened to deshoy the
congress, the Movement adopted a statutg programme
and resolutions, and elecEd leaders. When the idea of
the Movement was first mooted in january 1989, the
founders prcposed that it recognise the leadirg role of
the Communist krly. Floweve{, by the time of the
Movement's congress, this didnt even appear in the
proposed progranune and was not even debated. The
most immediate demand of the congress was for direct
and democratic elections to the presidency and the
Supreme Soviet of the Ukraine.

I-ate Sunday evening, after the congress had ended,
delegates and supporters marched with blue and
yellow flags about a mile to the statue of the 19th
century awakener of Ukraine, Taras Shevchcnko. There
they held an enthusiastic midnight rally addressed by
the Movement leaders and Adam Michnik and
Volodymyr Mokry from hland's Solidarity.

The congress wihressed a number of dramatic
moments. The two appearances at the podium of
konid Kravchuk, the chief of the Ukrainian
Communist Pa.ly's Deparbnent of Ideology, astonished
the delegates. His call for the movement to cooperab
with the reformist elements of the party added a new
and unexpecEd dimension to the prffeedings. He
warned the Movement that it was not equal to the
forces opposing it and called on it to scale down its
demands.

The appearance of the mole acceptable face of the
ptrty, Ivan Salii, one of the Kiev pary leadery cheered
the delegates. His call for the resignation of Ukraine's
party boss, Volodymyr Shcherbytsky, was met with
thunderous applause.

The congress was electrified by the apparance of
the Soviet tnoop corunander frpm Western Ukraing
Colonel Vilei Martircsian. He is alm a USSR Supreme
Soviet deputy rcpresenting the Ukrainian town of
Rivne and a member of the Movement. He told the
delegates that he and like-minded conunanders had
decided to take the side of the people if an attempt was
made to impose a miliary solution to the political
problems of Ukraine. If that wasn't enough, the head of
the Kiev MilitiA Shapochka sent greetings to the
congress and wished it success.

No less dramatic were the presentations of former
plitical prisonery most notably Levko Lukianenkq
Viacheslav Chornovil, Ivan Hel and many otherE.
Bishop Pavlo Vasyly of the banned Ukrainian Catholic
Church called from the rcstrum for the fulI legalisation
of the Church and return of all its properly. A
reprcsentative of the Ukrainian Autocephalous
Orthodox Church also asked the delegates'help in the
legalisation of his church. Since the revolution of
1917-20 Ukraine had never wibressed such a spectrum
of opinions at a political meeting. It became clear tio

everyone present that the congress was the beginning
of a new political order in Ukraine.

There were three main groupings at the congr€ss.
The most prominent one consisted of delegations fnrm
the regions of Western Ukraine: Lviv Rivne, Ternopil,
and lvano-Frankivske, symbolically represented in the
leadership of the Movement by the former political
prisoner Mykhailo Horn. These delegations were the
most nrunerous and vocal at the congrcss. Their air of
confidence and their determination to achieve an
independent Ukraine is backed by massive popular
suppo*. Two weeks before the' congress, on the
anniversary of the Stalin-Hitler pact when Western
Ukraine was "liberated" by the Red Army, thuy led
lr{Be demonstrations all over Western Ukraine. The
cities of Lviv lbrnopil and lvano-Frankivske witnessed
demonstrations of over 100 000 people. Of the many
young delegates from Western Ukraine who took part
in the debates, Vasyl Chernovy from Rivne stood out
because of his gift of expressing himself, his political
astuteness and his combativeness.

Frnm the other end of Ukraine, the Donbas, c€une
delegations which essentially consisted of
repnesentatives of the coal miners' strike commitEes.
They were led by the strike leader tttro Poberzhny
frcm Donetsk. He, Iike the other miners'
representative+ has none of the Ukrainian patriotic
fervour of Western Ukrainiatls. They support the
demand for Ukrainian to be the staE language, but
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demand the right to carry out their affairs locally in
Russian, somethi^g which is not palatable to many
Western Ukrainian activists. Horareveg they exhibited
even more confidenc€ than the WesErn Ukrainians
because of their successful strike during the sunrmer.
They are for all practical purposes in political control of
Donbas mining towns. Some of the strike committees
have quartered themselves in local party buildings fnom
where they rule their districts. They successfully
intervened at the congrcss with the warning that if the
tlkrainian nationalist symbols of the blue and yellow
flag and the trident *ere adopte4 the Movement
would be rejected by the Russian-speakirg Donbas.

The Kiev delegates, headed by prominent Ukrainian
writers and academics, and backed by numerc)us work
places, had the laryest impact at the conference. It was
they who oqganised the congness, prepared the
programme, led the disparate elements in a coilunon
direction, and were firully elected as its leaders. It
became clear during the p(rceedings that the
organisery led by Volodymyr lavorivsky, Dmytro
Favlychko, and lvan Drach, all rnembers of the
Communist ParU, had conspircd with other neformist
elements in the parly to steer the congress away frcm
confrontation to cooperation urith a yet-to-be
reformed Communist Party of Ukraine.

It fell upon Dmytrro Pavlyctrko who chaired much of
the prcrceedings to successfully manoeuvr€ the
delegates to sofen or reject confrcntational resolutions.
Resolutions which fmm the party point of view were
extreme, were either side-tracked or voting on them
was delayed in order that an alternative resolution
could be presented by prepared speakers. For example,
the resolutions relating to the Chornobyl accident,
including the holdirg of a public trial of Shcherbytsky
and other parfy leaders, were not put to the vote. The
delegates were easily manoeuvred to accept a poetic
but empty resolution on ecology which did not commit
the Movement to any specific action.

Only on one issue did Pavlychko's ability to control
the fate of resolutions fail him, the vote relating to the
new election law for the Ukrainian republican elections.
The pafiy's proposed election law is designed to give it
the majority of delegates in the Ukrainian Supreme
Soviet and with it the presidency. The congrcss
accepted an altemative election law in which all the
delegates and the presidency would be voted in
dinectly. The delegates' fervour reached a peak in the
discussion over what to do if the party enacts its
proposed law. Despite Favlychko's efforts to delay the
voE on this issue, the congness voEd to call a national
strike in Ukraine if the officially prcposed election law
is adopted.

Outside the three main negional grcups, the
delegates fnom the cities which separaE the Kiev region
from the Donbas, specifically the towns of Cherkas,
Dnipropetrovsk, Kremenchuk and Poltav+ were a
distinct Soup, though small. They draw their stnength
fmm their work places. While they have adopted the
blue and yellow flag and trident, they, like the Kiev
delegates, arc willing to scale down linguistic demands
for the sake of close cooperation with the Donbas
miners' strike committees.

Finally there were thirty-five USSR Supreme Soviet
deputies who support the Movement. These deputies
rcprcsent all major grcups at the congress. They and
the ye-to-be elected deputies to the Ukrainian
Supreme Soviet are destined to play a leading rrcle in
the near future in what certainly will be a tumulruous
period in the political history of Ukraine.

The rcformist members of the Conununist Party, led

by Kravchuk and even mole so by Salii, will also play a
pivotal role in the future development of the Movement
and of the political situation. It is certain that at least in
the Kiev party apparatus there is open opposition to
Shcherbytsky. But in the regions, especially in the cities
of Kharkiv and odessa, the resistance to change among
the local party bosses is very strong. The Odessa party
sent a selected delegation to the congress in opposition
to one elected by the members of the odessa
Movement. When the mandates of the party-
appointed delegates were rejected by the Movement's
mandatr committee, Ukrainian Elevision used this to
rcll its audience that the congrcss was undemocratic.
hr this and other disinformation, Ukrainian television
was excluded by the delegates from the congr€ss. In
Kharkiv while the congress was takitg place, the parly
bosses staged a demonstration against the "nationalist'
gathering in Kiev. It is yet to be seen what kind of a
popular opposition can be oqganised against the
Movement by the retneating consenrative party leaderrs.

The congress elected Ivan Drach as its leader for a
two-year term. Drach, though certainly a person of
integrity, is no match for politically hardened regional
leaders. This is also true of the deputy leadeu Serhii
I6niev, an articulaE and well-liked radical and USSR
Supreme Soviet deputy from Dnipro dzerzhynske. The
two most forceful political pensonalities are to be found
in the elected secrctariat of bn people who will be
employed full-tirne to administer the Movement.
Mykhailo Horyn, who will chair the secretariat,
represents the toughest strain of the movement for an
independent Ukrainian republic, and is as combative a
plitical personality as they come in the Soviet Union.
On the same level of nesoluteness, but not political
astuteness, is Dmytro hyizd, a young police detective,
who oryanised the dozens of stewands with blue and
yellow ann bands who foncefully guarded all the doors
of the congress hall from the crowds which besieged
them. Fnom the podium, soundirg like a future
Minister of Internal Affairs, tbyizd called for the
oqganising of self-defence teams throughout Ukraine
against repressions. The nine members of the
secretariat, apart frcm its head Horyn, received the
most votes in the following order: Volodymyr Muliev
Mykola hrovsky, Odarych, Bohdan Ternopilsky, Maria
Kuzenkq Maria Antoniuk, Viktor Linchevsky, Vsevolod
Tskiv and Dmytm Poyizd.

A survey of the delegaEs'backgrcunds was carried
out at the congress by the oqganisers, and the results
announced were:

regions of Ukraine rcprcsenting 280,m active
members, 1.,1W delegates attended the congress.
The laryest delegations were from the cities of Kiev
Lviv, Rivne, lbrnopil and lvano-Frankivske. Otly
three of Ukraine twenty-five oblasts, Crimea,
Luhanske and Transcarpathia, did not hold
regional congrcsses to elect delegates.

wene Russians, 9 were Jewish, 6 were fulish, 6
Byelorussian, 2 Armenian, and one each were
I(orean, Gneek, Hungarian, Czech, and Crimean
Tatar. The appearance of a Ukrainian-sPeuki.g
Korcan living in Ukraine was one of the
unexpecbd moments of the congrcss.

teachers (130), academics (121), workers (109),

cultural workers (104), doctors (48), journalists (42),
lawyers (25), farmers (16), Parly functionaries (6),
self-employed (6), and less than six were students,
priests, architccQ shop employees, actors, and so
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or1. Two of the delegates were unemployed.

Communist Party and 24 Komsomol members.
The allegiance of the delegates to the various
unofficial groupings was not available. There were
at least a few dozen members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union, which is by far the best organired
unofficial political grouping in Ukraine. All its
major leadery like Lev Lukianenko and Vyacheslav
Chrcnovil, wene delegates and gave well-received
speeches.

observers from Poland, Czechoslovakia and
Romania. Fnrm Poland, Adam Michnik and
Volodymyr Mokry, a Ukrainian membcr of the
Polish parliament, spoke on behalf of Solidarity.
Surprisingly there was only one guest each from
the United States, Canada and Great Britain:
Professor Thras Hunczak from the US, Chrystyna
Freeland from Canada, and |aroslav lfushiw from
Britain. It was not clear why visas wete denied to
many others from North America who wanted to
come. The party-contrclled newspape4 haada
Uhainy, published a slanderous article during the
congress accusing Hunczak and Freeland of being
enemies of the Soviet state. This man@uvre
backfired as the congress invited the accused to the
podium and enthusiastically grceted them.

Among the many slogans loudly chanted by the
delegates, the one which in the end prevailed, almost
to the exclusion of all others, was unity. The delegates
sensed that the potential for fragmentation was very
high on the language questiory the independence
symbols, and the rclationship with the Communist
krly.

Freedom of speech is becoming the norrn in
Ukraine, whether it be in the congrcss or on the streets.
Yet to come is the freedom of the press and the other
public media, and the right to oryanise political parties.
But the first steps in this direction are being taken. The
congrcss voted to publish ib own newspap$ to be
called Narudna Haz.eta, and elected as its first editor
Anatolii Shevchenko. The newspaper is to be published
by the printing house in Kiev that prints all the major
newspapers in Ukraine, and where the print workens
are supporters of the Movement. This, and the
possibilif of the Movement having its own building in
Kiev was the carrot that caused even some of the
toughest nationalists to agree to the softening of the
congress's resolutions. Political realism decided the
final outcome of the congrcss. The [bpular Movement
of Ukraine has been born. Time is not on its side as
conseryative forces are gathering strength for a
counter-reformation. The next few months, especially
the outcome of the republican elections, will deiide ttrb
political future of Ukraine for years to come. a[
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The Continuine Challense
from the BalticE - Centrfi
Committee fails to respond

by I ER E MY LE STER
Antsrtio Gramsci once obserued about the
Great Dryession that oa crisis coraists
precisdy in the frct that the old is dying and
the new cannot be born. ln the interregnum a
great aariety of morWd symptoms aypear." A
more percrytiae commmt on the current
situation in the Soaiet Union, partiatlarly as
regards the question of natiorwlity relations,
wuildbe diffiatlt to find.
ON 19 AND 20 SEPTEIvIBE& the C-entral Committee of
the CPSU met in plenary session, in the full glare of
TV, to prcpose solutions for the birth of the new USSR
and the treatment of those morbid symptoms that have
been so dominant in recent tirnes. Nagorno-Karabakh,
Abkhazia, Moldavia, Uzbekistan and all the other
familiar tnouble spots were at the heart of the
discussions. Above all, howevet the continuing
political conundrum of the three Baltic republics of
Latvra, Lithuania and Estonia.

Events this summer
In the last issue of labour Foans, we sketched out the
nature of the rise of the Popular Front oqganisations in
these three republics, and looked at their relationship
urith the ruling Comrnunist Parties and the prospects
for gaining some degree of autonomy.

In the intervening months, the issue has rapidly
progressed from republican autonomy to the real
possibility of secession from the Union. So quickly
have events moved that one cannot help thinking that
the situation is fast spinning out of control - and it is
not just the lbpular Fronts that have been at the
forefirrnt of this process, with the indigenous ruling
parties often outdoing their [bpular Front rivals.

Thke Lithuani+ for example. The republicarr
Supreme Soviet, following the Estonian lead, has now
declared itself sovereign and compleEly ignored
MoscoH/s declaration that such a move is
unconstitutional. Moneovet it is now drawing up a law
on Lithuanian citizenship which would far exEnd the
rights of native Lithuanians over the non- indigenous
population. This, in turn, has precipitated the
Salcininkai and Vilnius rayons, both predominantly
non-Lithuanian, to declare themselves autonomous
districts within the Republic on the basis that 'r€cent
laws and draft laws infringed upon their rights'.

In a recent move, a special parliamentary
commission declared the 1940 vote to join the USSR
'invalid'. Such an assertion of parliamentary
sovereignty may have come as no suqprise afrcr the
Estonian precedent of last Novembef, but a real
surprise was the decision, this sununet of first the
IGmsomol and then the Lithuanian Communist Parly

to declare themselves independent from Moscow and
ready to compete with other political parties in freely
conteshd elections at some future date. The CPSU has
never before faced such a challenge to its democratic-
centralist principles, certainly not since the 8th Party
Congress in March 1yL9 rejected "root and branch" the
federalist party structure put forward by nationalists
and Mensheviks.

This step is a clear sign that the Lithuanian
conununists are not prcparcd to be outflanked by other
forces in the Republic. Speaking to Izvestia in mid-
Septcmbcr; First Parly Secrctaqy Algirdas Braz.auskas
corunented:

'l believe that acquiring independence and
strengthening the sovereignty of the union republics is
the way to salvation... The time of the coqy one-party
system is over. The time of senseless confrontation and
an apparatus monopoly on the truth is over... The
discussion [about the status of the Republic's
Communist Partyl began without our permission. [But]
we had to choose whether to lead it or allow vitally
important issues... to be resolved without the
participation of [the republicanJ Central Committee."

So how has the All-Union Central CommitEe
rcsponded to this challenge to Moscow's authority?

Gorbachev's plan
The party's plan, as outlined in its document "The
hrty's Nationalities hlicy Under Present Conditions
(Platform of the CPSU)', published in mid-August,
and supplemented by Corbachev's keynotr address on
the first day of the plenum, envisages the following for
the Baltic republics:

A high degree of economic independence will be
allowed from the beginning of next yaff, up to and
including republican contnrl over "the ownership and
management of the land, mineral nesources, forests,
water and other natural r€sourtes on its territory." The
nationalists are not pleased, howeveu that Moscow will
have joint control (following an amendment agreed
upon at the plenum) and will be able "to define union-
wide principles for the [actua! use of such resources,
taking into account, among other thing+ state-wide
and intrr-republican intenests and the interests of
defence and the country's securit5/."

The republics will be self-accounting and self-
financing (that is to say, \^/ill have control over taxation),
but will pay centrally levied taxes and contributions to
an all-Union fund to support underdeveloped regions.
A single market will continue to exist and the economic
well- being of any single nepublic is to be considered
"inseparable from the proc€ss of the deepening of
specialisation, integration... and the build-up of the
overall scientific and technical potential" of the country
as a whole. "Tendencies towards autarchyo, Gorbachev
emphasised at the plenum, "and attempts by relatively
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prosperous republics and oblasts to isolate themselves
and fence themselves off would be extrmely
dangerous. This can bri.g extnemely negative
consequenc€s for those who embaik upon this road."

It was left to the Kazakhstan First Secretary,
NazarbayeV to point out the inconsistency of the
party's prcposals: 'Whyu, he asked, "should the right
of the Union Republics in the CPSU platform of
possession and mastery over their own land, its
minerals, timber and water and other r€sources not be
supplemented by the right to use all of these riches?
Without such a decisive right, a rcpublic's sovercignty
is no more than a declaration.'

The republics, and a range of gmups within the
republicg will henceforth be able to own industrial,
transport, agricultural and trade properly. Again,
howevef, to the disappointment of the nationalists, this
is to be offset by the fact that the central authorities will
be entitled to decide on "mutually acceptable general
forms of regulating ownership relations." The republics
can also have control over foreign curenqF reseryes
and set up trade associations abnrad, though there is
no mention of national cunencies. A republic's foreign
ties must not, meanwhile, "conflict with all-Union
interests.'

Repnesentations in such international oqganisations
like the International Olympic Committee and
UNESCq as well as the United Nations, will be
allowed "i, prirciple". The republican parliaments will
be asked to overturn recent declarations of their 1940
entry into the Soviet Union as 'invalid'. In the words of
the General Secrc tary, '.. .thetre at€ no grounds to
question the decision on the entry of the Baltic
Republics into the USSR and the choice made by their
peoples." Republican parliaments will have new
independent powers enshrined in constitutional
amendments, but th"y will not be permitted a final veto
over the decisions of the all-Union Supreme Soviet
and the Congress of Deputies. Should disputes arise
between the tiers of goverrunent, then the dispure ltrill
be aired in front of a new constitutional court (the
USSR Constitutional Oversight Commitbe) with final
powers of arbitration.

Much to the disappointment of the Baltic
nationalists, although hardly surprisi.gly, separate
republican citizenships are possible only on condition
that therc are no national, religious, linguistic or
residential disqualifications, and only providing the
republic accepts the overall sanctity of Soviet
citizenship, which grants equal rights and duties to all
citizens. Thus Moscow still fir*ty backs the Russians
and other minorities in the Baltic staEs, who earlier
this summer (especially in Estonia) went on strike
against electoral and linguistic discrimination against
them. To further protect the rights of minorities, there
ane now plans to adopt a law "On Guarantees of the
Rights of USSR Citizens Living Outside Their State-
Territorial Formations or Not Having Such on the
Territory of the Soviet Union.'

This aside, Moscow accepts that each republic
should have the right to declare its own indigenous
language the official one, providing that the use of
Russian and access to education in Russian are
guaranteed by law and that there is no discrimination
against those who do not speak the repubtican
language.

Recent demands from various Baltic quarters for
national armed forces drew a firm rcbuttal from the
central party authorities. One could clearly i*agire the
consequences of national armed forces h, for example,
Armenia and Azerbeijan.

tooking thmugh the eyes of the Baltic nationalists
(arrd this is taking a narrow vision of things), it is clear
that the proceedings were a disappoinbnent. Yes, they
would aryue, advanc€s were made, but what was
dished out \Mith one hand was firmly retrieved by the
other. Another disappointment for the nationalists,
radical or not so radical, was the applause in the
conference hall every time a hardline statement was
made. Gorbachev's keynote speech, for example, was
listened to in near silence until the moment when he
warned that "nationalist, chauvinistic and other
extrcmist oqganisations can and should be disbanded.'
Precisely what oryanisations he had in mind was not,
howeve4 made clear.

Most enthusiasm was shown by the delegates when
the General Secretary turned the full force of his anger
at the idea of federalised party structures: '...w€ should
resolutely reject the federalisation of the CPSU. I will
put it bluntly: this would mean the end of our party as
it was founded by Lenin and would inflict irreparable
damage to perestnoika and the entire cause of
socialism. The one who followed this path would
assume the gravest rcsponsibility before the party and
the people."

The republican elections
Despite the formal unanimity of the Central Committee
on this issue, the question of independent status for
individual republican parties is almost certainly one
that will not go away. Barely two days after publication
of the resolution, the Communist Parly newspaper in
Lithuania reported how it intended to seek a degree of
independence from Moscow at an extraordinary party
congrcss to be held towards the end of this year.

This is not surprising when one considens the
position of the party oqganisation in Uthuania. Some
time before next sprin& it must contest a republican
parliamentary election that will be more open and freer
than the contest in Marrh 'this year which saw the
hpular Fnrnts sweep the board in all three Baltic
states. Defeat then was a moral blow for the republican
parties, but at a national level it was salvaged by the
in-built "conseryative" majority in the Supreme
Soviet.

No such compensation exists at republican level. If
the CP is ou$lanked again by the ttpular Front
(Sajudis) and other forces like the newly-established
Green Party, Democratic Party or Social Democratic
Parly, all of whom now openly proclaim their goal to be
"the nestoration of an independent, democratic
Uthuanian state", then it is clearly within the real"ms of
possibility that on taking powe4, the non-communist
parties would oryanise an immediate referendum on
secession from the Union making use of their
constitutional right under Article 72 of the lyn
Brezhnev constitution. Should there then be an
overwhelming majority for secession, one can only
begin to imagine the consequences for the Uthuanian
conununists, Gorbachev's reforms and indeed
Gorbachev himself.

The Lithuanian Communist Parl,y', which genuinely
desires an autonomous Lithuania within the USS&
thus needs to do everything to win popular supporf
including, if necessry, ju*pi^g on the nationalist
bandwagon to prove that it is more than "the extended
6urn of Moscow".

What then are Gorbachevt options now? There
appear to be two. Either he wil eventuully come to
accept this move as yet another high but necessary risk
in democratising the counby under some form of
conununist guidance, or he will conclude that such a
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challenge to his personal authority is too big to ignore
and thus take action against the Lithuanian parfy,
possibly including the replacement of its leading cadres
or even the disbandment of the entire republican
oqganisation.

Either alternative involves great risks, of course.
Disbarrdment of the party or wholesale leadership
changes would either neceisitate the cancellation of th-e
forthcoming elections, or the elections would go ahead
with an even more certain victory for the non-
communist forres. Accepting the Lithuanian demands
for independence in the hope of making them electable
would leave him exposed to stnong attacks by the
already alarmed conseryatives. Ultimately, of course,
both Gorbachev and the Uthuanian Communist Party
wiil be subject to the verdict of the Uthuanian
electorate a none too pleasant pnospect at the
moment. Their hope must be for the 'Quebec
syndrome' to come to their aid - that at the moment of
truth, people will shy away from the unknown
quantity of independence.

Therc is, howeve4, another option lurking in the
background: the creation of a pretext for martial law or
emeqgency powers beirg imposed. Both Gorbachev
and Shevardnadze have denied that they would ever
resort to this kind of measurre, but the doubt persists
that some situation might arise in which the- use of
force would be deemed nec€ssary. An interesting
aspect of this is how many Western writers and
correspondents not only accept this possibility, but also
condone in advance any harsh counter-offensive by
Moscow.

Some American analysts, for example, have started
to imply that the struggle for Baltic independence, for
so long a cause celebre championed by the White
House, is perhaps not worth supporting after all if it
means Gorbachev's demise. Other conunentatorrs,
meanwhile have begun to report the mor€ negative
sides of Baltic nationalism the eme{gence of re-
emeqgence of opposition groups with abhorrent 'blood
and soil", pseudo-fascist elements about them, the
anti-semitism of some, or their cynical hatned of all
non- indigenous nationalities.

Still others trave begu, to neassess the inter-war
period of independence in a much more critical light or

have voiced their conctsm that independence might
not "automatically" result in American-style
democracy. Thus, as Martin Walker wrob in a
Guardian report from Washingbn at the end of
August: 'There is a feeling [hereJ of premature
nostalgia that we could miss the shbility of the Rtrssian
Empire once it is gone.'

A missed opportunity
The overriding impression of the Central Committee
plenum was that of a fudge and it also showed, not for
the first time, that the national question is one that
Gorbachev personally finds great difficutty with.
krhaps this is because he knows that the conseryatives
can use it against him with a measure of support
amongst a party and population (especially in Russia)
tired and concerned at seeing the country racked by
disordeq indiscipline and anarchyi a country whete, as
depictrd in a r€centKrclcodil cartoofr, d man would stop
and ask another man drowning what his nationality
was before deciding to rescue him.

Or perhaps it is because Gorbachev hails from the
southern part of the Russian kderation a region
which provides little experience of the problems of a
multi-cultural, multi-ethnic society. Most likely, it is a
combination of both these factors and many mone
beside. Ever since he camc to pweg Gorbachev has
made a hash of the national question, something which
he himseU laqgely admitted in his plenary speech. In
particulaq the decision 18 months ago to convene a
plenum on this issue was clearly premature and only
heightened expectations that serious reforms were on
their way. The consequences of that 18-months delay
and the ideological and political void it created are only
too apparcnt llor4/.

Nor have Gorbachev's reactions to nationalist crises
been consistent. At times, for example, he seems to be
wholeheartedly endorsing radical initiatives from Baltic
forces, only later to be heard endorsing calls frrrm
conservatives to end the turmoil and restore order and
stability. The lack of initiative shown at the C-entral
Committee on Gorbachev's part was a missed
opportunity, one that might not so easily come his way
again.

From the satirical magazine KrokodrT lsee tertl
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The
unfinished
sa$a
of3olidarity

by DANTEL STNGER

or the next weeks and months the eyes of the world
will be fmused on Poland, where the events are now
unfolding at an unexpectedly dramatic pace (when last
May I had lunch in Warsaw with Tadeusz Mazowiecki
and we pondered over the consequence$ of the
forthcoming general election, I didn't think that three
months later he would be forming the next Polish
government and neither did he). But there are deeper
r€asons for this conc€rn. The questions now beirg
raised in Foland are vital and the Entative answens thuy
will prrrvide will have a rclevance well beyond Poland's
fiontiens. We aheady knew that the 'revolution from
above" bnought to eastern Eunope by the Red Army
after the war got stuck in a btind ull"y. But must the
story run the full circle ending in a capitalist restoration
or can it be given a different conclusion? We also know
that the Brezhnev doctrine is discarded by his
successor. But how far is Mikhail Gorbachev able to
tolerab change in his area of influence and how eager
is he to tamper with the state of Euope established at
Yalta? Last but not least, Poland, for all its peculiarity -
the powerful Church, the numercus peasantry and the
stmng labour movement - is part of the family. What is
at stake is the fae of the Stalinist heritage and this
affects other countries of eastern Europe, Russia in the
first place. History pnrviding tittle scope for
experiments, the precedents are significant. We should,
therefore, examine Poland's unfolding drama in all its
spcificity, but keeping in mind this wider dimension
of Poland as a laboratory.

But, to beg* with, why did the plot suddenly
change pace? I-et us recall the scenario. Last autumn,
after a series of strikeg the jaruzelski regime decided
that it had no chance of reforming the economy
without poe"lg support Tq .op.Ed for a "historic
compromise'. The terms of this introduction of the
opposition into the system were then worked out in a
"round table' conference. The Communist Party
guaranEed itself a presidential and parliamentary
majority by rcserving two-thirds of the seats in the
crucial lower house of sejm for the ruling coalition (D9
out of a6$. Solidarity was allowed to compete for the
remaining 161 seats and for all the 100 seats in the
upper house or *t frf with essentially delaying powers.
The assumption was that, if this co-existence works for
four years, then a genuine poll for all the seats in both
chambers would be allowed. This Fabian timetable has
now been completely upset because it was based on a
misunderstanding of the nature and influence of free
elections.

Shortly before the round table, when some leaders
of Solidarity revealed to me the electoral deal,

I argued that the Party would never buy it. My
conviction was based on a sort of Greshamt law of
electioneerin& namely the assumption that good
elections would discredit the bad ones, that if an
entirely free vote is allowed in parts, it will ovenshadow
the whole. I proved wrong. Whatever the rcason,
presumption or plain blundeq, the Party accepEd the
deal and so, in ]une, came the landslide. Solidarity
captured 99 seats in the senat, and all those for which it
was entitled in the lower house. On pape$ the ruling
coalition still had a majority, but the arithmetic was
already obsolete. The rubber stamp parliament
suddenly recovered a real life and even the puppets
began to dance on their own. The CPs once faithful
and allies - the ltasants Party (with 76 seats) and the
Democratic Party (with Z seats) - could no longer be
counted upon. With only 173 rcpresentatives, not all of
them reliable, the krty had lost the control of the
situation.

It all stood to reason. Even in constituencies where it
was not allowed to put up candidates, Solidarity could
whisper to its electorate whom b favour among
contenders from the opposite side (Tadeusz Fiszbach,
party secretary in Gdansk at the time of the birth of
Solidarity is the best known case of a corununist thus
chosen against parly wishes). Above oil, Peamnts and
Demoqufs could do their own thinking. Given seats by
the CP this time, they would have to win them in open
competition next time and thuy could see which way
the wind was blowing. When you bully and bribe your
allies, you should not be asbnished if they op, when
the occasion arises, for a more interesting bidder. One
can also provide a more charitable inbqpretation. With
elections hcoming the expression of class intenests, it is
quite natural that Poland, where nearly Afio/o of the
population is rural and well over a quarter of the labour
force works on the land, should have a strong peasant
party. Whether it will be the ZSL or Rural Solidarity
and whether one party will be enough as small
peasants begin to be squeezed by more capitalistic
competition is another matter.

But the arithmetic altered at once. The President was
to be elected by the two houses together. Ceneral
Jaruzelski scraped through, on Iuly 19th, by the grace
of Solidarity because seven of its members spoilt their
ballot papers on purpose. Having thus fulfilled its part
of the baqgain, Solidarity found itself in a dilemma. It
had now an effective power of veto and, ir any case, it
would be blamed W the people for whatever
happened. Was it worthwhile io have responsibility
without povrcr? Hence Adam Michnik's slogan: "Their
president, our Prime Minister". But should one have
fuil responsibility without full powers? Bronislaw
Geremek, the influential leader of the Solidarity group
in parliament, seemed to have doubts about a
government ion which Solidarity did not have full
conhol. The, while General Kiszczak was draging on
with his efforts to form a coalition, Iech Walesa took
everybody by suqprise clinching a deal with the leaders
of the Peasant and Democratic parties. And this is how,
on August 24th, Thdeusz Mazowiecki became Prime
Minister.

A partv in search of a role
Whi did 6"rr"*l |aruzelski accept? hssibly, onc€ the
movement was set in motion, he had little noom for
manoeuvle. Altematively, he may hope it is the turn of
Solidarity to get bogged down in economic difficulties.
Finally, it may have hen the only way to get a 'larye
coalition" with Solidarity as a senior partner since it
refused to be a junior one. Iaruzelski as President keeps
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conhol over the armed forces and the policg has a say
in foreign affairs and, in principle, could dissolve
parliament. He therefore has some choice. On the
other hand, the party whose secnetaryship he just
handed over to the former premier Miecryslaw
ltakowski, is in a state of shock. How traumatic for the
CP is the experience of losing power can only be
undenstood W contrasting their system of rule with
ours.

I I. the capitalist world, the u/ealthy have potitical
lir,nr.r"nce beiause they are rich and d-o not loie their
riches when they lose office. In the Soviet world the
apparatchik owes his rclative privileges, power and
prestige to his political position. If he loses one, he is
deprived of everything. Remove the nomenklatura, i.e.
the nomination of key jobs, from this qystem and it is
empty. How bewildered the P_arly is over this situation
you may gather from the debate over its future now
carried in hybuna Ludu, its official oryan. Here is a
sample frorn- the issue of August Vlilt. The author
claims that to necover rapidly a leading position the
Party must dnop ideology for pragmatism, run the
country not according to capitalist or socialist rules but
in keeping with economic principles; move beyond
class barriers, particularly "since our program now
becomes athactive even for people living on capital".
Why will this party be considered left- wing? Because
it wil soften the impact of the market on the weak and
help them through social insurance. Yet if the
movement is thus open to all, it should not forget that
its chosen taqgets ate "the dynamic, who are bearers of
progress and development". Or should one translate
hland's budding yuppies?

The article, if slightly exaggerated in tone, conveys
the mood of the party reformens, who quarrel among
themselves not about the degree of socialism their
"social-democratic" prcgram should contain, but
about the speed with which price controls should be
abolished or about the degree of collaboration with
Solidarity. Tomorrow they may fall apart on the role the
present nomenklatum should play in the privatisation of
hland's indusry. The so-called reformers, howeveq,
are not alone in the Party. A recent meeting in Wansaw
of parly secretaries frcm big industrial plants revealed a
mood of resenhrent against the leadership among the
rank-and-fi1e. Here are two examples of questions
that wer€ reported: "Whose interests is the party
defending, are they really those of the workers?" and
'A free play of prices - with whom is one playing and
what are the chances of the worker in this game?" Add
to this wing the party members in the official trade
unions ftnown as OruQ, quite eager to exploit the
situation if Solidarity is driven to assume the posture of
champion of social peace.

In principle, a cure i, opposition could be a good
reducing treatment for the Party. It still claims two
million members, one million less than in 1980, and it
would lose many if it had no jobs to offer. Yet what is
being proposed is a period not in opposition but on the
fringes of power and, looking at the prcgramme of the
reformerrs, one cannot see why the totally discredited
orlganisation should suddenly become the backbone of
the hlish Left. The congr€ss that cannot be much
delayed will show what line was chosen. It may also
herald a split.

If the party is divided by its defeat, Solidarif may
well be split by its victory To understand why one
must go to its origins. Solidanty, it should not h
foqgotbn, was born out of a strike. At one stage, it was
a huge trade union, counting nearly ten million
membery the bulk of hland's working people. Backed

W the nation at larye, this working-class movement
had the intelligentsia at its service. This was the
moment, in 1981, when the Party could have made a
really historic compromise with the movement
accepting the setting up of an upper house
rcpresenting the revived workers' councils on a
national scale. It chose to stage a military coup instead.

On purpose. The Parfy was eager to make a deal
with the Church but not with the workers. Indeed, its
pu{pose was to break the alternative labour movement
and in this it half succeeded. The nature of the
resistance gradually shifted the centne of gravity from
the factory to the underyround pr€ss, from the workers
to the intelligentsia. The Catholic Church, negotiating
with the goverrunent and providing shelter for the
resistance, was also strengthening its hand. This
picture is both right and inaccurate. In a sense, the
workens did remain the backbone of the movement, the
solid in Solidarity. At the begi*ing of last yeat most
people were burying Solidarity. It took two series of
strikes to resurrect it and force the government to
negotiate. But, the deal clinched and the election ove{,
the situation is now neversed. The inblligentsia is
walking in the corridons of power and the labour union
has not got two million memhrs.

It may be objected that it takes time to rebuild a
union. Possibly. The snag is that the policies envisaged
by its goverrunent could hurt the union. Il in its search
for capitalist efficienqy, the government just tells the
workers to tighen their belts; it, in its quest for
privatisation or foreign capital, it allows the spread of
non-union enterprises and no-strike deals j ff, to cut it
short, the movement that was born to assert the
workers' right to an autonomous reprcrentation is
ordered to toe another line then the gap between
government and union will be too wide even for Lech
Walesa to close. The workers are not unaware of the
gravity of the situatiory but they must be offered
something to justify sauifices.

Solidarity, too, must hold a congress in the near
future. It is living for the moment on borrowed
democrary, with a charismatic leader revealing great
political sense, with both labour leaders and political
advisers who have shown their mettle but were elected
or chosen long ago, with even the parliamentary
candidaEs chosen frcm above. True, they all then
received a mandate frcm the people (unless we
consider the general election as a vote of non-
confidence in their pnedecessors). But Sotidarity must
now hear the views and accept the verdict of its rank-
and-file. The congress will have to deal with the
fundamental question: does the labour uniory like in
Britain, wish to create a Labour Party to represent its
interests or does it want to remain a union, allowing its
members to express their political opinions in various
parties to be set up In this battle cleavages will appear
not only between unionists and politici€uls, but also
arnong the latter between various shades of opinion,
with Thatcherites and social-democrats prevailing. It
will be interesting to hear how loud the voice of self-
management, prominent eight years a5o, is now in this
chorus.

The shadorr of Cardinal Glemp
The split mind of Solidarity will be one handicap for
the new Prime Ministeq the shadow of the Church may
be another; surprisingly since ThdeuszMazowiecki was
picked as Premier partly because of all the serious
candidaEs he was the only C-atholic intrllectual. Yet to
live lvith hland's powerful Church is a pnoblem and its
present primab is quite a phenomenon. Cardinal lozef
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Cardinal Glemp

Glemp's recent antisemitic outbursts over the

in favour of the extermination of lews,
simply of their elimination by all possible
legal means. The Cardinal has no love for
"atheistic conununism', though he knows
how to get on with Caesar. He has no love
for Sotidarity eithef particularly for its luy
left-wing. He would prefer to have a
reactionary Christian Democracy and a
union to boot.

Some people think that in a county like
Poland where not only Mazowiecki or
Walesa but Ianaz*lski, too, seek the

Primate's blessing on every important occasion, it might
be better to have an open Catholic Party than the
insiduous, occult power of the Church. In fairnesg it
must be added that the Chu-rch cannot in ib entirety be
identified with the primate. It must also be stressed
that antisemitism is completely alien to Mazowiecki
whq as a prcgressive Catholic, is miles apart from an
endek. He nevertheless still has to prove in office that he
can govern independently from the Churrh.

Eastern neighbouq, Western money
In one field the situation of the newcomer is now muih
bettetr namely the relations with the easErn neighbour,
Eight years ago the very appointment of Mazowiecki
might have been considered as the crcssing of the
Rubicon. Today, the nomination of this 'man from
outside the rwmenklaturd is greeted without antipathy
by the Russian press. It is true that the new premier
went out of his u/ay to pleasc. He suggestcd that thcre
was an opportunity to improve nelations not just
between parties but between two societies. He
expressed his backing for perestrcika and his hope that
other countries in EasErn Europe, too, would be
reassured by his policies. He solemnly pnrclaimed that
his government tiad no intrntion of ihanging alliances
or ceasing to be a member of the Warsaw Pact. All
seems quiet on the eastern frcnt.

If there is a threat of inbrvention in tblish affars, it
comes from the West. This sounds the morr
paradoxical since Poles of every political complexion are
complaining that the West des not interfene enough
(ttland's fricnds should come to thc rcscuc bcforc we
begin to drcwn pleaded Mazowiecki). The illusions
about a Marshall Plan for Poland have disappeared.
Wits already say that Cardinal Glemp will soon blame
the fewish iobby for this boycott. Mbre seriously, it is
not true that the West is not interested in the eastern
markets. Simply, capital is not sentimental and it travels
on its own terms. It will invade Eastern Eurcpe when it
finds it profitable. lfi, to achieve those terms, a
Solidarity- sponsored government obeys the "diktat* of
the International Monetary Fund at the risk of a break
with its own constituency, the Western capital will be
interferi^g ir Poland, if only by p*"y.

In dubious battle
This is the situation that Mazowiecki inherits. The
country is heavily in debt with more than $S8 billion
due to Western creditors alone. Its youth wants to
emigrate. The economy has the worst of both worlds. It
has the lineq the paperwork and bad distribution of a
"planned' system, the conspicuous consurnption,

profiteering and tax evasion of a capitalist one, without
the advantages of either. This obviously cannot go on.
But the new Prime Minister also has assets: the
memory of old days of Solidarity; the desire of a people
to recover hope and ire relative trust in men with clean
hands; the promise of Lech Walesa to ensure peac€ on
the labour front for the next six months; relative
goodwill both in Moscow and the Western capitals.

Who is the man embarking on this ri*y venttue?
62-years-old Thdeusz Mazowiecki is a tortured
Catholic inEllectual, a man of great personal integfity
and of a stubborn will. A lawyer by training and
joumalist by profession, he began his collaboration
with the regime under the not very good auspices of
the Catholic Pax oqganisation. But he rapidly swiEhed,
founded a monthly, Wia (The Ur&) which can be
associated with people who at that time were trying to
reconcile socialism and Christianity. ttrsonally, he
always proved to be a m€u:r of principle. In 1968 he
protesEd against the antisemitic campaign. Three years
later he tried to set up a commission if inquiry inb the
massacre of the workers in Gdansk. This was too much
and put an end to his ten years as parliamentarian.
Afterwards he led the life of an oppositionist, helping
hunger strikers, teaching at the "flyirg univensity'. His
great moment came during the strike of 19W, when he
inspired the petition of intellectuals and then presided
over the commission of "experts" helping the strike
committee. The close association between him,
Geremek and Walesa dates firrm then. He spent a year
in debntion after the coup and then resumed his work
for Solidarity. Last year he was one of the very rare
intellectuals to be found among the Gdansk strikers.
And yet the same man, in his investiture speech, now
proclaims: "The long-term, strategic aim of the action
of this government will h the recovery by Poland of
economic institutions known for a long time and
verificd. By this I understand a return to the market
economy and to a rcle of the state approaching the one
prevaiting in the economically dev6bped countries.'
This needs no code. It says in plain language our
objective is a return to capitalism.

Which brings me to end on a sad personal noE.
Nine years ago I travelled to Poland to greet an
extraordirary re-enbryr on the political stage of hlish
workere 'presenting their interests as the superior
interests of society as a whole'. They were coming
straight out of Marx, I aqgued, but I was honest enough
to add that they lvere anything but Marxist, indeed that
if people were building elements of socialism in Polatrd,
it was likc M. |ourdain talking prpse, without knowing
it. It turns out that such unconscious construction is
insufficient. After an early move towards self-
management, what has been happening in recent years
there but also elsewhere drove people in the opposite
dircction, and this is how a man who once wanbd to
reconcile Christianity with socialism now wants to take
hland back on the rcad to capitalism. Yet where thene
is a \^/ill, there is not always a way. My less sanguine
hopes today are linked not with the potiry of Solidafity,
but with its contradictions. They are still linked with
the inventive capacity for resistance of the Polish
workers, because the saga of Sotidarity, rt we mean by
that the Polish labour movement, is still unfinished. l[
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Socialist Responses
to Polish Style
Thatcherisfi
Many readerc of Labour Focus, who supprted Solidarnosc through nwrtial law, will hffire dcq
raentatiora abrut the econolnic programme of the Solidaita led ca"tlition Raoentmmt.
With the enthusiostic suryrt'of -a host of Ne.o Nght-rcuwmic a"driserc, the Mmowiuki
gooernment is preping an uterahte prqrt,mme of priuatisation md austerity.

translated and introduced by Daoid Holland
We publish below two responses from the Polish left to
this situation. The first is a statement by the Wroclaw
Regional Committee of the Polish Socialist Party
(Democrati c Revoluti on).
The second is an editorial from the Warsaw paper
"Warszawianka," published by a breakaway group
from PSP (DR), associated with Grzegorz llka. lt
operates within the framework of a loosely federal
structure i " The Polish Socialist Party Press
Agreement."
Both texts emphasise the abandonment by the Walesa
group of the ideals of 1981 and demand a return to
them.
ln response to the new situation, the UK Support
Committee of the PSP (DR) has launched an
international appeal, aimed particularly at those on the
left who supported Solidarnosc in the face of
repression, but are now concerned that the Polish
working class should be able to defend its interests in
the new environment of capitalist restoration in Poland.
The text is as follows:

Statement by the Polish Socialist
Party (Democratic Revolution)
on the New Government in
Poland.

The appoinfinent of Tadeusz Mazowiecki as premier of
the People's Republic of Poland is an exprcssion of the
deepening of the crisis of the qystem of the ruling
nomenklatura. This socio-economic phenomenon has
its roots in the establishment of Solidarity, independent
of the bureaucmcy of the workers'movement in August
L980. The eight-year long effort of General |aruzelski's
regime to stifle the seU organisation of society has
ended in fiasco.

The appointrnent of the Mazowiecki goverruncnt
does not, howeve{, mean that society has taken power.
It has been constructed on the basis of 35o/o democraqy
and at the price of a guarantee not to disturb the
foundations of the system which has exisEd hitherto.
The fundamental structures of power the office of
President, the ministries of Internal Affairs and
Defence, the National Bank of hland are not only
outside social contnol, but outside the control of the
Premier himself. The group of opposition leaders
reprcsented by the new premier who have agreed to
these conditions, have not exploited to the futl the
opprtunity arisirg from strikes and the bankrupfy of
the Folish United Workers'Party (PUWP).

Nonetheless the establishment of the government
does create possibilities for the fulfilment of social
expectations. These may be listed as follows:

1) The destruction of all the remnants of toalitarian
goverrunenU the liquidation of the mechanisms of
domination of the state over society, above dl the
dissolution of the Security fblice, the Zomo, and the
ORMQ together with the reform of the penal code,
with the end of securing democratic freedoms. This
means the also the destruction of the privileged status
of the Ptn/VP and all the grcups connected to it (The
Democratic Parly, the ltasants' Party, the Union of
Socialist Youth etc). All those fuIfilling leading
functions in administration or the economy, should be
subject to election. All local administration should be
subject to free, secret, equal, proportional and direct
elections.

A guaranEe of freedom of political and social
activity. This means that there should be no restriction
on the right to strike or on the creation of trade unions.
This should include the police force and the army, in
accord with clause lto. 2 of the 21, demands of thc
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Gdansk InEr-factory strike committee in 1980
"Securing the right to strike and the secuity of strikers
and those rendering them assistance.'

In accord with demand no. 7, payment should be
"made to all strikers for the priod of the strike as for
medical leave."

The activity of political parties, which are the basis
of modern democracy and a condition of the
subjectivity of society should not be legally restricbd.

Real freedom of the prcss and of information
should be guaranteed thrcugh the liquidation of the
censorship and the destruction of the material and
legal basis for monopoly in this area. This refers
especially to the press distribution network, which
should be put at the dirporal of all political, social and
culrural groups. Radio and television should be
subjected to reprcsentative bodies at an apprcpriate
level and access to them should be guaranteed to all
political groups.

2) The economy should be subjected to social
needs, with the goal of a modern Twenty First Century
economy, which should guaranEe to all members of
society satisfactory living conditions i.e. at the least the
right to a nourishing diet, dignified housing
comprchensive health seryice and universal'access to
social senrices (for example nunserieg education and
culture).

The indispensable condition for the realisation of
these goals is the subordination of the economy to the
produiers. Orly such a model of social iife can
guaranEe to each person the possibility of self
realisation and it is the indispensable condition of the
emancipation of society. To the last moment of its
existence, the government of Miecryslaw Rakowski
followed in the footsteps of its predecessors, in
executing faits accomplis, which orientaEd the Polish
economy in wholly the opposite dircction. The
possibilities for apprcpriation by the nomenklatura
were widened and opportunities given for the
development of speculative and cormpt capital. The
conditions were created for the sale of the national
means of prcduction to foreign capital. What is rnore, it
permitbd the precipitate rise of foodstuff prices
through the intnoduction of market mechanisms in a
situation in which there were acute food shortages; it
continued the process of linking up the bureaucratic
economy with market mechanisms, so worsening the
position of the majority of societ5/. The government of
Thdeusz Mazowiecki should radically break from the
poticy of the preceding government.

3) The application of planning self management
and the market. There should be an awareness that the
destiny of the economy rcsts first and foremost in the
hands of the workers themselves. O*ly through the
self oqganisation of the workers and through their
initiative can the resistance of the old Party-Stae
apparatus be overcome. Only in this way will the new
government be able to realise economic changes that
are favourable to the workers.

In accord with thesis no. 1 of the Solidarity
programme, adopted by the First Congress of Delegabs
in 1.981:

"We demand a self-managed and democratic
reform at every level of management and a new socio-
economic qystem, combining planning, self
management and the market...The social enterprise
should be the basic oryanisational unit in the economy.
It should be contrclled by the workers' council, as a
reprcsentative of the workforce. The Director should be
responsible for operational matbrs and he should be
appointed competitively by the council, which also has

the right to dismiss him...The neform should socialise
planning,"

The realisation of a reform understood in this way
requires social control over production by self-
management oryanisations of workery farmers and
artisans. These should be concentrated in self-
management chambers at regional and national level.
Such control nequires:

o Ensuring identical possibilities for the activity of
self-management oqganisations, trade unions and
other bodies representing workens in all sectors of
ownership, together with a unified legal system relating
to production, employmenf trade, working conditions
and wages.

o The transformation of working relations within
the enterprise in the dir''ection of liberating labou{,
especially through. restricQs the numbers of
supervisory staff and guaranteeing that they are subject
to election.

a The public availability of economic information.
Workers' iontul over tlie means and goals of
production is an indispensable stage on the road to
society enjoying full responsibility for the management
of the economy. This involves monitoring production,
co-operative links htween self managements and
Chambers of Self Management (with reports on the
state of enterprises and of the economy). This will
make possible a national democratic discussion on the
principles of central allocation of economic surpluses
and an ever wider satisfaction of the needs exprcssed
by society.

It wi[ not be possible to eliminab the application of
market mechanisms of distribution for as lor,g as
socio- economic development has not reached a
sufficient level to satisfy needs for particular products.
However in conditions of scarcity, decisions about the
application of free market mechanisms should be
subjected to the will of a society conscious of its needs.

4) The self-defence of workers from the effects of
the crisis. The painfulness of the present economic
crisis requires that the workers undertake self defence
activity:

t Workers' control over prices. The regional
structures of Solidarity in co-operation with, amongst
others, commissions of the union on trade and
services, must produce a weekly public accounting on
the rise in the cost of living. On this basis the
introduction of a weekly cost-of-living bonus should
be demanded. The govirnment shoddresolve to take
determined steps to arrest the rise in prices.

t Social contnol over the distribution of foodstuffs.
In accord with thesis rro. 7 of the programme of

Solidarity, adopted by the First National Congress of
Delegates in 198'J.., in conditions of inense scarrcity of
food-stuffs, the basic structures of Solidarity should:
'$et yp. a nafion-wide network of trade union
commissions on the market and food, co-ordinaEd
centrally and in co-operation with the oqganisations of
Rural Solidarity."

The Thdeusz Mazowiecki govemment should
recognise such commissions, regardless of who
controls the various stockpiles of consumer goods.
This should also refer to the stockpiles controlled by the
Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence.

o Giving a real value to work. Preceding
governments bega, the process of connecting prices on
the internal market to the level of world market prices.
The share of labour in the gross costs of prcduction has
been reduced to a minimum. The Mazowiecki
goverrunent, in agreement with Solidarity, should carry
out a radical reform of the wages system and first and
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foremost increase the prrrportion of labour costs in the
overall cost of production to the world average level.

o The right to work. In accord with thesis no. 9 of
the progranune of Sotidarity adopEd by the First
National Congress of DelegaEs in 1981: "We are for
the universal right to work and against
unernployment...At enEqprises anticipating pay-rcll
cuts factory commissions should examine the
possibilities of shifting employees within the enteqprise
in such a way as to enable them to get other jobs or to
work shorter shifts without loss of pay,"

Like the trade unions in WesErn Europe, we
demand the A5 hour workrng week.

o The renunciation of debts. As the premier rightly
pointed out in his speech to the Sejm: 'The economy is
in a deep staE of fomgn indebtedness.' hrty-nine
billion dollars were borrowed from 1W1, on and there
still remain thirty-nine billion to be paid back. Society
cannot be rcsponsible for debts incurred by the
wasteful measures of the nomenklatura governments.

o Full economic and political sovereignty. We
should reject the IMF conditions, which if fulfilled
would lead necessarily to a drastic reduction in living
standards in Poland as well as the subordination of
hlish economic policy to foreign capital. The military
and economic agreements resulting from hland's
membership of the Warsaw kct and the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance which restrict sovereignty
should also be subject to revision.

5) The Self Managing Republic. In accord with the
programme of Solidarity adopted by the First National
C-ongress of Delegates in 1981.: 'We want a real
socialisation of the
system of
management and
of the economy and
therefore we are
aiming at a Self-
Managing Poland."

O Free
elections to
constituent bodies.
The Basic Law
must be an
expression of the
conscious free will
of society. The new
goverrunent should
announce free
elections to a
I.egislative
Assembly. These
elections should be
free, equal, secret,
direct and
universal.
Particular attention
should be directed
to ensuring all
candidabs identical
material facilities
for conducting their campaigns.

a The question of government. The road to the
Self-Managng Republic requires the complete
liquidation of the nomenklatura authorities. Only a self
oqganised workers' movement is equal to this task.
This movement has been enriched by the experience of
martial law and trnderground activity, struggling to
ake power in the work-place and at regional and
national level

We are glad that for the first time in the history of the
Rople's Republic of lbland, w€ have a non communist
premier. The government created by him howeveg is
half made up of representatives of the parties which
has enjoyed power up tmtil now. These arc the parties
which have led us into economic catastrophe and have
caried out a policy aimed at maintaining conununism
in Poland. Some of the pathological elements
prevailing in our country can be discerned in this
situation.

Certainly many areas of burning injustice have
been improved, thanks to the suppo* of parliament,
especially as relabs to the democratisation of social and
economic life. This process has not however been
completed.

If however we analyse the prcgr€mune of the new
goverrunent, presented on the 12th of Sepbmbeq we
have to dismiss illusory hopes for further radical
ghange in the. political situation and in particular for
improvement in the economic situation.

The fundamental iarring note in a fine and
profoyndly humanist staEment !y f" premie4, which
promises soverelgnty for society, is the assurnption that
sovereignty is possible without freedom, or freedom
without independence.

The new government has been appointed, as in
former days, on the basis of raison d'etat. It maintains

all obligations
towards the Soviet
Union, the Warsaw
Pact and the &IEA.
Renegotiation of the
conditions of these
obligations is not
proposed.Lech
Walesa's statement
in Gazcta Wyborcza
on 9th September
that "the
coilununists can
help us...' and that
one should not
agitate for the
removal of the
Soviet army from
Poland or for
withdrawal from the
Warsaw Pact,
because in the near
future 'this problem
will be resolved by
the United StaEs
and the Soviet
Union themselves,"
provides further
clear evidence that

our political and econornic relations with the East will
not underyo change. It should be borne in mind that
aspirations and demands which ane not exPrcssed
publicly and officially do not exist in policy, even
though they ane the universal wish of the whole nation.
Premier Mazowiecki in his statement, observed that

'The grcat powers put forward a concePt of security
zones defined Bf THEM, which can practically be
identified as spheres of influence. A neasonable
treatment of this question must lead to the search for

,
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solutions, which on the one hand take into account the
interests of the great powers and on the other respect
the sovereignty of our state and its freedom to establish
frcely its INTERNAL relations." This is a new
formulation of the Brezhnev doctrine and guarantees
the loyal support of society for it.

We are pleased at the prcmise in Mazowiecki's
statement that political pluralism will be introduced
and that there will be co-operation with all parties and
social grcups reprcsented in parliament, pnrvided that
at the sarne time permission is given for extra-
parliamentary groups to be active and to oryanise
themselves. We are concerned however at the
reseryations expressed in the condition that this activity
must be informed by ' a feeling of nesponsibitty in the
face of the difficult issues which confrcnt us." Who is
to decide whether thu political convictions of an extra-
parliamentary Earty are 'responsible." The police ? the
Government ? Or public opinion and the support
society shows for their programmes ? We are also
disturbed by the statement that the government "will
create a legil framework" so that pofticat associations
"will be brought into existence in a natural manner""
This is a promise to introduce a law on political parties
and the principles governing their formation
something of a rarity in the legal practice of democratic
states. This law is to be formulated by a parliament
which has been elected by only partially demmratic
means. In this parliament the majority of seats belong
to the parties which governed formerly and whose
inteqprehtion of constitutional freedom of conscience
and of political pluralism has been taken out of our
hides. These are parties which are now dramatically
struggting for survival in goveffrment. All the
Ministries connected with such policy are in the hands
of the hitherto governing pa*ies. This must arouse
some concern as to how they will realise the principle
of political pluralism in practice. We are of the opinion
that the law on political parties should await the
occasion when deputies sit in parliament who have
been elected democratically and not fiom a plebiscite
between the conununists and Lech Walesa's Citizen's
Committee. What is really necessary now is a law on
publication of the finance, economic activity and the
principles for sponsorirg political parties. Clarification
of the sources of finance and their legal regulation as
regands the hitherto hegemonic parties, particularly the
Iblish United Workers' Party (P[JWP) could diminish
their gigantic economic capacity and corresponding
capacity for prcpaganda and equalise, a little, their
capacity for conducting political activity and that of the
akeady edsting and newly established extra
parliamentary parties. Today this is the basis of
political pluralisffi, practically the most important.

In our opinion legal changes relating to the
principles of economic and state administration, the
functioning of justice and of the institutions connecbd
to it, are not possible without the "massive change of
state functionaries" which the government "does not
intend to carry out."

The promise of "appointment of peffionnel on the
basis of ability" will not pnovoke alterations in the
behaviour of functionaries, their activation and
engagement in work, rt a guarantee is given that they
1vrI all remain in their posts. Each one is deeply
convinced that he is an "expert" or at least someone
who gets things done and that it would be difficult to
find anyone better.

At the same time, we cannot agr€e with the
assertion that tt in the armed forces and in the
departments of inbrnal affairs, conditions should be

created for the participation of all socio- political forces
in drawing up policy and evaluating the activity of
these oryans." In our opinion, the political opinions of
the employees of these 'o{gans" should be their private
aftatr, a matter for outside the work place. We will
demand a completely apolitical army, police force and
judiciary.The security of the citizeryy requires that
representatives of any kind of 'socio political forces"
should be excluded from influence on drawing up
policy for these institutions. A democratically elected
parliament should detrrmine this policy. The
goverrunent should cary/ it out and it should be
monitored by parliamentary commissions. These
oqgans must be the guardians of the constitution, the
law and the security of the staE and should not be
putting into effect the policy of any party.

Only then will the declaration in the premier's
statement that "no citizen will be discriminated against
or r€warded on the basis of his world view or political
convictions" become real. The assertion that 'the arrny
is the military wing of the Parly" will then lose its
meaning !

Changes in our Stalinist constitution are burnirgly
needed. However a new constitution should be
adoptrd by a parliament which has been elected in a
fully democratic rnanner. In such a parliament there
will be nepresentatives of all social and political
oqganisations that are active now or in the future.,
elected on the basis of competing programmes
supported by the voters. It appears that both
government and parliament should be awarc that their
functions arc the result of a compromise concluded
between the communists and the constructive
opposition in the Round lhble talks and that their
views on rnany questions cannot be agreed to by all, or
even the preponderant sncial gnrups. In the elections,
society expressed confidence in the pople chosen by
I-ech Walesa and distrust towards the previously
governing parties. This confidence cannot howevcr be
identified with the free conscious choice of economic
and political p*gmnune of the Solidarity Citizens'
CommitEe, or heated regardless as support for the
views of the Committee. Many votery who were no
actively cngaged in political life during martial law
(very often through no fault of their own) identified
(ar.d still identify) the political line of Walesa with the
line of Solidarity in 1981. Ma*y votes were cast for the
Self Managing Republic in these elections, for putting
the factories in the hands of the workers, for friendship
with the subject nations of the Soviet Union (not for
co-operation with its goverrunent and rnilitary).

If parliament does not want to forfeit the
confidence of society, it should work out right now a
new electoral code, which was promised at the Round
Table and wait a little for the creation of a constitutiory
until the forces in parliament bear a closer
correspondence to the real wishes of socieV, even if it
is made up only of parliamentary political parties. To

change a good new electoral code for a worse one
would be a political error in the eyes of the world, but
to change a new constitution, even of the wonst kind,
for a bethr one, will bee ... o little stupid.

In a word, not all of the political changes
announced arouse our full confidence. Amongst other
reasons this is because of the enonnous technical
capacities of the apparatus belonging to or recruiEd by
the PUWP or by its satellite parties. The new
goverrunent does not intend to alter this, owing to the
appointment to ministries of the parties governing up
undl now (PUWP-4and lustice to the United kasants'
krty). It has also declared fuU loyalty to the USS&
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I 
more so than other conununist countries. It can

ipractically be said that totalitarian Romania has a more
independent poliqy, or a C-zechoslovakia, resting on
perestnoik+ or Democratic Germany, without
mentioning Hungaqy ...

The changes in the economy howeveg really r4rill be
a turning point... But there will not be the expected
liberal line on taxation in relation to productive
enEqprises. Nor will the elimination of hxation on
above average increases in wages, which for years have
been the fundamental obstacle to prcduction.
According to Mazowiecki's speech, they will be
rigorously applied. The taxation policy will cause the
disintegration and break up of the still existing and
functioning state enterprises and will lead to the
compleE reprivatisation of the national economy.
Inflation is to be controlled by increasing prices, while
wages are to be frpzen (they are not even to be partially
index linked) and by further stifling of the mechanism
which r4rill make possible an increase in pnrduction and
supplies to the market. There is no suggestion as to
negotiating the suspension of rcpayment of the debt
(proposed by "the capitalist Sachs"), apart from the
enigmatic assertion that "We expect an understanding
on facilitating credits on the part of the foreign private
banks." However there are prcmises that there will be
unemployment and a 'momentary" worsening of the
standard of living for the whole of society (but will it be
for the whole of society ?).

Premier Maz,owiecki prcposes to the weakest that
they should fall below the hunger line and to those
who have gathered millions from not always morally
pure speculative productive activity, that they will be
able to neap further rewards fmm the ending of the
'administrative control of prices.'

The break-up of many enterprises, whose
production is needed for the market, will necessarily
create unemployment and poverty for many workers
and their families. Where does the goverrunent inEnd
to find the cash in the empty state coffens to fund the
employment agencies and social protection for the
unemployed, promised in the prcgranune ? Either
these promises will be carried out, increasing the
budget deficit, or the restriction of inflatio& which has
also been promised witl be effected.

A man can live without eating for about two weeks,
on bread and water at the most for a couple of months.
Will this be enough time for the Premier to restrict
inflation in this way ? Will the hungry have enough
patience and faith to get thnrugh this period ?

It should be taken into consideration that in today's
pathological political and economic conditionq there is
no way of defining which enteqpriscs ane profitablc
(socially useful), which have lost productive capacity
(this is not a matter of access to credit enterprises
with real productive capacities are forced into
bankruptcy because of the taxation on pay-rolls),
which arc operaEd rationally from a production point
of view and not relying on "indicators," faced by penal
taxation, to show a rise in production. First and
foremost the value of their fixed capital is unknolr/rr.
What is more there arre not even any uniform principles
for price fixing or assessing turn-over in all sectors.
How can they be liquidated and sold off on this basis ?

It has to be recognised that the basic principles of
the Premiey's speech have the conscious purposeful
goal of liquidating socialised industry $aryely state and
co-operative) in all sectorg and its sell off below its real
value to domestic and foreign buyers. But who in
hland has got "big money" fiom honest, dignified and
legal activity, which did not violate working rcgulations

? There is only one answer to that and it was carelessly
glven to us by the television on the 15th of September.
The 'underyround economy" and that part of
manufacturing which is connected with it, is very
pleased with the programmatic principles of the new
government. The private proprietons of currency
exchange businesses, to be legalised a couple of months
Iater; in the course of one day brought down the black
market price of the dollar by one thfud. And this with
their illegally acquired gains, which testify to
connections with the nomenklatura and the police !

The bank however responded quickly to this
situation and upped its rates of exchange. Indignant
rcpresentatives from the black market proEsEd on
Elevision against this practice and revealed that they
had discussed the matEr with someone from the
Ministry of finance (for 22 minutes and 45 seconds).
So we have arrived at a situation where the
undeqground economy pnesents its terms to the staE, a
state that is no longer supposed to be communist, but
'ours.' Who does the premier intend to sell off
national assets to ? If illegal activity pays so well, are all
those of us who worked and earned legally to regard
ourselves as idiob ? What prognosis for the future,
new legal order does this offer ?

The new government intends to build a new "pure"
economic sysbm on the foundations of the
pathological old one and employing its economically
destructive elements. This is not what we expcted
from premier Mazowiecki and his team ...

Market equilibrium is to be restored by increasing
prices to such a degree that they significantly restrict
consumption levels, or demand. The control of the
inflationary race htween wages and prices is proposed
through imposing a rigid block on wage increases,
whilst freeing prices. But the cost formulas for price
fixing are not to be elimina&d only the contnols
associated with them. With a goods-stanred market,
we may arrive at a situation where it is pnrfitable to
pnoduce one product and sell it to the highest bidder !

It can be assumed that the nenr government's
programme is dirccEd first and foremost towards
Western societies and govemments. It has to pnrvide
evidence for "the infuduction of democracy' and
political stability in relations with the USSR. (This is m
that Big Brother doesnt get upset, because then our
Western friends, as usual, will not help, but will be in
an impolitic situation, as at Yalta and Potsdam...). It
has b display too the transition to a capitalist economy.

This primitive impoverished capitalism will be
orcellcntly adapted for manipulation by the western
capihlist powers, with unemployment, the absence of
social sccurity, an cmpty markct ...

One supposes that the goal is the acquisition of
financial support from the West. However even if
Western governments and institutions decide to deliver
the greatest atnount of assistance they are considering
it will still be a drop in the ocean of our national
requirements.

From the USA - 200 million, from WesErn Europe
2W, from the IMF (eventually, if we fuifil their

conditions and significantly rrduce constunption)
another 200. lf we multiply this with optimism two
fold, we have one billion , to hundred thousand
dollars. Round this up to two billion and we have about
4o/o of our debts to the western banks ! A srgnificant
part of this has to be in the form of o food aid." So we
will find in the shops cheese, meat (perhaps sugar ?) at
prices pnrbably approximating Western ones, calculated
to "stabilise" the black market rate for the dollar. The
hourly rate for a worker in West Germany is about 19
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I dollars, in Finland 18, in the US A 14. br us at the most
it is 0.2 of a dollar. Sq using the rate obligatory for
society (though not for institutions) at black market
prices, a Polish worker earns 95 times less than a West
German one, 90 times less than a Finn, 70 times less
than an American. Who will eat this 'food aid" if the
government does not make up the difference between
the exchange rate and the buying power of consumers ?

If this means lower priceg this will reduce the value of
the 'food aid." So perhaps something of the order of
2o/o of our debt will trickle through onto our table.

So what about this poor fefow , c"p in hand, who
needs a {1,0(D and gets 5p from one neighboug 5p
from another and mayh as much as 10p from a third ?

FIe can be assured of good advice. His neighbours will
trade with him, grve him preferential tneatment and
advise him on how to work well. Someone who tried
to imprcve his lot and escape from poverly this way, we
would all describe as a senseless idiot.. So we cannot
hope to get out of the crisis by relying entirely on
foreign finance. This is the more the case when this
help is conditional on a laqge part of it beirg used for
the development of private entrrprise. Who has the
best chanie of using this kind of help ? the
nomenklatura and the legalised 'underyround
economy," So all the honest idiots can regret that for
the last nine years th"y have not been stealing from this
shabby communist state and that they have even been
so naive as to occupy themselves with underyround
union or political activity.

So what dangers flow from economic policy
proposed by the Solidarity premier - not just for the
government but for the whole of society ?

The PLJWR being extremely fair to us, doesrt't voice
any reseryations: Yes, please ! Go ahead ! Do it ! It is
however positioning itseU excellently in the social
situation and with regand to economic possibilities.
The fact that they began the Round Table lblks literally
at the last minute testifies to this. The beginning of the
"free market" in agriculture and the pncrcess of
reprivatisation indicates the salne, to the degrcc that it
would be extremely difficult to turn back from these
decisions. The whole guilt for the liberal economic
prograrnme and its social consequences will thus be
borne by Solidatity, broadly defined. In this way it is
preparing to regain its "leading nrle," not with the help
of constitutional clauses, but through the economic
endowment of the nomenklatura with prcperly and
through gaining social support for its new social
democratic programme. With this in mind, the Party

leadership's conciliatory attitude anticipaEs the
transformation of the Parly at its )flth Congress into a
Social Democratic Party, with a new programme,
statuEs and name, but with the same apparatus, assets
and sovietised rank and file. No-one will be able to
hold this new style PUWP responsible for the forty
years of the People's nepublic, nor for its role in the
construction of the progranune of the present
government. No-one will want to nemember that this
is "the sarne Parly, but not the sarne" if stands 'in
defence" of the workers threatened with poverty. Once
again people frcm the s6une cirtles will stand at its
head. Its huge maErial apparatus and propaganda
machine will stifle any attempt by the already existing
and active socialist parties to negate the credibility of its
programme and prcposals. The PSB standing for
democracy and independence, will not manage to
oppose it, with only out dated technical capacities.

The implementation of the progranune of the
Thdeusz Mazowiecki government may be the direct
cause of the return to power of the members and
activists of the present PLIWB which will achieve its old
aims, but with different tactics and under a netv ntune.
\We already know the working name of this new/old
krty - The Eighth of |uly Movement.

One may suppose that the final form of premier
Mazowiecki's speech was shaped by many pressures
and that its implementation will diffur somewhat fiom
its declared form, though still based on the sarne
elements. But this does not arouse in us much hopc.

It is necessary to alert the Independent Trade
Unions, as well as (!) Solidarity. What is required fmm
us is loyalty to the ideals of Solidarity in 1980-81,
calling for the soveneignty of society, workers' self
management, social justice, endowing the workers with
ownership, for the Self Managing Republic and for
respect for the drgnity of every nran. Thanks to eight
years of unrcmitting underyrcund struggle for these
ideals, the PUWP and the 'constructive' opposition
have produced an agreement making possible the entry
to parliament and government of nominated activists
fmm the kch Walesa group. Now we must demand
frcm them the implementation of a socio economic
programme which will represent a continuation of
these ideals they once accepted and not their
contradiction; striking at the pnrductive capacities of
the enterprises, intnoducing poverty and
unemployment and producing the liquidation of the
sovereignty of the workers.
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Letter from
Poland

Dear comrfrdes,

The Suprwne Council of the Polish Socialist
Party - Durncratic Rwolution sends its oery
Toarm thanlcs fo, the cauerage you haae giaert
to our Wft in the pagel o! Votlr iournal. We

are aery interested in getting the truth about
our pfrW across to as mnrry people in the
Westernlabour mwement as pffisfule. This is
particularly utgent todny, when both the
authoitia and theWalesa fraction of
Solidarnosc are attempting to impose an iron
curtain of silerrce around the real ideas and
articles of those of us in the Polish oryosition
who reject the antidernocratic and anti-
working class deal struck at the " round table'.

ln utr cnse, while welcoming the
legalisation of Solidarnosc, T,t)e refuse to be

boundby the rutnd table decisiora curtail@
its internal democrfrcy and restricting the
right to stike, and we utterly reject the idea of
"healing" the Polish economy through lower

W, longerhwrc andpriaatisation. We
therefore called for a boycott of the recent
elections. These T,pere not only saoagely
antidunocratic, but also, and most
importantly, held ns a plebiscite on the round
table agreement. As such, they prirmfly
serued to legitimise the PZPR's ffirts to effect
a recomposition of the rultng elites in our
country.

The PPS-RD refused to be part of these
efforts. As a result, a number of leading
members of the Walesa current are at presmt
conducting a slander campaign agairat our
party. ln this contsct, upe greatly awreciate
the refreshingly truthful cwerage your
imnwl has giaut us.

Ian Sylwystrauticz

fo, PPS-RD Suprune Council
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Civil Whr
otn
Yugoslavi{?
As ute go to prus, the firet shmt trial of a rrujor plitical figrrrc since that of Milown Dillas
thirty-odd yen$ ago is about to oW in Yugoslaaia. Drfuen W its dreire to ciminalise the
Albanian aspdmtion for rutiorul equality in Yugoslaoia, but unable to pttt a whole pple on
tinl, the Sefuian bureaucracy - with Fedcral coraent - is iratead charying Azetn Was|
together wdth seoeml l$sozn workerc and managerc, with cutnterrcoolution.

by MICHELE LEEI f condemned, they could face a firing squad. Anything
short of their unconditional release will stnengthen
Endencies towards the country's disintegration.

End of the Postw:rr Consensus
For about forly years after the Second World Wa{, the
potitical consensus in Yugoslavia in regard to the
national question was broadly speaking Leninist. It
was understood that the state created in 1918 had not
been the pnrduct of a bouqgeois rcvolution and that the
Yugoslav bouryeoisie had been incapable of
establishing a parliamentary democracy. The reason for
this was sought mainly, though not exclusively, in its
inability to solve the national question. The pre-war
state had ben built on national opprcssion and could
not be maintained without it. Consequently, the
revolution that took place in Dn-S was seen as a
fusion of socialist and national-democratic
prograrnmes. The new state was oqganized on a federal
basis, with republics acting as the national states of
individual South Slav nations, while two autonomous
provinces were established to take care of national
minorities. This amangement was the nec€ssary basis
for the industrialisation of an essentiaUy peasant
society and for inaugurating a socialist democratic
order.

Whereas the pre-war state never knew a moment
of national p€oc€, the post-war federation, and the
socialist premise of the new orde4 stabilized national
relations to such an extent that the revolutionary
character of the Communists' solution could before
long be eased out of the collective memory. The
existence of the republics and prcvinces c.une to be
seen as hatural' and bbvious'. Today, a new right has
emeryed in Yugoslavia which, because of its
commihent to restore capitalism, finds it necessaqy to
uncouple the national question from its socialist
content. These critics of Yugoslav socialism a{gue that
the above solution of the national question in
Yugoslavia could have been reached through a hatural'
evolution of the bouqgeois order. It neither required in
the past, nor implies ir, principle, any commitment to
smialism. Whereas before the war a progressive
evolution was suspended by the economic and political
convulsions in Europe, today it could be safcguarded
by Yugoslavia joining the European Community.

The imagirred benefits of such membership depend
to a luqge extent on the ideologues' national location.
They all hope that the West, by means of direct

economic aid or investrnent, would help to quell
potential working-class rcsistance to capiAlist
resbration. But whereas the non-Serbs hope that
Western love of democracy will prevent a takeover of
the Rderation by SerbiA their Serbian counterparts are
convinced that the West will place its bets on the laryest
natio& since only Serbia's hegemony in Yugoslavia can
guaranEe the strrong state necessary to keep the
workens down.

At the same time, the nationality policy of the I.,Cf
is in total disarray, which is n6t'surprising since
national equality in Yugoslavia has always depended
on the success of the socialist project. These days,
howeve4, party officials themselves ane declaring that
the project has always been a 'utopiart' one. The
political infrastructure of the country has over the past
two years undeqgone a vast transformation, which,
howeveq, remains hidden fnom the untutored eye, since
the outward appearances of the past architecture have
been kept in place. |ust as the Slav newcomens to
Dalmatia used the masonry of Emperor Diocletian's
palace to build their own houses, adapting the temple
of fupiEr to the new Christian rites, so today also the
stnrctures and symbols of socialism are used for wholly
different puqposes. A formal, that is legislate4 return
to a full market economy has not stopped vibrant
speeches about the central nole of the working class;
although federalism has gone out of the window
federal party and state oqgans arc still in place; party
and state functionaries swear by national equality while
openly subverting ig autonomous provinces exist on
papes but function as mere departments of a
centralised Serbian state. The survival of these
outward shells testifies to the tenacity of the pasg but
today they serye to uphold an increasitgly uneven and
contradictory political development which bodes ill for
the country/'s future.

In fune 1989 labour Focns talked to two members of
the newly established Association for a Yugoslav
Democratic Initiative. The Ext below incoqpomtes
substantial parts of that convensation. Pavlusko
Imsirovig a Serb socialist living in Belgrade, was a
student leader in 19ffi, and was subsequently
sentenced to two years in prison. In 1982, he was
imprisoned once agarn, this time for two months, for
oryanizing a demonstration against martial law in
hland. In 1985, he was chaqged together with five
other klgrade intellectuals, for tounterrcvolutionary
activity'. Labour Focus took an active part in the
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ultimately successful international campaign for the
release of the Belgrade Six. Strkelzen Maliqi, an
Albanian socialist frcm Prishtina, was with Imsinovic in
the 19ffi student occupation of the University of
Belgrade (then renamed Karl Marx Red University).
In recent years, more through force of circtrmstances
than frcm any particular ambition, he has become a
prominent spokesman for the Albanian coilununity in
Yugoslavia. As a result, he finds himseU today on the
political blacklist and could easily end up behind the
bars.

Pandora's box
Thc Pandora's box of the national question in
Yugoslavia was opened n 1997 by Slobodan Milosevic,
then party head of Serbia and today its state president.
He was the first b break with the previous rule that
political differcnces must be solved through official
channels, i.e. on the basis of an inter'bureaucratic
consensus. MloseviCs plan to change the country's
internal balance of power in favour of Serbia led to the
abolition, first de facto and then de jure, of the
constitutional arrangement that granbd Yugoslavia's
substantial national minorities equal status with the
dominant South Slav nations. From now on it will be
the Serb majority, vested in the kople's Assembly of
the Socialist Republic of Serbia, that will decide the
exact measure of national rights to be enjoyed by
Albanians, Magyars, and others.
This is how Favlusko Imsirovic resumes MiloseviCs
grand design. At the famous 8th plenum of the Serbian
party's central committee, held in November 1997,
party leader Slobodan Milosevic's militant line won
against the more moderate one of republican president
Ivan Stambolic. Milosevic summed up his strategic
aims in the slogan that Serbia should be constitutrd
like all other republics a position which would
logically entail that the provinces be separated from
Serbia and constituted as independent Rderal trnits,
but which he inteqpreted in the exactly opposite sense
of compleE centralisation. The winning faction was
pressing for a homogenisation and consolidation of the
apparatrs, on the territory of the republic as a whole.
The idea was to gain contnol over the provinces, but to
keep their separate representation in the ftderatiory
gaining in that way thnee automatic votes out of eight at
the kderal level. And if Serbia could also win control
over Montenegro and bend Macedonia to its will, it
would then be in a position to suspend consensual
decision-making at the Rderal level. This would
allow the Serbian bureaucracy to re-make the
Rderation that is, the apparatus of pwer at the
Rderal level - according to its needs and desires.' The
mainEnance of appearances was thus ftrnctional to the
changing of reality.
Serbia's unification was ensu-ned in April 1989, when
dozens of men, women and children were killed by
the kderal police sent into Kosovo to end Albanian
national resistance to the removal of the Province's
autonomy. The unification was achieved, in fact,
thrcugh a small-scale civil wa\ which could be kept
small because the Rderation had officially sanctioned
the change. Milosevic achieved &deral compliance by
mass mobilization on a nationalist basis. Imsir,ovic
describes how this was done. 'hr two years mass
rallies have been instigaEd, and usually oqganized, by
the Serbian parry and state appantus. They were
weU-oryanized and financed. The participants wete
grven free transport, technical services and even
money. Those who appeared as direct oryanizers - i.e.
the members of the Committee for ProEst Rallies fiom

I(osovo Polje - were all party members. Some of them
are retired high functionaries of the police, pushed into
the background and pensioned off after the fall of
Rankovic. These ex-policemen have apparently
become an exceptional pool of cadres for Milosevic.'
The provinces wene stripped of their reality by an
effective coup d'etat staged W the Rderal apparatus
against the hderatiory which thereby turned into its
opposite, a non-federation, in accordance with the
same logi. that made provinces non-provinces.
According to Imsinrvic, 'the decision made at the
Rderal level for an armed intervention in Kosovo,
which took place with the declaration of a state of
eme€ency last April, was the apparatus's answer to
the general strike in Kosovo. With this general strike
led by Kosovo miners, the most combative layer of the
Albanian working class, this nation tried to defend the
modicum of autonomy which it had enjoyed until then.
And with this application of milita{y and police force

against the general strike in l(osovo, we saw something
truly paradoxical. Namely, the armed forces of the
state were used against people demonstrating in
defence of the existing constitutiory the existing staE
order. In other words, the staE brcke up
demonstrations in defence of the existing, valid
constitution. It thus brought down a constitution
which inhibited its plans, 'by using state violence
against it.'

Collapse of the Federal Cenhe
The ftderal blessing for the violent suspension of the
existing constitution was due partly to bureaucratic
miscalculation and partly to fear; induced by the
Serbian leadership's readiness to resort to
civil war, It is worth examining in some
detail the prcrcess by which reality was
turned into appearance, if we are to Sasp
the dangcr which the crisis of the
burcaucratic order poses today for
Yugoslavia's internal peace and stability.
Maliqi describes how the deal between
the Serbian and l(osovar bureaucracies
was bungled. 'In 1997, the provincial
leaderships in Vojvodina and Kosovo
found themselves in a dilemma over
which current within the Serbian party
they should support, particularly as there F

was no obvious difference between the
two in regard to the push for Serbia's
unification. Th"y feared Stambolic more
than Milosevic, since they considered
him a more capable and competrnt politician.
Milosevic was .u:t unknown individual widely
perceived as a simple careerist. The Stambolic-
Milosevic split was seen basically as a battle for power
within Serbia proper. Milosevic also let it be known
that he was ready to reach a compromise with the
provinces and the Federation. Howeveu in the course
of the sununer of 19W, when the Serb nationalist
movement in l(osovo and Serbia became more radical
and Milosevic threw his weight behind it, Azem Vllasi,
the head of the l(osovo pafiy, started to move closer to
Stambolic. Although at the 8th plenum of the Serbian
CC he did not speak publicly and the Kosovo
rcprcsentatives abstained from voting, Vtlasi did sPqak
at- the closed session in defence of Pavlovic and his
view that Serb nationalism was becoming dangerous at
the closed session. The trouble was that even at this
time the t(osovo leadership did not take the differences
between Stambolic and Milosevic very seriously. They
supported the positions of Sambolic and Pavlovic, but

,1,

$lovene party
leader Kucan
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did lglhing to save them, because they thought they
would be able to handle Milosevic mor€ easily than
Stambolici
The brutal pu{ge of Stambolic and his supporters
following this plenum provoked considerable
consbrnation among reform-minded members of the
kderal CC, the one body with the authority to
intenrene in the affairs of the Serbian party. But,
according to Maliqi, 'it actually seems to hive lrcen the
provincia! leadershipr who blmked an attcmpt in thc
ftderal CC to investigate the manner in which the
Stambolic forces had been routed in Serbia. The
Slovene party leadership raised this question, but the
provinces - who at that time still believed in their deal
with Milosevic said that this was unnecessary. At
this point in time the official procedunes for changing
the Serbian constitution had just begrm and it seemed
that concessions were going to be made to the
provinces. It was believed that a behind-the-scenes
compp-mise.would be stuck to, whereby the Republic
would be more closely involved in provincial politics,
but the provinces would retain the lion's share of their
autonomy. This was their big mistake.'
The Serbian leaders kept up the momentum. At the
end of october 1988, the Vojvodina leadership was
overthrown by a Bclgradc-inspircd mobilization of
ethnic Serbs and Montenegrins living there. This was
done in order to put pressure on the kderal ptrty,
which \ /as due to meet that month. Maliqi igain:
'Soon after the fall of the Vojvodina leadership-the-rzth
session of the CC LCY took placg at which the frderal
party and state leaderships lined up behind Serbia.

The nationalist movement in Serbia had by then grown
so stnong that it was impossible for the Rderal leaders
to influence it by recourse to their party authority.
They therefone sanctioned Serbia's proposea
constitutional changes. Although they were awire of
the possibility of mass resistanc€ in l(osovo, they were
much more frightened by what was already happening
in Serbia. They gave their agreement undbr the
influence of the Serbian mass movement, which
involved hundreds of thousands of people. I(osovo,
after all, is far weaker and easier to contnol. Serbs are
more numenous and their distribution across
Yugoslavia means that the country could not withstand
a mass Serb revolt. The l(osovo Albanians, on the
other hand, Iive in a province whose powers ane
limiEd, and which can put forward its demands only
at the kderal level. The Serbian leadership
immediately demanded Vllasi's political eliminatiory
because he was seen as a dangercus individual, as
ggmebody who now symbolized l(osovo autonomy.
There was no longer any place for Vllasi on the CC
LCY and he was soon forced to nesign.'

-By -*r9rti"g to mass mobilization, the Serbian party
leadership got its way, *ipir.g out in the prccess thi:
renrnants of the authority of the &deral pafty, which
had provided the political backbone of the Yugoslav
state since 1945. The CC of the I-eague of Communists
made one last attempt to act as an all-Yugoslav
authority. In Maliqi's words: After the session, the
kderal party leadership got in touch with the Kosovo
leadership and the head of the Rderal puty, Stip"
Suvar (a cadre from Croatia), arranged for a common
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meeting of the Provincial and kderal central
comrnittees. Suvar thought that the kderation should
have the final say. This was the Croatian idea that
the ftderation not Serbia should decide what should
happen in Kosovo. Suvar's plan was that some of the
Kosovo leaders should resign in return for kderal
intercession, but the l(osovo leadership nefused to
comply'
What v\rere the reasons behind this apparcntly suicidal
inhansigence on the part of the Pnrvincial leadership?
The plain truth is that they did not trust the head of the
kderal party. Suvar had gained his leadirg position
with Serbia's support and the Rderal party under his
direction had sanctioned the illegal overthrow of the
lbjvodina leadership. What is more, ht its 17th session
the CC had direcEd a public warning to the Kosovo
party - an unpr€cedented act - criticizing it for having
conducEd a wrong poticy in Kosovo. The Albanian
leadership was offered no concreE alErnative by the
&deral leadership. The meeting of the ftderal and
Provincial leaderships was in any case aborted, since
Milosevic refused to come. He refused to accept
ftderal involvement, taking the position that Kosovo
was an internal Serbian affair. The ftderal CC's open
condemnation of its Kosovo members strengthened
Serbia's hand, giving it the opporhrnity to insist on
what amounted to a total purye of the Kosovo party.
Serbia demanded the resignations of Vllasi, the new
provincial party chief Kacusha lashari, and some
othenr. In fact, they sought as many resignations as
possible.' The last vestige of the Fbderal party's
authority collapsed finally when, a few months later
and against its express wil, the Montenegrin
leadership was overthrown with Sertia's support by a
younger generation of functionaries. The new
MonEnegrin leadership has pinned its hopes on
becoming a junior partner to the Serbian big brcther'
in MiloseviCs New Order. Since the MonEnegrin
economy is in a staE of total collapse and the new
leaderehip has few ideas what rcmedy to apply, its plan
is to inbgrate Montenegro's economy with Serbia's. On
hdcral issucs, alsq Montcnegro has lost its prcvious
independence. Thus by the begrr.i"g of 1989 Serbia
had acquired contnol of four votes in the kderation.
What is motre, the parly pu{ges which followed in
tvbjvodina, Kosovo and Montenegro changed the
composition of the ftderal CC in Serbia's favou{,
chokingof{ ull possibility of an effective challenge being
mounted from within the Rderal party. The ftderal
party ceased to exist in anything but narne. The
outward shell was there, but the substance had gone.
This success could only embolden the Serbian
bureaucracy to further action. Although it contnolled
only four out of eight votes, it felt confident that on
certain issues it could also count on Macedonia.
The Flight to Nationalism
This tectonic shift within Yugoslav politics encouraged
the local bureaucracies to embed themselves even
deeper into their national constituencies and in general
fanned nationalism thnrughout the country. In |une
1989 Macedonia followed in the footsEps of Serbia by
voting to remove fnom its constitution any mention of
its Albanian and Turkish minorities. Such a
Macedonia is ready to support fully Serbia's policy with
regand to the provinces and also with regar'd to internal
democratisation, against Croatia and Slovenia, since
these latter two republics have been highly critical of
certain aspects of Macedonian inErnal policy. The
sorry state of Macedonia's economy, howeve4, is likely
to result in the replacement of the current leadership by
a younger and more impatient generation, coming from

the youth oryanization. (A challenge frcm the party
oryanization within the minisby of the interior was
defeated only last September.) The Macedonian Young
Turks have as few ideas as their elders about how to
achieve the miracle of an economic turnabou[ but th"y
see the nemoval of the currcnt office holders as a
necessary prccondition. What is mote, the
Macedonians harbour bitter experience of pre-war
atEmpts to turn them into Serbs, and the new leaders
are likely to be far less supportive of Milosevic than the
current ones.
Slovenia has responded to this danger 'from the East'
by increasing as much as possible the distance between
itself and the Rderation. Throughout 1988 Serbia,
aided by conseruative forces within the Rderal
leadership, invested considerable ene{gy in an athmpt
to discredit and ultimately unseat the liberal Slovene
leadcrship. Its strategy, pivoted on encouragng a
conflict between Slovenia and the Army, culminated in
the trial of the Ljubljana hur; this, however; backffued,
since the trial provided the occasion for the Slovene
people as a whole to rally behind the Republican
leaderrship in defence of Slovene sovereigntlr. This
national mobili-ation set off the prccess which, in
September 1989, led the Slovene Assembly to adopt a
constitution affirming the Republic's right to secession
and establishing the local state as fully soveneign. The
new constitution explicitly denies the right of the
ftderation to impose a state of emeqgenry without the
approval of the local Assembly. At Serbia's insisEnce,
this move was condemned by the Rderal PresidenqF as
'unconstitutional' and 'separatist'. The tbderal
bureaucracy also voiced its concern at the more liberal
provisions in the Slovene constitution for individual
citizen's rights, at the removal from it of the leading role
of the pafiy, and at the acceptance in principle that
Slovenia's small but nurnerous political parties and
groupings would be allowed to contest the forthcoming
elections (spring 1990). Its gradual but constant
broadcning of internal democracy and its resolute stand
on the question of national sovereignty have given the
Slovcnc party a mass support without which it would
not be able to stand ,p to Rderal intrrference.
Understandable as the Slovene move may be, it
remains wholly within the logic of the fragmentation of
the Yugoslav federation. The Slovene leadership has
aqgued that Serbia's criticism is wholly unwarraned,
since Slovenia had not interfered in Serbiat own
constitutional labours. Defunding the slogan of All
power to the republics!', in the spring of 1989 the
Slovene party leadens invited, their Serbian
counterparts to discuss points of difference. This
initiative failed, since Belgrade i*pored conditions so
stiff that they would have amounted to Slovene
surrender, What was demanded was full support for
Serbia's policy in Kosovo. And although the Slovene
leadenship had already in effect provided a great deal of
support by voting in favour of a host of kderal party
and state measur€s (including the intnoduction of the
state of erneryency into Kosovo without which Serbia's
trnification would not have been possible), it could not
pubticly agree to this demand. hr l(osovo was by now
no longe$ so to speak, a foreign-policy issue, but had
become a crucial dimension of Slovenia's internal
politics. When, in March 1989, troops were sent to
Kosovo in response to the Trepca miners's strike, the
Slovene qrrty was moved (under Pressurc from its own
miners among others) to srgn the so-called Ljubljana
Declaration, together with all othe+ official and
oppositional, political oryanizations in Slovenia,
prrotesting against the state of emeryency in the narne
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of national equality. It was repudiation of this act that
Belgrade was demanding, knowing fuU well that the
Slovene party could not comply without isolating itself
fnrm its popular base.
Mass mobilisations in Kosovo and Slovenia pnrved to
be an effective instrument for narrcwing the-space for
bureaucratic manoeuvre and thus limiting the damage
caused by bu-reaucratic Realpolitik. It is obvious,
nevertheless, that the same pfi)cess which led to the
loss of l(osovo's autonomy has resulted in an enhanced
autonomy of Slovenia. How is this to be explained?
One part of the explanation lies in a tacit agrcement by
the republican leaderships, reached at the end of last
yeff, to uncouple the question of the status of
Yugoslavia's national minorities (in effect, the
provinces) from that of the South Slav nations (i.e. the
republics). This measure was justified on the grounds
that Serbia should have control over its own Republican
state machine in the same measurc as such conhol was
exercised by Slovenia, Macedonia, Cnoatia, etc. But the
idea that strong national republics would guarantee
national equality has, in reality, turned into ib
opposite. B.y conceding Serbia's $ght !o swallow the
provinces, the republican leadershipr have dealt the
ftderation what may prcve to be the terminal blow.
The weakening of kderal authority has turn increased
national insecurity.
hday all Yugoslavia's nationalities, Slav and non-Slav
alike have grcwn more insecurc and civil war has
become more likely rather than less. Slovenia's erection
of constitutional barriers may prevent Rderal (i.e.
Serbian) interferenc€, but is no substitute for a positive
programme for the Republic's role in the Fed-eration.
The Montenegrin nationality feels itself tioday in acuE
danger from Serbianisation (the rccent grotrsque
spctacle irwolving the return of the bones of
Montenegrc's last kirg and queen for reburial in 'the
homeland'urill not assuage it!). The same can be said
for the Macedonian. At the sarne time, nationalist
mobilization in Serbia has exposed Serbs living in other
republics (not to speak of t(osovo!) to national
revanchist reactions from the locally prcponderant
nations.
Bosnia-Herzegovina the land that plays the
ungrateful rcle of a buffer zone between Croatia and
Serbia - has been in a state of turmoil for the last three
years. This republic, with its mixed population (40o/o

Moslem, %o/o Serb, VLo/o Cruat), was immobilised by
the great Agrokomerr' scandal of 19t7, partly instigated
fmm Belgrade, which in the space of a few months
removed its long"standing leadership without replacing
it by any durable new combination. The stability of this
republic has rested traditionally on its strict Yugoslav'
orientation, which today - in the massive rcstructuring
of the inter-national balance of power - is ceasing to
provide a firm foundation. In an attempt to alter its
neutral stance, Belgrade has beirg encouraging Serb-
inhabited communes to reject the authority of Sarajevo
and proclaim their loyalty to Serbia. There are signs
that Belgrade is also planning a campaign to rcvive
memories of the ancient Christian-Moslem conflict, in
which the struggle against an alleged Moslem
fundamentalism- supposedly at work in Bosnia would
play a central role. Bosnia-Herzegovina, howeves will
not bend so easily: the departure of the old leadership
has opened the door to a crop of younger and better
educated politicians, many of them of Moslem origin,
who are determined to maintain the national status quo
in Bosnia and Yugoslavia. Mor,eoveq, if republican
politics were to split along national-religious lines, it is
likely that the traditional coalition of Moslems and

Catholic Croats would again spring into beirg, isolating
the Orthodox Serbs.
This is why the Serbian leadership is now turning its
attention to Croatia, the republic which has always held
the balance of power in Yugoslavia. The taqget is its
supposed soft underbelly, the Serb population of
Croatia (11o/o of the Republican total), which as in
Bosnia-Herzegovina is beirg pushed into the
unhappy role of champions of the New Order. This
role Croatian Serbs seem not at all keen to assume,
since they are well inbgrated into the Republic's
political and economic li[e. The attack trom thc East'
on Croatia has been two-pronged: in addition to
raising the Serb question in Crcatia, the validity of
C-roatia's borders both inErnal and with regard to
Italy - are cumently being contested by reference to the
london Treaty of 1915! Croatia's lacklustne and divided
leadership, constituted after the great 1y72 puqge of the
Croatian parly on the grounds of nationalisffi, has
shown itself neither able nor wilting to play the
national and democratic card on the Slovene modcl. It
has tried to avoid taking sides, preferring instead to
speak of a Yugoslav qynthesis'. Serbia's recent
offensive in Croatia, howeve4 has raised the national
Emperature. More out of fear than desire, Cnrat
politicians appear increasir,gly ready to fight the
mounting menace to the Republic's national
sovercignty and Erritorial integrity" An inner-party
struggle has been unleashed whose outcome will
determine also just how fast Cnrat nationalism will
grow in the forthcoming period. The signs of its rcvival
are already there, so that Serbs in Croatia might all too
easily become an embattled nationality in turn.

Kosovo as the Weakest Link
Once Rderal support was withdrawn, Albanian
national and demmratic rrghts could be curtailed. Yet
the withdrawal of this support need not have provoked
quite such an outcome in Kosovo - nothing like that
happened, after 8[, in Slovenia had not another
factor come into play: namely, Kosovo's great poverty.
In this rcspect, Kosovo occupies a unique place in the
ftderation. Nowhere else are the economy, the
administration and the welfare state so heavily
subsidi?Ed by the kderation. This relation of
dependence has limited standing of the Kosovo
bureaucracy in the eyes of the Albanian masses, and
blmked prcgress towards the modicum of democracy
achieved elsewhere in Yugoslavia. The local
bureaucfrW, in its efforts to safeguard Albanian
national rights in Yugoslavia, has been reduced to
playing on differences between the republics, or on
tensions between the kderal party and its Serbian
wing. ]ealous of its privileges, within Kosovo itseU it
imposed strict limits on all autonomous thought and
action. Orly when it nealized, in late 1988, that Serbia
had succ€ecied in removing its Federal protection, did
the Albanian bureaucraqy turn for support to the
pople which it claimed to represent. But Vllasi's
hurried attempts to fill the local party-state with his
own people had hardly got off the ground before the
kderal army and police moved in.
By this time the Albanian population, under working-
class leadership was already on the move. The local
bureaucrary responded by opening the mass media,
but this gesture was too little and too latr. This is how
Maliqi explains what happened: 'The mobilization of
the Albanian masses started before the 17th session of
the ftderal CC. It coincided with the public debate
about the constitution. The debate in Kosovo started
on 10 October 1988 in fact very late [i.e. after it
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became clear that Belgrade would not respect the deal
it had madeJ. The public was prcsented with drafts of
the proposed &deral, Republican and Provincial
constitutional amendments. It was then that the
Albanian people spoke up. It became clear that the
Albanian nation was against the constitutional changes
prcposed by Serbia. By this time the government in
\,bjvodina had alrready fallen and there was this Errific
pressure coming from Serbia. This brcke the
psychological barrier of silence. kople up to then had
said little, but now a space appeared. The media were
now quite open (which does not mean that one could
say whatever one wished), because Vllasi and |ashari
realized that this was their only line of defence. Two
seb of constitutional amendments $rene debaEd: one
prcposed by Serbia and one by Kosovo. (Vojvodina too
had had amendments which wene practically identical
to the Kosovo ones, but after the fall of its government
it renounced this earlier stance). The two sets differed
on issues relating to the key institutions of the state
such as the judiciary the police, territorial defence,
international relations and planning. The Serbian
party had criticized its l(osovo counteqpart for not
declaring itself in favour of the Serbian constitutional
amendments, which it said the l(osovo party should
have done in accordance with democratic centralism.
Vllasi's [newJ position uras that this was a matter for
the people and not for the parly. He insisEd on
observing the constitutional rule that changes in the
constitution are decided by the will of the citizens. The
debate in Kosovo was public. It was oqganized at the
level of the conununes by the competent body, the
Socialist Alliance. Each socio-political oryanization,
each professional oqganization (such as the Association
of Writers, or of Philosophers, etc.), had also to take a
position. In other words, the correct constitutional
procedure was honoured. And the Socialist Alliance
had to rcport that practically every conunune was
against the constitutional changes demanded by
Serbia. The people gave its support to the Provincial
amendments. Serbia at this point instigatrd a terrific
pressurc for the leading Kosovo reprcsentatives to
resign. This provoked tnemendous resistance in the
Provincial party commitEe, so that its meeting - which
was to decide on the purges - was postponed several
times. Some people resigned in advance.'
What emerye$ from this account is that the political
institutions pnovided by the existing constitution werc
perfectly able to express the ppular will. The Serbian
leadership's challenge to the constitutional procedur€
on the grounds of 'democratic centralism' - the Kosovo
party being an inEgral part of the Serbian LC - was a
wholly grnical e>ercise, since the Serbian party is itself
an integral part of the all-Yugoslav pafty, which up
that point had not supported Serbia's amendments.
HoweveD as we have seen from the above account of
the 17th session of the CC, the kderal parly leaderehip
had no stomach to defend the existing constitution.
The time for bureaucratic manoeuvres was up, but
manoeuvring was all that this leadership was capable
of. Yet the fbderal leadership includes Slovene,
Croatian and Bosnian representatives, i.e.
reprcsentatives from the three Yugoslav republics
which do not apprcve anti-Albanian politics. How is
one to explain their going along with the Serbian
constitutional changes? An answer that relies solely on
the fear induced by Serbia's mass mobilization is by no
means sufficient. An explanation must be sought also
in the economic domain: to endorse Albanian mass
resistance would have involved taking responsibility
for l(osovo's economic prcblems. Slovenia and Cnoatia

were not willing to do that, Bosnia could not. The
understanding that it would not be possible to sustain
Yugoslavia's federal order without a consisbnt
commitment to morc even economic development - a
position from which the ftderal party has been
retreating throughout the 1980s proved to be
accurab. Kosovo's economic weakness (and a similar
logrc can be seen at work also in Montenegm and
Macedonia) has played a crucial role in Yugoslavia's
growing instability. The chain of national equality
snapped at its weakest link, endangering the
democratic prospects for each and every Yugoslav
nationality, The iron rule (that one finds operating
already in the Habsbury Monanctry) which ordains that
the national question in a multinational state can be
solved only in a comprehensive manner socially,
economically and politically in the late 1980s canre
into operation in Yugoslavia in atl its destructiveness.

Democratic Counter - Challenge
The positive side of this regressive movement was the
emeqgence of autonomous popular action. According
to Maliqi: '\rVhen it became clear that the Serbian
leadership was going ahead brazenly and without any
scruple, oftd that its aim was to eliminate Vllasi, the
duy that the meeting was fi.ully scheduled the miners
of Trepca met and said that enough was enough.
Saying that they should be consulted as well, they
made a prntest march to Prishtina. Th*y were followed
by others. That evening there was a meeting of the
Provincial party commitEe, atBnded by rcpr€sentatives
of Serbia who insisted that Vllasi, |ashari and others
had to go. This caused an explosion the following day.
Several hundred thousand men, women and children
marched from different parb of Kosovo to Prishtina
braving snow and sleet, some marching for more than
ten hours. The demonstrations lastrd 4-5 days. They

comple.tu.ly p.eaceful. The basic rule of behaviour
was imposed by the miners of Trepca, who carne out
urith clear slogans. They hailed Titq the party and the
Federal pa"ty leader Suvaq, and refused to sunender
Vllasi and lashari. And when these people did rcsryn,
the miners demanded that the resignations be revoked.

One of their key demands was that the 1W4
constitution be left in place, at least as far as its basic
principles were concerned.'
It is worth recalling at this point that Trepca miners had
always formed the backbone of the working-class
memhrship of the Communist party in Kosovo. They
continued to support traditional party policy on the
national question, even afrcr the party had abandoned
it. Such was the stnength of this idea that action could
be mounted without any formal oqganization, and with
a force that delivered a deadly blow to Milosevic's plan
for a peaceful imposition of Serbian 'unity'. Maliqi
confirms that 'there were no formal autonomous
oqganizations of the minere or the working class. No
special committees. It was a question of the general
mood. It was enough for mmeone to make a move and
everybody would follow. The first to move were the
workers and they wene later joined by the [t(osovo]
leadership. The November demonstrations had a big
impact, undermining MiloseviCs whole project. His
demands for constitutional changes became illegitimate
in Kosovo. The Serbian leadership immediately
proclaimed the demonstrations to be an act hostile to
Yugoslavia a counter-r€volution - and tried to
impose this view upon the Provincial parly commitEe.
Thc idca was to criminalise the workers' action.
Howeve$ this did not go through. For two months a
battle was waged around the assessment of the
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November demonstrations. A veritable underyrcund
struggle was also taking place within the all-Yugoslav
leadership. Here again, Serbia insisted that its position
should become thebfficial position of the kderil party.
In the meantime the Serbian party tried to bring its

own people - people who did not even stand publicly

way Rahman Morina emeryed as the Provincial party
secretary. Serbia insisbd that Vllasi be expelled from
the CC LCY, and this indeed happened at the CC
meeting held at the end of |anuary 1989. This pnrvoked
an immediaE revolt in Trepca. In other factories
protest meetings also took place, to cancel the imposcd
resignations and neject the Serbian assessment of the
characEr of the November demonstrations. The
miners demanded that Suvar and Milosevic come to
talk to them, which both refused to do. The new
imposed leadership of the Province then pnoduced its
own position, which was even mone condemnatory
than the Serbian one. It was this, in particulaq that
enraged the miners. They now had no legitimate
means to express their disagreement. The drive for
adoption of the constitutional changes rcached its peak
at this time, which further electrified the atmospherc.
This is why the minens decided to go down into the pits
and not come out until their demands were met. The
bottom line was that the three Serbian-imposed
officials Morina, Azemi and Shukria should
resign,'
The decision of Vllasi and his supporters to open up
the media was of decisive importance. 'The Trepca
minens formulated ten demands and the others simply
solidarised lvith them. The miners' demands wene
transmitEd through the media, which now became
compleEly open. The local press also reported support
frnm other parts of the country, from Croatia and
Slovenia. In fact, this time workers in other factories
started to move a week befone the miners began their
underyround strike. In some factories, h the middle of
kbruary the workere started to reject lunch they
would come into the canteen, walk through and throw
down their empty trays as a sign of their dissatisfaction.
This kind of action sprcad and culminated in a general
strike. The central demand was the three resignations,
but some worker party members also condemned
Milosevic's policies and demanded his resignation.'
Mass action pulled in the local parly oryanizations.
According to Maliqi, 'they were instructed to oppose
the workers'action but as a rule refused to obey. After
a few days, some party secnetaries solidariscd with the
miners and demanded that at least the thrce should
resign. The first step was made by the youth
oryanization, then othens followed. Factory party
oqganizations, in particulaq, thneatened collective
resignations from the LC.' The Kosovo party split along
national lines, with the Serbs and MonEnegrins
insisting that Serbian demands should be
unconditionally accepted, while 99o/o of Albanians were
against this. It was, in fact, a total collapse of the parly
in l(osovo.

The End of the Post-I{ar Order
The Yugoslav leadership was faced with a clear choice.
One response, as the Ljubljana Declaration aqgued
would have been to respect legal norrns rild, with
them, the will of the Albanian people. The other
choice, supported by Milosevic, was to change the
constitution by force. Having accepted Serbian
constitutional amendments, howeve{, the kderal
leadenship could not but opt for the latter. It decided to
put down the general strike by force but, to minimize

bloodshed, only after the miners had come out. To get
them out, the ftderal party got the three Kosovo
officials to resign. Maliqi describes what happened
next: A big protest rally was immediately oqganized in
Belgrade, which became a kind of occupation of the
kderal Assembly. The Rderal leaders, it seems, feared
that the situation in Serbia would get out of control and
provoke a civil !rr.lr. The rally in Belgrade came up with
quie radical demands, including the wholesale
resignation of the Rderal leadership and in particular
the parly leader Suvar. This was reiecte4 but in rcturn
the decision to impose a stab of erireryency in t(osovo
was announced. When, at about 10 otlock in the
evening, Milosevic appeared before the crowd, there
was little he could throw to them. So, when a grcup at
the front started to chant: Arrest Vllasili he gave his
word that there would be arrests. The following day
Vllasi was arresEd, on the pretext that he had visited
the striking miners in Trepca.'
The state of eme€ency imposed in l(osovo broke the
back of the workers' action. This opened the way for
legahzation of the constitutional coup d'etat. In Maliqi's
opinion, Vllasi's arrest was linked to the i*pe.dirg
vote in the Kosovo assembly. The idea was to
intimidate the l(osovo leadership and the assembly
delegates. For along with Vllasi, the managers of all
the laqger enterprises were arres@d including those of
Trepca and other mines, and in this way an atnosphere
of fear was created. The army moved in and occupied
all strategc points and special police units wene also
sent in, The constitution was to be voted in at the end
of March, so at first a state of emeqgency was not
formally proclaimed, but instead something called a
"state of erception', in order to avoid the situation in
which a new constitution would be adopted under
military rule. AU the same, in the Province
expectations werc high that the assembly would vote
against the changes, all the more since only a short
while before it had voted in favour of Kosovo's own,
quiE different amendments. These hopes were
di"uppoinEd. As soon as the Serbian constitution had
been formally voted ln, the staE of emeryency was
announced and mass arnests began.'
This action by the kderal state removed the last
vestiges of the legitimacy of the post-war order.
Never befone had the constitution been violated so
fuily, national rights taken away so bmz-enly, the
working class repressed so openly. The ftderal state
invoked wartime measures. According to Maliqi, 'there
were several atEmpts in Trepca to continue the
strugglg but then the militarisation of labour was
inboduced i.e. workers were obliged to return to
work as if it werre a war situation. Each worker was
sent an order to report to work, and anyone who
refused to obey was either sacked or arrested. This is
how the general strike was brcken. Immediately after
the Serbian constitution was adopted by the Provincial
assembly, students and other citizens starEd to protest.
Four dajrs later the Serbian assembly vobd in the new
constitution in a celebratory mood. In Kosovo this
caused demonstrations in several places. But wheneas
before it had been workers who gave the lead, the
workers were now silenced and asa result the revolt
was more disoryanizpd. Demonstrators were drawn in
the main from the poor quatrrs of the cities, frcm the
shanty districts of Prishtina and from towns like
Podujevo and Suva Reka, where there is a lot of
poverty. The demonstrations involved the poor€r
section of the population and the educaEd layers did
not joir them, which is why they took a more extreme
form. The conviction grcur that the inblligentsia had
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betrayed the people. It was an act of
desperation. And it must be
remembered that the reprcssion this
time round was quite severe. There
was shooting. Although a few of the
demonstratore were armed, the
majority just used stones. The police
used firepower and many pople died,
many of whom wer€ not even on the
demonstrations. Some were shot down
at bus stations, othere on the roadj
The l-eague of Commtrnists had
sanctioned what amounEd to a
fratricidal \Mar. As Maliqi says, 'the
unib sent to Kosovo ruere not prepared
for what happened. Some of them,
especially the resenrists from Serbia,
wene quite scatred. At times they fired
uncontnollably. It is said, but I have no
means of knowing for sure, that units
fiom Slovenia and Croatia refused to
shoot. There were also clashes
between local Albanian police and
unib fiom outside: in Urcsevac, where
the first mass demonstrations took
place, women with children marched
first and when a unit from Macedonia
startrd to club them, it seems the
Albanian police inErvened to pnrtect
them.'
An ugly new Yugoslavia u/as born from
the l(osovo bloodshed. The kderal
state's show of force sent a clear
warning to all nationalities. In
Slovenia, as we have seen, the result
was a constitution giving the Republic
virtual independence. Everywhere the lines of national
divide were now drawn more sharply. The state of
emerigency in l(osovo has not yet been tifted and is
Iikely b become pennanent, since the Serbian
bureaucracy has in fact lost any plitical instruments for
contnolling l(osovo.

The Contesting Forces
In l(osovo, for the first-time since the war we have seen
Yugoslav workers lead a popular movement on a
democratic prograrnme. The collapse of the Kosovo
parly-state the structurc which was meant to
safeguard Albanian national rights did not prevent
an organized resistance to the bureaucratic putsch.
Yugoslavia's nevolutionary legacy was simply
repossessed by the workers. The sunrival of the
country today, as in the past, depends not so much on
the existing state institutions as on popular democratic
action. Maliqi and Imsircvic are both convinced of this.
In Maliqi's words, 'the workens were the vanguard of
the national-democratic movement in Kosovo and the
factories will once again become centres of resistance -
if not open, then at least passive resistance. Th"y will
wait for the moment to oryanize themselves, perhaps
by forming independent trade unions or some parallel
secret oryanization. The workers have this self-
discipline, they are an organized force and one
conscious of its powe6 and they will not undertake
adventurist steps of a kind that will only prcvoke
repression. They, and a section of the inElligentsia,
place their hope in the prccess of democratisation in
Yugoslavia; in that context, they will seek legal
channels to achieve the return of a normal situation in
Kosovo.'
The main opposition to the prccess of democratisation

lies in the coalition between the new right and sections
of the. pTty-glatq apparat r.:. Such coalitions are
emerying in all the republics and express local
specificities. The Milosevic phenomenon may seem
extreme and untypical but in reality it is paradigmatic
of the new order now emerying in Yugoslavia. This is
Imsirovic's assessment. Milosevic emeryed as a man
who allowed national sclf-exprcssion, who cancclled
certain taboos, who related favourably to Orthodoxy
and its institutions. All that noisy clamour about the
1389 Battle of Kosovo, about the rcle of the Orthodox
religion in preserving Serb cultural traditions,
represents not just Milosevic's flirtation but his open
alliance with the Orthodox church, Seib nationalism
and Serb chauvinism. For since his arrival in power
there is no longer any mention of Serb chauvinism.
Since the 8th plenum Serb nationalism has been
promoted to a state-building Yugoslav force; to a mild,
harmless phenomenon which can only bc positive. But
this is a nationalism sununoned up to help preserye
the power of one fraction of the Yugoslav 

-apparatus,

which as a whole is riven by fractional struggles.'
MiloseviCs social basis - the forces on which he relied
to get rid of Stambolic's fraction and reprcssively
consolidate the apparatus of power are provincial
party functionaries, in other words, the middle and
lower ranks of the party apparatus. Milosevic was able
first to win over regional party committees and then to
make an assault on the Belgrade party, the laryest parly
oryanization in the country, which under Dragisa
ltvlovic was a Stambolic bastion. After Pavlovic's
departur€, the Belgrade party was thoroughly pqged.
The puqge was made easieq given a certain cadre basis
which Milosevic had established during his own time
at the head of the Belgrade parly', and which he used in
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Shk6lzen taliqi

his onslaught. Milosevic, after his victory, replaced
those pu{ged with a grcup of arrivistes, primitive
careerists, who have no moral or political scruples and
who are highly unpopular. The other impofiant layer
of support for Milosevic is the rising entrepreneurial
class in Serbia. We are told duily that the Albanian
people's desire for autonomy or a republic is counter-
revolutionary, yet at the same time you can see pople
on Belgrade Elevision aqguing openly in favour of
capitalist restoration in Yugoslavia. The demands
raised U the Albanian masses have never questioned
the social characEr of ownership or the achievements
of the revolution - such socialist achievements as have
srrnrived over the past forty-odd years. We have never
heard from the Albanians a demand for the re-
privatisation of social ownership. But we have heard
such demands come fiom precisely those social layers
and potitical groupings that support Milosevic. At the
time of the military intervention in l(osovq in March
1989, there was an interview with a well-known
entrcpreneur from Kosovo, one of the Karic [ethnically
SerbJ bncthers, who as a successful businessman
spokc warmly, indccd passionably, in favour of rt-
privatisation of the means of production in Yugoslavia.
And nobody dreamed of stopping him or calling this by
its right narne: the prcgranune of counter-
revolutionary restoration of capitalism.'
Imsirovig howeveq, does not think that Milosevic's
support in the Serbian masses is very solid: T{is
influence on the Serbian masses is highly
ovenestimated. This is pnoved by the fact that the first
thing he did was to purge all the media, placing them
under tight party conhol. In Serbia today, there is
practically no organ that can write critically. All
editorial boards have been pu{ged and critical

journalists sacked. He has made the press speak with
one voice. A person confident of his legitimacy could
have atlowed at least a mildly critical pape4 such as a
student paper with its small print-run. But Milosevic
is well awarle that the appearance of any other political
alternative would soon bring him inb question, since it
would expose how weak his influence in the masses
really is. Observers frpm outside frequently identify
his influence in the masses with his contnol of the
media. And when one reads the Belgrade prcss, one
gets the impression that Milosevic is a charismatic
personality. lbsErs bearing his face are printed in larye
numbers, there is no illustrated journal without his
photograph. We can speak of a kind of renaissance of
the cult of peffionality.'
This is not to say that the nationalist appeal of
Milosevic's pnoject has not found a resonanc€ in the
Serbian misses. With his chauvinist hutlabaloq
Milosevic has succeeded in temporarily slowing down
political mobilization in Serbia, in confusing the masses
and in exporting their dissatisfactiory W turning the
existing social tensions against an imaginary outside
encmy. Today this enemy is the Albanians, tomorrcw
it will h the Slovenes, the Croats, the Moslems, eE.
indeed anybody who resists hirn. The rapid growth in
the number of strikes and the broadening of workens'
demands sugest that he does not have much time to
implement his programme of gaining power at the
all"Yugoslav level and consolidating the Yugoslav
bureaucncy; that he must move very fast, conquering
one kderal unit after another; in order to confrcnt the
masses with a stnong apparatus of reprcssion. All the
individual republican and provincial apparatuses are in
crisis. Milosevic's aim is to consolidatr the burreaucratic
structure of power. And the final aim is a confrontation
with the masses, to put a stop to their political
development. This is why he and his supporbrs have
fought so hard over the last year for the convocation of
an extraordinary party congr€ss, which will now take
place in january 1990. The idea is to achieve a
numerical majority there and then proceed b a wide
purye of the party apparatus in the other kderal units.
Whether he will succeed remains to be seen. But if he
does, then we can expect a rapid purge of the parly
apparatuses in Slovenia and Croatia and their
'normalisation around the programme of the Serbian
burcaucracy. This means puryes, the consolidation of
power by purely repressive measunes, the shutting up
of inrcllcctuals and workerc. Re-centralisation would
consolidate the power of the Yugoslav bureaucraqF as a
whole.'
Milosevic's succ€ss involves the return of a staE based
on national repression, albeit in the guise of Yugoslav
unity. [Iow easy will it be to reconcile this with the
emeryence of the local parties as national champions?
According to Imsircvic, 'we are witnessing a notable
confusion in the Yugoslav bureaucraqF. At times they
resist Milosevic, while simultaneously they seem to be
retreating step by step. We are dealing with a strugle
between several factions. Thete are differcnces
between them, but alrc a readiness b capitulaE.
Fractions are formed on the principle of loyalty to the
local apparatus - or the dominant current within it -
not to the people, to the class, to the achievements of
the revolution. This can best be illustrated by the case
of Suvar. Suvar stood up to Milosevic at the 17th Parly
plenum and defended a Yugoslavia based on national
equality in the sarne way that Charrrberlain stood up to
Hitler and defended Europe in 1938 - retreating step
by step and encouraging his adversary's appetiE.
Suvar is evidently more afraid of mass mobilization in
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Cnratia than he is of Mlosevic. With Milosevic he will
always find a corunon language. It is true that his
faction is the bearer of an alternative strategic option.
But at the moment when he had a chance to gain
undoubted support in Croati+ at the moment when a
rnass luave of solidarity with the tfusovo miners welled
up in Croatia, Suvar retneated cravenly, because he was
frighened of this quite different but far more effective
kind of resistance to Milosevic. Instea4 together with
other Yugoslav functionaries, he gave his blessing to
military rule in l(osovo.'
'One cannot have much hope that this or that part of
the apparatus, this or that local bureaucftcy, will put
up a decisive nesistance to Milosevic. Although the
Slovene party signed the Ljubljana Declaration, it has
done so little to realize its political programme that one
wonders whether this is indeed the line of the Slovene
party. The signature of the liberal wing of the Slovene
party was a means to legitimise it in the eyes of the
Slovene masses, nothing motre. All these years, the
Slovene lihrals have failed to take their prcgramme for
a democratic transformation to the masses in other
rcpublics, to look for allies or mobilize outside
Slovenia. This is the best proof of how seriously they
take their prcgranrme. It seems they ar€ hesitating
between the hope that they may yet find conunon
ground with Milosevic and the fear that the latEr will
putse them all and replace them with what the Slovene
youth press irrrnically describes as "healthy forres', i.e.
orthodox Stalinists.'
In ImsiroviCs view, 'the faEful and decisive force in
Yugoslavia has not yet made its \ rill known, has not
mounted the political stage in all its power. The
woiking class is still searrhing for adequatr forms of
struggle, its own form of intervention in the conflict of
the various factions. It is ready, as has been shown in
I(osovo, to give support to its own national bureaucracy
at a time when the latter is defending what is in its
interest. But it is not willing to play the role of cannon
fodder in inEr-bureaucratic quarrels. Suvar is aware
of this, which is why he was not brave enough to
mobilize Croatian workers to resist Milosevic. The
wave of solidarity in Croatia and Slovenia was a real
blow at the foundations of the anti"Albanian South
Slav coalition and an inspiration for the development of
a democratic federation based on national equality.
Such a federation, naturally, must be based on self-
determination, including the right to secession.
Without voluntary adhesion to the federal conununity,
there is no equality in decision-makirg within it.'

Expectations for the Future
Since this conversation took place, Slovenia has
adopEd a constitution which should lead to relatively
frce elections in the Republic in the coming spring and
possible loss of power by the local party. The frderal
party and state bodies have condemned this act, but -
short of the Yugoslav army taking direct power in the
country as a whole - th"y no longer have the authority
or the means to reverse it. The outcome of the struggle
at the fbderal level will have fateful implications for all
Yugoslavs. According to Maliqi, 'in Kosovo, the people
are rcady to act, but right now everybody is waiting for
the outcome of the struggle for power in Yugoslavia as
a whole. Slovenia, and to some extent Croatia, have a
quite different concept of how the &deration should
work frcm the one held by the current leadership in
Serbia. The difference is of a principled nature, the
two concepts are mutually exclusive and cannot coexist.
The Albanians support the former model, because it

allows for a democratic expr€ssion of popular will. In

the Albanian masses, as I have said, there is a general
will to rcsist, but at present there is no means of
coondinating ttlis. They are ready to inErvene
massively on the key questions regarding the
constitution of the Rderation.'
'But if such a struggle were to fail, then we would face
a permanent and violent repression. There is a plan for
a fresh colonization of Kosovo, to "correct' the ethnic
structure in favour of Serbs. That such a plan exists is
only confirmed by dl the talk in Serbia today about the
"genocide' against Serbs which has allegedly been
conducted by Albanians over the past 3{D-odd years!
In fact, when l(osovo wEls incorporated into Serbia at
the end of the Balkan Wars, alrcady three-quarErs if
not more of its population was Albanian. Since then,
there have been thnee attempts to "correct" this
percentage, but they have all failed to a greater or lesser
degree. Today, it is even more difficult to imagine how
this would work. But it is nevertheless beirg
proposed. The idea is that Serbs would be brought in,
while Albanians would be resettled throughout
Yugoslavia and some encouraged to leave the
country altogether. Therc is an even morc radical plan,
which relies on an eventual civil war in Yugoslavia to
expel as many Albanians as possible to Albania. There
is also a third option, accordirg to which the Albani€u:rs
would be forced to accept a redrawing of frontiers.
I(osovo would be divided: Kosovo proper would be
joined to Serbia, while Metohija would go to Albania.
The majority of Albanians would then be expelled to
Albania. A substantial part of the remaining
population would be resettled. Naturally, this is all
speculatiory but such inEntions do exist and are
expressed today. The most radical are the Cheurik
elements, who are ready for a massacre of Albanians,
for a true genocide. Currently all this looks most
unreal; but it is possible to imagine a situation in which
Yugoslavia would enter a whirlpool of national strife,
and various nationalist forccs would scize thc
opportunity to create what would amount tio a regional
crisis. And while the attention of the world was
focuscd on laqger countries like China, the Soviet
Union or Polaod, they would try to press forward to a
"final solution".'
Maliqi's aqgument is that'we are dealirg with a crisis of
state socialism, which has used up its historical credit.
Everywhere the parly-state is falling apart. In
Yugoslavia there are forces which seek mor€ democratic
channels of state l%iti*ation. Yugoslavia is a multi-
national state and any atbmpt to i*pose a single
national will would provoke the counbyt break-up.
In which case the question of lfusovo would still be
open, since Yugoslavia's disintegration would not only
lead to an intervention of big powers, but also open up
a regional conflict in which Bulgaria and Albania would
be bound to get involved. There is no doubt that a
democratic transformation of Yugoslavia demands a
democratic transformation of Serbia. The curnent
leadership is obsessed by the idea of a Gneater Serbia,
but I do not hlieve that it will remain in pwer for any
period of time, since I do not believe that it is able to
bti.g any real advance or benetit to the people of
Serbia. In Serbia, alsq there are forces capable of
offering another vision of Serbia and of Yugoslavia: that
i+ of Yugoslavia as a democratic conununity of all its
peoples. -Such forces are to be found in a section of the
intelligentsia and also in the working class. For
although the Serbian working class may appear
momentarily blinded by the nationalist pnoject, its
future lies in cooperation with the working class in
other parts of the countr5r. ' a[
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The
massacre
of Rornaniarr
villages

b

Analysis of the project and
reactions
What does it consist of, exactly, the prograrrune of so-
called "systematisation of the Romanian territoryo, and,
ir p*ti.futuU of the Romanian villages? If, in the West,
everybody agr€es that it would mean a veritable
cataclysffi, both fiom the human point of view and
from the cultural patrimony point of view, thene is still
lack of clarity regarding the extent, the degnee of
advancement and espcially the finality of this
progranune. As far as the exbnt of the project, the
official documents, and Ceausescu himself, could not
be clearer: all the regions of the country are included
and if the danger of disappearance explicitly concerns
70m-8m villages, the rest of them remain potentially
threatened by the "systematisation".

The prograrrune entered its final phase at the
beg*^ing of this year and it is estimated that around a
dozen villages have actually been erased. Nevertheless,
there exist certain differences fmm one region to
another: thus, contrary to an often voiced opinion, the
demolitions did not start in Transylvania (where a
Hungarian minority of two million people lives, victims
of forced Romanisation). In the surrc)undings of
Bucharest, the llfov region set as an example and
pilot zone of the systematisation remains the area
most touched so far. But, at different rhythms,
destructions took place all over the country, and
especially around the big cities, ofrcn affiacking villages
which are several centuries old. In many of these cases,
the inhabitants wer€ informed the night before the
arrival of the bulldozers.

In fact, the project was not born yesterrday. It was in

Bucharest, too, is a victim of "systematisation"

Alexarrdra Lfri rrel - Lfraastine
,,/967, shortly after the end of collectivisation, that the
basic principles of systematisation were announced,
and taken up again at the 10th Congress of the RCP in
August 1969. At the national Party Conferenc€ of fune
1W2, the directives become more precise and the
villages are divided into three categorieg according to
which their fate is being decided today. The first
category includes localities bound to become towns;
the second, villages destined to become modernised
and endowed with urban-style buildings; and finally,
the last category consists of villages which, 'lacking
economic perspectives", are doomed to disappear. In
1W4 the project is given a "legal framework" through
the adoption of a law forbidding the building of new
houses outside a perimeter rigorously set to this end.

Nevertheless, until not so long ago, there existed no
law concerning the actual plan of " rural
systematisation": but on the 17 April 1988 the
legislation establishing the legal basis neessary to the
pur:suit of the plan is set in place.

Thus, the 'qystematisation" programme, which took
a long time to maturc and is today operational, does
not aFpear as a sudden 'tolly' of the Conducator; but
as one of the facets of a global social project. From this
perspective, the destruction of the peasantry appears as
an additional step on the Orwellian path of a total
collectivisation of Romanian society.

The "Systematisation Plan of the territory and the
I-ocalities" in Romania

The systematisation of the Romanian villages
represents the last stage of a global programme
intended to bri.g about the radical transformation of
the whole habitat of the counhy, both rural and urban.
It concerns the following:

1. Rebuilding of towns and cities according to a
unique model: the centres of these must be remodetled
in order to become "politico-administrative cenhes'
r€grouping official buildings around a square larye
enough to contain the crowds gathered for
demonstrations; around this centne the hibitat must be
concentrated into la{ge blocks of flats built, if necessary,
on the site of erased old quarters. The 'systematisation
of the towns" must be finished laqgely b/ 1990. In fact
the plan has already been executed in most Romanian
cities and Bucharest is the main example: it is well-
known that the essential part of its historic centne has
becn dcstrcyed.

2. The traditional rural habitat must disappeaa in
three stages fmm now to the year 2m
(1990 -1995 -Zm0) through the following measures:

- the demolition of more than half of the presently
existing rural localities. Those concerned in the first
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place are the non- collectivised villages and the
hamlets. These will be pulled down and their sites
used for agricultural purposes.

the reconstruction of the remaining villageg
following the urban model, aiming to reduce as much
as possible the occupied surface: larye buildings in the
cenhe, rcgrcuping other habitats into pavillions with at
least one storey.

the cneation of 558 "agro-industrial centles",
chosen among the 5000-6m new villages and equally
distributed between the 40 deparEnents (see Appendix
1 and 2).

Officially, this prcgramme of 'systematisation of the
rural localities' is being justified by the concern for the
recuperation of arable lands. Nevertheless, the figures
presented ar€ derisory when compared to the total
agricultural surfaces; these figures would thus
correspond only to a reappropriation of privately-
owned plots or of non-collectivised land, which has
been intensely cultivated so far. In any case, the real
prrrblem of Romanian agriculture is not one of
insufficient agricultural land (with 0.46 hectares of
arable land per inhabitant Romania's place in this
respect is second in Europe, after Poland). The real
pnrblem is the weak rate of productivity of the farms
belonging to the state and the cooperative sector.

The second aryument put forward by the official
propaganda today in order to praise the
'systematisation" is that it is necessary to modernise
the conditions of life in the countryside. This could be
an acceptable a{gument if it wasn't refuted by the very
facts. According to the official press itself, the majority
of the aparhnents neryly b.uilt in the counEyside have
no running wateq, no heating systems and no sanitary
installations: the kirchens are shared (one for each
floor) and the toilets are in the back yards.

What is, thery the real aim of tfris opration? First,
the peasant working in the cooperatives as well as
those working on their private plots will lose both their
individual houses (with stables, henhouses, vegetable
gardens) and their private plots. In other words, the
peasants will lose the little economic independence
which they still retained vis-a-vis the state. Fmm this
point of view, the "systematisation of the territory" can
be seen as a second collectivisation of the land, at a
time when Romania suffers of a chronic shortage of
food and when, according to official statistics, the
profitability of the private farms is much higher in
spite of their archaic technology - than that obtained in
the other sectorrs.

It is also, and above all, the means of destroyirg a
peasanby which is insufficiently controlled because it
has succeeded, up until now, to prcserve its essential
identity through its cultural traditions, its patrimony, its
social nelations and sotidarity which are based upon
traditional community relations such as the family, the
neighbourhood, the ethnic group, the parish.

The final aim - otherwise openly proclaimed - of
the sysEmatisation prcgramme is to achieve, under the
pretext of ' reducing the differenc€s between the towns
and the villages' an as perfect as possible
'homogeneisation" of Romanian society: a society
without a past or memories, without traditions or
religions, without ethnic or cultural difJerences, the
society of the new man. Nicolae Ceausescu sutnmarises
this in the following terms: the systematisation of the
territory will lead to the 'creation of the unique
working people of Romania".

Opposition and Resistance
September 1988 - September 1989
A Chronicle of Enents
Until not so long ago there was little to report about a

Romanian movement of dissent. Isolated acts of
protesb by individuals ended in the exile or the
disappeartrnce of the people who dared tio speak up;
outbursts of mass protests and revolt were brutally
crushed and thus short-lived (the miners' strike in
lyn, the uprising of the population of Brasov h 1987).

The following accounts seem to show that this state
of affairs may well be undeqgoirg a fast change. The
acb of protest and resistance described below ane

coming from all sectors of society: ordinary citizens in
the cities, peasants frcm villages threatened with
destruction, members of the intelligentsia, including
well-known artists and rcientists, and even high*
ranking members of the Communist Party:

a In September 1988, Doina Cornea was the first to
respond, by launching an appeal addressed to
Ceauseffu, against the "systematisation" progranune
which she qualifies as "genocide". Her open letter was
smuggled to the West and was broadcast into Romania
by Radio Free Europe. Since then more than 60 people
are known to have joined and signed the appeal. Doina
Comea, a retired university professor living in Cluj had
been arrested together with her son between the 19th
of November and the 24th of December 1987 for having
distributed leaflets calling on the people to demonstrate
in solidarity with the striking workers of Brasov. After
beirg released, she and her husband have been
practically under house amest and were several times
beaten by members of the Seatitate (the secret police)
surveilling their house. Several Western journalists and
morc recently a Belgian MEE, Gerard Dupfrz, were also
assaultcd, bcatcn and thcir belongings stolcn by
plainclothes policemen, fotlowing attempts to establish
contact with Cornea.

I At the end of Septernber 1988, Aurel Dragos
MunEanu, essayist and novelis! hands in his
resignation from the parly. In a letter addressed to
Crausescu, he explains that his resignation is due,
among other things, to his refusal ' to carry the moral
rcsponsibility entailed in grving his support [thrcugh
his party membershipl to the prclgramme of
destruction of the rural localities".

, A lctter reccntly amivcd in thc West dcscribes the
uprising in a village in Mararnures-ktrova, populated
by Romanians and Ruthenians. Armed with wooden
clubs the villagers attacked a delegation of local party
leaders who were trying to persuade the people to
agrce to the destruction of their village. The plan was to
have them transferred to another village as a prelude to
a future "systematisation'. Following this attack,
Gaftone, secretary of the regional propaganda
department and a Seuritate commande$ was severely
beaten and hospitalised. The Semitate units called in
fiom Sighet, a nearby town, refrain from interfering.
The peasants are victorious: the first Party secretary of
thc rcgion, V. Barbulet, promised to cancel the plans
for the destruction of their village and accepts a new
nwire this time a village inhabitant aPPointed by
the villagers themselves.

o In mid-March 1989, six veteran Party leaders
distance themselves from Ceausescu's policies and
denouncg in the first place, the Plan of rural
"systematisation". In an oPen letter addressed to
Ceausescu, they write: 'The whole of the
qystematisation plan and the forced displacement of
peasants into three-storey buildings are contrary to
articlc 36 of thc constitution, which proEcts the privab
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property used for housing, its annexes and the land
which is occupied by these.' They add: "What
predominates today in the countryside is the fear of
systematisation, with 7-8000 villages threatened with
demolition. Besides economig cultural and
humanitarian objections formulaEd W the civilised
world against this programme, it is worthwhile raising
a legitimaE question: why urbanise the counbyside
while norrnal living conditions cannot be ensurcd in
the cities?'

In May 1989, one of the signatories of this lettec
Corneliu Manescu, was forcibly removed from his
Bucharest rcsidenqF into an estate-type block of flats
situated in the new agro-industrial centre of the Chitila
conunune. His present flat has no running wate{, with
the toilet in the back yard. His daughter was made
redundant and transfeired to Succavi in the north of
the counEy. Manescu, who used to be Romania's
Minister for Foreip Affairs in the late 1"960s, is 73 years
old and severely ill. For several months he has been
deprived of any extemal contact in spite of
interventions by West Germany and Huogary where he
had been invited for medical treatment.

Silviu Brucan and Alexander Bidandeanu, two
other signatories of the same letteu, wene also forced to
move inb the suburbs of Bucharest and their homes
are under police strnreillance.

. Also in March 1989, the poet Dan Desliu
addresses an open letter to Ceausescu accusing him of
violating the constitution and of regarditg it as a vulgar
piece of paper: 'If it wasnt so, the bulldozers would
not h allowed to Ear day and night into the individual
houses of the pasantg victims of the qystematisation
plan...'.

Desliu, aged 62, attacked the Ceausescu regime
calling it 'the inflexible dictatonship", "the government
of fear" and denounced the transformation of the
country 'into an immense concentration camp under
open skies". On March 17th he started a hunger strike
to protest against the repression to which he was
subjected and to demand an end to the judiciary
prcceedings against him. At the beginning of April,
Desliu was forcibly confined to a mental hospital in
Bucharcst. At present he is at home, under house anest
and physically weakened.

o Another letEr smuggled to the West and signed
by a group of peasants fnrm the province of Iasi
(north-east Romania) says that the Romanian
population knows about Operation Romanian Villages
and that they rejoice over it. This group of peasants
insists that it should be made known that the villagers
do need running water systems and elcctricity, but that
they do not want to see their houses destroyed to this
end.

* A second letEq, signed lon Diaconu, rclates the
revolt of two villages from the Bistrita-Nasaud district,
Parva and Monor:

The villagers of Parva learned that they are to be
soon removed to a nearby villagc Rebra. Otly a few
administrative formalities- are still needed in 6rder to
put this decision into practice. A certain Huciu is
charyed with bringing b the district headquarters the
plans signed by the village authorities. The villagers,
having learned the pu{pose of his visit, keep him in
confinement for three days at the headquarters of the
local Popular Council. They demand, in exchange for
his release, the prcsence of the dishict first party
secretary, Buslui, who sends instead one of his
underlings, a certain Musuroia. Negotiations follow.
The villagers are suspicious and they organise a 24-
hours guand around the villd9e, tolling the church bells

as soon as an official car apprcaches the village to call
the villagers to assemble in front of the village hall. The
authorities nesort to intimidation and the village priest
is sent to Bistrita (capital of the district); the bells are
replaced with drums and barricades are set up at the
entrance to the village. Eventually, the authorities glve
in and the removal of the village is cancelled.

The courage of the inhabitants of Parva becomes
contagious: the people of Monoq, a village threatened
with the sarne fate, decide b displace, during the
night, the stone posts marking the boundaries of the
district, thus becoming part of Mures, a different
district. It is a symbolic act expressing their will to
escape the decision of "systematisation", coming from
the authorities of the Bistrita-Nasaud district.

o Gabriel Andreescu, 37, bio-physicist, has been
unrcachable since the interview given in Bucharcst to
journalists from French television in |une. Shortly
before the interview he managed b send a letter to the
participants of the European Community conference on
human rights, held in Paris. At the same time, he went
on a lS-days hunger strike, starting May 20, in order to
protest against the violation of human rights in his
country, the xenophobic policies of the Romanian
regime and the destruction of the villages.

a At the beginning of April, Andrei Plesu,
philosopher and art critic, was dismissed from his
position as researcher at the Institute of Art History.in
Bucharest. He was sent to work as a museograph in the
city of Bacau, although tmtil Iune no actual
appointment was available for him.

These measunes were taken by the authorities after
he signed, together with six other intellectualq an
appeal addressed to the president of the Writers'
Union, D.R. hpescu, asking him to "exercise his
statutory duties" to defend their colleague, the poet
Mirrea Dinescu, subject of repeated acts of rrepression
and dismissed frcm his position as editor of the
magazine *Romania Literaral Dinescu's dismissal
occurned after hg gave an inbrview to the French
newspaper Libtiation tn March 1989, in which he called
upon the Romanian inElligentsia to protest against the
plans to destnoy thousands of Romanian villages,

o hur Romanian journalists were formally chaqged
with having printed and distributed leaflets hostile to
Ceausescu and calling upon the people to demonstrate
against the regime. They were arrested and beaten by
the police between ?5-T |anuary this year. They a(e:
ktrc Bacanu, 47, journalist at Romania Uteraru;
Alexander Chivoiu, printer; Mihai Creangd, 47, theatrc
critic at Romania l\toreasu, and Anton Uncu, 41,
journalist at Romania Litaam.

Bacanu is still irnprisoned in an unknown place,
while the other three were released after months of
detention and transferred to the prcvinces.

Three other journalists from Romania Litemm were
made redundant for having exprcss€d, in a private
convercation, their sympathies with their colleagues.
They are Pia Serbau, Donel Doriau, ffid lon Strica.

I Finally, a letter dated March 1989 and signed by
"a group of Romanian journalists" expresses support
for the four leaflet authors and declares that as editors
of the official press their only consolation is to know
that "nobody reads our articles or gives them any
importance'.
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